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Foreword

ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) and IEC (the Inter-
national Electrotechnical Cammission) form the specialized system for
worldwide stancardization. National bodies that are members of ISO or
IEC participate in the development of International Standards through
technical committees established by the respective organization to deal
with particular fields of technical activity. ISO and IEC technical com-
mittees collaborate in fields of mutual interest. Other international organ-
izations, governmental and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO and /EC,
also take part in the work.

In the field of information technology, ISO and IEC have established a joint
technical committee, [SOMEC JTC 1. Draft International Standards adopted
by the joint technical committee are circulated to national bodies for vot-
ing. Publication as an International Standard requires approval by at least
75% of the national bodies casting a vote.

International Standard ISO/IEC 11172-3 was prepared by Joint Technical
Cammittes ISOVIEC JTC 1, Information technology, Sub-Committee SC 29,
Coded representation of audio, picture, multimedia and hypermedia infor-
mation,

ISOMEC 11172 consists of the following parts, under the general title /n-
formation technology — Cocing of moving pictures and associated audio
for digital storage media at up to about 1,5 Mbjit’s:

— Part i: Systems

— Part 2: Video

— Part 3: Audio

— Fart 4: Compliance testing

Annexes A and B form an integra! part of this part of ISOIEC 11172. An-
nexes C, D, E, F, G and H are for information only.
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Introduction

Note: Readers interested in an overview of MPEG Audio should read this Introduction and then proceed to
annex A (Diagrams) and annex C (The encoding process) before reading the normative clauses 1 and 2. 
To aid in the understanding of the specification of the stored compressed bitstream andits decoding, a
sequence of encoding, storage and decoding is described.

i | Encoding

The encoder processes the digital audio signal and produces the compressed bitstream for storage. The
encoder algorithm is not standardized, and may use various means for encoding such as estimation of the
auditory masking threshold, quantization, and scaling. However, the encoder output must be such that a
decoder conforming to the specifications of clause 2.4 will produce audio suitable for the intended
application.

PCM

audio samples encoded
32 44,1 48 kHz quantizer cay bitstream

mapping and ackin
coding P a

ISOMEC 11172-3
encoder

 
ancillary data

Figure 1 -- Sketch of the basic structure of an encoder

Figure 1 illustrates the basic structure of a audio encoder. Input audio samples are fed into the encoder. The
napping creates a filtered and subsampled representation of the input audio stream. The mapped samples
may be called either subband samples (as im Layer I or I, see below) or wansformed subband samples (as in
Layer 01). A psychoacoustic model creates a set of data to control the quantizer and coving. These data are
different depending on the actual coder implementation. One possibility is to use an estimation of the
masking threshold to do this quantizer control. The quantizer and coding block creates a set of coding
symbols from the mapped input samples. Again, this block can depend on the encoding system. The block
‘frame packing’ assembles the actual bitstream from the output data of the other blocks, and adds other
information (e.g. error correction) if necessary.

There are four different modes possible, single channel, dual channel (two independent audio signals coded
within one bitstream), stereo (left and right signals of a stereo pair coded within one bitstream), and Joint
Stereo (left and right signals of a stereo pair coded within one bitstream with the stereo imelevancy and
redundancy exploited).
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o.2 Layers

Depending on the application, different layers of the coding system with increasing encoder complexity and
performance can be used. An ISO/IEC 11172-3 Audio Layer N decoderis able to decode bitstream data
which has been encoded in Layer N and all layers below N.

Layer I

This layer contains the basic mapping of the digital audio input into 32 subbands, fixed segmentation to
format the data into blocks, a psychoacoustic model to determine the adaptive bit allocation, and
quantization using block companding and formatting. The theoretical minimum encoding/decoding delay for
Layer I is about 19 ms.

Layer I

This layer provides additional coding of bit allocation, scalefactors and samples. Different framing is used,
The theoretical minimum encoding/decoding delay for Layer II is about 35 ms.

Layer III

This layer introduces increased frequency resolution based on a hybrid filterbank. It adds a different
(nonunifonn) quantizer, adaptive segmentation and entropy coding of the quantized values. The theoretical
minimum encoding/decoding delay for Layer III is about 59 ms.

Joint Stereo coding can be added as an additional feature to any of the layers.

0.3 Storage

Various streams of encoded video, encoded audio, synchronization data, systems data and auxiliary data may
be stored together on a storage medium. Editing of the audio will be easier if the edit point is constrained to
coincide with an addressable point.

Access to storage may involve remote access over a communication system. Access is assumed to be
controlled by a functional unit other than the audio decoder itself, This control unit accepts user commands,
reads and interprets data base structure information, reads the stored information from the media,
demultiplexes non-audio information and passes the stored audio bitstream to the audio decoder at the
required rate.

0,4 Decoding

The decoder accepts the compressed audio bitstream in the syntax defined im 2.4.1, decodes the data elements
according to 2.4.2, and uses the infonmation to produce digital audio output according to 2.4.3,

PCM

encoded audio samples
bitstream 32 44,1 48kHzframe inverse

reconstruction
unpacking mapping

ISOMEC 11172-3 decoder 
ancillary data

Figure 2 -- Sketch of the basic structure of a decoder

Figure 2 illustrates the basic structure of a audio decoder, Bitstream data is fed into the decoder. The
bitstream unpacking and decoding block does error detection if error-check is applied in the encoder (see
7.4.2.4), The bitstream data are unpacked to recover the various pieces of information. The
reconstruction block reconstructs the quantized version of the set of mapped samples. The inverse
mapping transforms these mapped samples back into uniform PCM.

vi
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Information technology — Coding of moving
pictures and associated audio for digital storage
media at up to about 1,5 Mbit/s —

Part 3:

Audio

Section 1: General

1.1 Scope

This part of ISOVIEC 11172 specifies the coded representation of high quality audio for storage media and
the method for decoding of high quality audio signals. The input of the encoder and the output of the decoder
are compatible with existing PCM standards such as standard Compact Disc and Digital Audio Tape.

This part of the ISOV/TEC 11172 is intended for application to digital storage media providing a total
continuous transfer rate of about 1,5 Mbits/sec for both audio and video bitstreams, such as CD, DAT and

magnetic hard disc. The storage media may either be connected directly to the decoder, or via other means
such as communication lines and the ISO/IEC 11172 multiplexed suream defined in ISOVIEC 11172-1.
This part of ISO/TEC 11172 is intended for sampling rates of 32 KHz, 44,1 KHz, and 48 kHz.

1.2 Normative references

The following Intemational Standards contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constituee
provisions of this part of ISO/TEC 11172. At the time of publication, the editions indicated were valid.
All standards are subject to revision, and parties to agreements based on this part of ISO/IEC 11172 are
encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions of the standards indicated
below. Members of IEC and ISO maintain registers of currently valid Intemational Standards.

ISOVIEC 11172-1:1993 Jnformation technology - Coding ofmoving pictures and associated audio for digital
Storage media afup to about 5 Mbin’s - Part J Systests.

ISQVIEC 11172-2:1993 Jnformation technology - Coding of moving pictures and associated audio for digital
Storage media at up to about 1,5 Mbit's - Part 2: Video.

CCIF Recommendation 601-2 Encoding parameters of digital television for studios.

CCIR Report 6244 Characteristics of systems for monochrome and colour television,

CCIR Recommendation 648 Recerding ofaudio signals.

CCIR Report 955-2 Sound broadcasting by satellitefor portable and mobile receivers, including Annex IV
Summary description ofAdvanced Digital System I,

CCITT Recommendation J.17 Pre-emphasis used on Sound-Programme Circuits.

IEEE Draft Standard P1180/D2 1990 Specification for the inplementation of 8x 8 inverse discrete cosine
transform”.

IEC publication 908:1987 CD Digital Audio System.
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Section 2: Technical elements

2.1 Definitions

For the purposes of ISO/IEC 11172, the following definitions apply. [f specific to a part, this is noted in
square brackets.

2.1.1 ac coefficient [video]: Any DCT coefficient for which the frequency in one or both dimensions
i$ MOM-Zzerd.

2.1.2 access unit [system]: In the case of compressed audio an access unit is an audio access unit. In
the case of compressed video an access unit is the coded representation ofa picture.

2.1.3 adaptive segmentation [audio]: A subdivision of the digital representation of an audio signal
in variable segments of time.

2.1.4 adaptive bit allocation [audio]: The assignment of bits to subbands in a time and frequency
Varying fashion according to a psychoacoustic model,

2.1.5 adaptive noise allocation [audio]: The assignment of coding noise to frequency bands in a
time and frequency varying fashion according to a psychoacoustic model.

2.1.6 alias [audio]: Mirrored signal component resulting from sub-Nyquist sampling.

2.1.7 analysis filterbank [audio]: Filterbank in the encoder that wansforms a broadband PCM audio
signal into a set of subsampled subband samples.

2.1.3 audio access unit [audio]: For Layers I amd IT an audio access unit is defined as the smallest
part of the encoded bitstream which can be decoded by itself, where decoded means “fully reconstructed
sound”. For Layer Ill an audio access unit is part of the bitstream that is decodable with the use of
previously acquired main information.

2.1.9 audio buffer [audio): A buffer in the system target decoder for storage of compressed audio data.

2.1.10 audio sequence [audio]: A non-interrupted series of audio frames in which the following
parameters are not changed:

- ID

= Layer
- Sampling Frequency
+ For Layer T and UT: Bitrate index

2.1.11 backward motion vector [video]: A motion vector that is used for motion compensation
from a reference picture at a later time in display order.

2.1.12 Bark [audio}: Unit of critical band rare. The Bark scale is a non-linear mapping of the frequency
scale over the audio range closely comesponding with the frequency selectivity of the human ear across the
band.

2.1.13 bidirectionally predictive-coded picture; B-picture [video]: A picture that is coded
using motion compensated prediction from a past and/or future reference picture.

2.1.14 bitrate: The rate at which the compressed bitstream is delivered from the storage medium to the
input of a decoder.

2.1.15 block companding [audio]: Normalizing of the digital representation of an audio signal
within a certain time period.

2.1.16 block [video]: An 8-row by &-column orthogonal block of pels.

2.1.17 bound [audio]: The lowest subband in which intensity stereo coding is used.
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2.1.18 byte aligned: A bit in a coded bitstream is byte-aligned if its position is a multiple of 8-bits
from the first bit in the stream.

2.1.19 byte: Sequence of 8-bits.

2.1.20 channel: A digital medium that stores or transports an ISQVIEC 11172 stream,

2.1.21 channel [audio]: The left and right channels of a stereo signal

2.1.22 chrominance (component) [video]: A matrix, block or single pel representing one of the
two colour difference signals related to the primary colours in the manner defined in CCIR Rec 601. The
symbols used for the colour difference signals are Cr and Cb.

2.1.23 coded audio bitstream [audio]: A coded representation of an audio signal as specified in this
part of ISO/IEC 111772.

2.1.24 coded video bitstream [video]: A coded representation of a series of one or more pictures as
specified in ISO/IEC 11172-2.

2.1.25 coded order [video]: The order in which the pictures are stored and decoded. This order is not
necessarily the same as the display order,

2.1.26 coded representation: A data element as represented in its encoded form.

2.1.27 coding parameters [video]: The set of user-definable parameters that characterize a coded video

bitstream. Bisstreams are characterised by coding parameters. Decoders are characterised by the bitstreams
that they are capable of decoding.

2.1.28 component [video]: A matrix, block or single pel from one of the three matrices (luminance
and two chrominance) that make up a picture,

2.1.29 compression: Reduction in the number of bis used to represent an item of data.

2.1.30 constant bitrate coded video [video]: A compressed video bitstream with a constant
average bitrate.

2.1.31 constant bitrate: Operation where the bitrate is constant from start to finish of the compressed
bitstream,

2.1.32 constrained parameters [video]: The values of the set of coding parameters defined in
2.4.3.2 of ISO/VTEC 11172-2.

2.1.33 constrained system parameter stream (CSPS) [systerm]: An ISO/IEC 11172
multiplexed stream for which the constraints defined in 2.4.6 of ISO/IEC 11172-1 apply.

2.1.34 CRC: Cyclic redundancy code.

2.1.35 critical band rate [audio]: Psychoacoustic function of frequency. At a given audible
frequency it is proportional to the number of critical bands below that frequency. The units of the critical
hand rate scale are Barks.

2.1.36 critical band [audio]: Psychoacoustic measure im the spectral domain which corresponds to the
frequency selectivity of the human ear. This selectivity is expressed in Bark.

2.1.37 data element: Anitem of data as represented before cncoding and after decoding.

2.1.38 de-coefficient [video]: The DCT coefficient for which the frequency is zero in both
dimensions.
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2.1.39 de-coded picture; D-picture [video]: A picture that is coded using only information from
itself. Of the DCT coefficients in the coded representation, only the dc-coefficients are present.

2.1.40 DCT coefficient: The amplitude of a specific cosine basis function.

2.1.41 decoded stream: The decoded reconstruction of a compressed bitstream.

2.1.42 decoder input buffer [video]: The first-in first-out (FIFO) buffer specified in the video
buffering verifier.

2.1.43 decoder input rate [video]; The data rate specified in the video buffering verifier and encoded
in the coded video bitstream.

2.1.44 decoder: An embodiment of a decoding process.

2.1.45 decoding (process): The process defined in ISQVIEC 11172 that reads an input coded bitstream
and produces decoded pictures or audio samples.

2.1.46 decoding time-stamp; DTS [system]: A field that may be present in a packet header that
indicates the time that an access unit is decoded in the system target decoder.

2.1.47 de-emphasis [audio]: Filtering applied to an audio signal after storage or transmission to undo
a linear distortion due to emphasis.

2.1.48 dequantization [video]: The process of rescaling the quantized DCT coefficients after their
representation in the bitstream has been decoded and before they are presented to the inverse DCT.

2.1.49 digital storage media; DSM: A digital storage or transmission device or system.

2.1.50 discrete cosine transform; DCT [video]: Either the forward discrete cosine transform or the
inverse discrete cosine wansform. The DCT is an invertible, discrete orthogonal transformation. The
inverse DCT is defined in annex A of ISO/IEC 11172-2.

2.1.51 display order [video]: The order in which the decoded pictures should be displayed. Normally
this is the same order in which they were presented at the input of the encoder.

2.1.52 dual channel mode [audio): A mode, where two audio channels with independent programme
contents (e.g. bilingual) are encoded within one bitstream. The coding process is the same as for the stereo
mode,

2.1.53 editing: The process by which one or more compressed bitstreams ie manipulated to produce a
new compressed bitstream. Conforming edited bitstreams must meet the requirements defined in this
ISOVIEC 11172.

2.1.54 elementary stream [system]: A generic term for one of the coded video, coded audio or other
coded bitstreams.

2.1.55 emphasis [audio]: Filtering applied to an audio signal before storage or wansmission to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio at high frequencies.

2.1.56 encoder: An embodiment of an encoding process.

2.1.57 encoding (process): A process, not specified in ISO/IEC 11172, that reads a stream of input
pictures or audio samples and produces a valid coded bitsueam as defined in ISQVIEC 11172.

2.1.58 entropy coding: Variable length lossless coding of the digital representation of a signal to
reduce redundancy.

2.1.59 fast forward playback [video]: The process of displaying a sequence, or parts of a sequence,
of pictures in display-order faster than real-time.
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2.1.60 FFT: Fast Fourier Transformation, A fast algorithm for performing a discrete Fourier transform
(an orthogonal transform). :

2.1.61 filterbank [audio]: A set of band-pass filters covering the entire audio frequency range.

2.1.62 fixed segmentation [audio]: A subdivision of the digital representation of an audio signal
into fixed segments of time.

2.1.63 forbidden: The tenn "forbidden" when used in the clauses defining the coded bitstream indicates
that the value shall mever be used. This is usually to avoid emulationof start codes.

2.1.64 forced updating [video]: The process by which macroblocks are intra-coded from time-to-time
to ensure that mismatch errors between the inverse DCT processes in encoders and decoders cannot build up
excessively.

2.1.65 forward motion vector [video]: A motion vector that is used for motion compensation from
areference picture at an earlier time in display order.

2.1.66 frame [audio]: A part of the audio signal that corresponds to audio PCM samples from an
Audio Access Unit.

2.1.67 free format [audio]: Any bitrate other than the defined bitrates that is less than the maximum
valid bitrate for each layer.

2.1.68 future reference picture [video]: The future reference picture is the reference picture that
occurs at a later time than the current picture in display order.

2.1.69 granules [Layer I] [audio]: The set of 3 consecutive subband samples from all 32 subbands
that are considered together before quantization. They correspond to 96 PCM samples.

2.1.70 granules [Layer III] [audio]: 576 frequency lines that carry their own side information,

2.1.71 group of pictures [video]: A series of one or more coded pictures intended to assist random
access. The group of pictures is one of the layers in the coding syntax defined in ISO/TEC 11172-2.

2.1.72 Hann window [audio]: A time function applied sample-by-sample to a block of audio samples
before Fourier transformation.

2.1.73 Huffman coding: A specific method for entropy coding.

2.1.74 hybrid filterbank [audio]: A serial combination of subband filterbank and MDCT.

2.1.75 IMDCT [audio]: Inverse Modified Discrete Cosine Transtonn.

2.1.76 intensity stereo [audio]: A method of exploiting stereo irrelevance or redundancy in ;
stereophonic audio programmes based on retaining at high frequencies only the energy envelope of the right
and left channels.

2.1.77 interlace [video]: The property of conventional television pictures where alternating lines of
the picture represent different instances in time.

2.1.78 intra coding [video]; Coding of a macroblock or picture that uses information only from that
macroblock or picture.

2.1.79 intra-coded picture; I-picture [video]: A picture coded using information only from itself.

2.1.80 ISO/TEC 11172 (multiplexed) stream [system]: A bitstream composed of zero or more
elementary streams combined in the manner defined in ISO/IEC 11172-1.
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2.1.81 joint stereo coding [audio]; Any method that exploits stereophonic irrelevance or
stereophonic redundancy.

2.1.82 joint stereo mode [audio]; A mode of the audio coding algorithm using joint stereo coding.

2.1.83 layer [audio]: One of the levels in the coding hierarchy of the audio system defined in this part
of ISO/IEC 11172,

2.1.84 layer [video and systems]: One of the levels in the data hierarchy of the video and system
specifications defined in ISO/IEC 11172-1 and ISQVIEC 11172-2.

2.1.85 luminance (component) [video]; A matrix, block or single pel representing a monochrome
representation of the signal and related to the primary colours in the manner defined in CCIR Rec 601. The
symbol used for luminance is Y.

2.1.86 macroblock [video]: The four 8 by 8 blocks of luminance data and the two corresponding 8 by
& blocks of chrominance data coming from a 16 by 16 section of the luminance componentof the picture.
Macroblock is sometimes used to refer to the pel data and sometimes to the coded representation of the pel
values and other data elements defined in the macroblock layer of the syntax defined in ISO/IEC 11172-2.
The usage is clear from the context.

2.1.47 mapping (audio): Conversion of an audio signal from time to frequency domain by subband
filtering and/or by MDCT.

2.1.88 masking [audio): A property of the human auditory system by which an audio signal cannot be
perceived in the presence of another audio signal .

2.1.89 masking threshold (audio): A function in frequency and time below which an audio signal
cannot be perceived by the human auditory system.

2.1.90 MDCT [audio]: Modified Discrete Cosine Transfonn.

2.1.91 motion compensation [video]: The use of motion vectors to improve the efficiency of the
prediction of pel values. The prediction uses motion vectors to provide offsets into the past and/or future
reference pichires containing previously decoded pel values that are used to form the prediction error signal.

2.1.92 motion estimation [video]: The process of estimating motion vectors during the encoding
process.

2.1.93 motion vector [video]: A two-dimensional vector used for motion compensation that provides
an offset from the coordinate position in the current picture to the coordinates in a reference picture.

2.1.94 MS stereo (audio): A method of exploiting stereo irrelevance or redundancy in stereopbonic
audio programmes based on coding the sum and difference signal instead of the left and right channels.

2.1.95 non-intra coding [video): Coding of a macroblock or picture that uses information both from
itself and from macroblocks and pictures occurring at other times.

2.1.96 non-tonal component (audio): A noise-like component of an audio signal,

2.1.97 Nyquist sampling: Sampling at or above twice the maximum bandwidth of a signal.

2.1.98 pack [system]: A pack consists of a pack header followed by one or more packets, It is a layer
in the system coding syntax described in ISGWIEC 11172-1.

2.1.99 packet data [system]: Contiguous bytes of data from an elementary stream present in a packet,

2.1.100 packet header [system]: The data structure used to convey information about the elementary
stream data contained in the packet data.
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2.1.101 packet [system]: A packet consists of a header followed by a numberof contiguous bytes
from an elementary data stream. It is a layer in the system coding syntax described in ISO/IEC 11172-1.

2.1.102 padding [audio]: A method to adjust the average length in time of an audio frame to the
duration of the corresponding PCM samples, by conditionally adding a slot to the audio frame.

2.1.103 past reference picture [video]: The past reference picture is the reference picture that occurs
al an earlier time than the current picture in display order.

2.1.104 pel aspect ratio [video]: The ratio of the nominal vertical height of pel on the display to its
nominal horizontal width.

2.1.105 pel [video]: Picture element.

2.1.106 picture period [video]: The reciprocal of the picture rate.

2.1.107 picture rate (video); The nominal rate at which pictures should be output from the decoding
process.

2.1.108 picture [video): Source, coded or reconstructed image data. A source or reconstructed picture
consists of three rectangular matrices of 8-bit numbers representing the Juminance and two chrominance
signals. The Picture layer is one of the layers in the coding syntax defined in ISO/IEC 11172-2. Note thar
the term "picture" is always used in ISO/TEC 11172 in preference to the terms field or frame.

2.1.109 polyphase filterbank [audio]: A set of equal bandwidth filters with special phase
interrelationships, allowing for an efficient implementation of the filterbank.

2.1.110 prediction [video]: The use of a predictor to provide an estimate of the pel value or data
element currently being decoded.

2.1.111 predictive-coded picture; P-picture [video]: A picture that is coded using motion
compensated prediction from the past reference picture.

2.1.112 prediction error [video]: The difference between the actual value of a pel or data element and
its predictor.

2.1.113 predictor [video]: A linear combination of previously decoded pel values or data elements.

2.1.114 presentation time-stamp; PTS [system]: A field that may be present in a packet header
that indicates the time that a presentation unit is presented in the system target decoder.

2.1.115 presentation unit; PU [system]: A decoded audio access unit or a decoded picture.

2.1.116 psychoacoustic model [audio]: A mathematical model of the masking behaviour of the
human auditory system.

2.1117 quantization matrix [video): A set of sixty-four 8-bit values used by the dequantizer.

2.1.118 quantized DCT coefficients [video]: DCT coefficients before dequantization. A variable
length coded representation of quantized DCT coefficients is stored as part of the compressed video
bitstream.

2.1.119 quantizer scalefactor [video]: A data element represented in the bitstream and used by the
decoding process to scale the dequantization.

2.1.120 random access: The process of beginning to read and decode the coded bitstream at an arbitrary
point.
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2.1.121 reference picture (video): Reference pictures are the nearest adjacent I- or P-pictures to the
current picture in display order.

2.1.122 reorder buffer [video]: A buffer in the system target decoder for storage of a reconstructed I-
picture or a reconstructed P-picture.

2.1.123 requantization [audio]: Decoding of coded subband samples in order to recover the original
quantized values.

2.1.124 reserved: The tenn "reserved" when used in the clauses defining the coded bitswream indicates
that the value may be used in the future for ISOVIEC defined extensions.

2.1,125 reverse playback [video]: The process of displaying the picture sequence in the reverse of
display order.

2.1,126 scalefactor band [audio]: A set of frequency lines in Layer II which are scaled by one
scalefactor.

21.127 scalefactor index [audio): A numerical code for a scalefactor.

2.1.128 sealefactor [audio}: Factor by which a set of values is scaled before quantization.

2.1.129 sequence header [video]: A block of data in the coded bitstream containing the coded
representation of a number of data elements.

2.1.130 side information: Information in the bitstream necessary for controlling the decoder,

2.1.131 skipped macroblock [video]: A macroblock for which no data are stored.

2.1.132 slice [video]: A series of macroblocks. It is one of the layers of the coding syntax defined in
ISOVIEC 11172-2.

2.1.133 slot [audio]: A slot is an elementary part in the bitstream. In Layer I a slot equals four bytes,
in Layers II and IL one byte.

2.1.134 source stream: A single non-multiplexed stream of samples before compression coding.

2.1.135 spreading function [audio]: A function that describes the frequency spread of masking.

2.1.136 start codes [system and video): 32-bit codes embedded in that coded bitstream that are
unique. They are used for several purposes including identifying some of the layers in the coding syntax.

2.1.137 STD input buffer [system]: A first-in first-out buffer at the input of the system target
decoder for storage of compressed data from elementary streams before decoding.

2.1,138 stereo mode [audio]: Mode, where two audio channels which form a stereo pair (left and
right) are encoded within one bitstream. The coding process is the same as for the dual channel mode,

2.1.139 stuffing (bits); stuffing (bytes) : Code-words that may be inserted into the compressed
bitstream that are discarded in the decoding process. Their purpose is to increase the bitrate of the stream.

2.1.140 subband [audio]: Subdivision of the audio frequency band.

2.1.141 subband filterbank [audioj: A set of band Filters covering the entire audio frequency range.
In this part of ISO/IEC 11172 the subband filterbank is a polyphase filterbank.

2.1.142 subband samples [audio]: The subband filterbank within the audio encoder creates a filtered
and subsampled representation of the input audio stream. Thefiltered samples are called subband samples.
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From 384 time-consecutive input audio samples, 12 time-consecutive subband samples are generated within
each of the 32 subbands.

2.1.143 syneword [audio}: A 12-bit code embedded in the audio bitstream that identifies the start of a
frame.

2.1.144 synthesis filterbank [audio]: Filterbank in the decoder that reconstructs a PCM audio
signal from subband samples.

2.1.145 system header [system]: The system header is a data structure defined in ISO/IEC 11172-1
that carries information summarising the system characteristics of the ISO/IEC 11172 multiplexed stream.

2.1.146 system target decoder; STD [system]: A hypothetical reference model of a decoding
process used to describe the semantics of an ISO/IEC 11172 multiplexed bitstream.

2.1.147 time-stamp [system]: A term that indicates the time of an event.

2.1.148 triplet [audio]: A set of 3 consecutive subband samples from one subband, A triplet from
each of the 32 subbands forms a granule.

2.1.149 tonal component [audio]: A sinusoid-like component of an audio signal.

2.1.150 variable bitrate: Operation where the bitrate varies with time during the decoding of a
compressed bitstremum.,

2.1.151 variable length coding; WLC: A reversible procedure for coding that assigns shorter code-
words to frequent events and longer code-words to less frequent events.

2.1.152 video buffering verifier; VWBW [video]: A hypothetical decoder that is conceptually
connected to the output of the encoder. Its purpose is to provide a constraint on the wariability of the data
rate that an encoder or editing process may produce.

2.1.153 video sequence [video]: A series of one or more groups of pictures. It is one of the layers of
the coding syntax defined in ISOVTEC 11172-2.

2.1.154 zig-zag scanning order [video]: A specific sequential ordering of the DCT coefficients from
(approximately) the lowest spatial frequency to the highest.
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2.2 Symbols and abbreviations

The mathematical operators used to describe this International Standard are similar to those used in the C
programming language. However, integer division with truncation and rounding are specifically defined.
The bitwise operators are defined assuming twos-complement representation of integers. Numbering and
counting loops generally begin from zero,

2.2.1 Arithmetic operators

+ Addition.

- Subtraction (as a binary operator) or negation (as a unary operator).

++ Increment.

-- Decrement.

* Multiplication,

7 Power.

f Integer division with truncation of the result toward zero, For example, 7/4 and -7/-4 are
truncated to 1 and -7/4 and 7/-4 are wuncated to -1.

A Integer division with rounding to the nearest integer. Half-integer values are rounded away
from zero unless otherwise specified. For example 3//2 is rounded to 2, and -3//2 is rounded.
bo -2.

DIV Integer division with truncation of the result towards -«.

I | Absolute value. |Ixl=x whenx>0O
[xl=Owhen x == 0
[xl=-x whenx <0

% Modulus operator. Defined only for positive numbers.

Sign( } Sign(x) = 1 x >0
0 x==O

-1 x <0

NINT ( 3} Nearest integer operator. Returns the nearest integer value to the real-valued argument. Half-
integer values are rounded away from zero.

sin Sine.

cos Cosine.

exp Exponential.

a Square root.

log to Logarithm to base ten.

loge Logarithm to base e.

log Logarithm to base 2.

2.2.2 Logical operators

li Logical OR.

de he Logical AND.

10
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! Logical NOT

2.2.3 Relational operators

> Greater than.

>= Greater than or equal to.

< Less than.

<= Less than or equal to,

= Equal to.

= Not equal to.

max [,.....) the maximum value im the argument list.

min [,...,] the minimum value in the argumentlist.

2.2.4 Bitwise operators

A twos complement number representation is assumed where the bitwise Operniors are used.

& AND

| OR

>> Shift right with sign extension.

<< Shift left with zero fill.

2.2.5 Assignment

= Assignment operator.

2.2.6 Mnemonics

‘The following mnemonics are defined to describe the different data types used in the coded bit-stream.

bsibf Bit string, left bit first, where “lefi" is the order in which bit strings are written in
ISO/IEC 11172. Bit strings are written as a suring of 15 and 0s within single quote
marks, @.g. "1000 0001". Blanks within a bit string are for ease of reading and have no
significance.

ch Channel, If ch bas the value 0, the left channel of a stereo signal or the first of two

independent signals is indicated. (Audio)

neti Numberof channels; equal to 1 for single_channel mode, 2 in other modes. (Audio)

gr Granule of 3 * 32 subband samples in audio LayerIl, 18 * 32 sub-band samples in
audio Layer IIL. (Audio)

main_data The main_data portion of the bitstream contains the scalefactors, Huffman encoded
data, and ancillary information. (Audio)

main_dala_begr The location in the bitstream of the beginning of the main_data for the frame. The ;
location is equal to the ending location of the previous frame's main_data plus ome bit.
Itis calculated from the main_data_end value of the previous frame. (Audio)

part]?length The number of main_data bits used for scalefactors. (Audio)

1]
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rpchot Remainder polynomial coefficients, highest order first. (Audio)

sb Subband. (Audio)

sblimit The number of the lowest sub-band for which no bits are allocated. (Audio)

scfsi Scalefactor selection information. (Audio)

switch_point_l Number of scalefactor band (long block scalefactor band) from which point on window
switching is used, (Audio)

switch_point_s Number of scalefactor band (short block scalefactor band) from which point on window
switching is used, (Audio)

uimsbf Unsigned integer, most significant bit first.

viclbf Wanable length code, left bit first, where “left" refers to the order in which the VLC
codes are written.

window Number of the actual time slot in case of block_type==2,05 window 52. (Audio)

The byte order of multi-byte words is mose significant byte first

2.2.7 Constants

™ 3, 14159265358...
& 2,7 1828182845...

2.3 Method of describing bitstream syntax

The bitstream rewieved by the decoder is described in 2.4.1. Each data item in the bitstream is in bold type.
It is described by its naune, its length in bits, and a mnemonic for its type and order of transmission.

The action caused by a decoded data element ina bitstream depends on the value of that data element and
on data elements previously decoded. The decoding of the data elements and definition of the state variables
used in their decoding are described in 2.4.2. The following constmucts are used to express the conditions
when data elements are present, and are in monmal type:

Note this syntax uses the ‘C’-code convention that a variable or expression evaluating to a non-zero value is
equivalent to a condition that is true.

while ( condition } { If the condition is true, then the group of data elements occurs next
data_element in the data stream. This repeats until the condition is not tue,

1

do {
data_element The data element always occurs at least once.

} while ( condition ) The data element is repeated until the condition is not true.

if{ condition) [ If the condition is true, then the first group of data elements occurs
data element next in Ube data stream.

}
else { If the condition is not true, then the second group of data elements

data_element occurs next in the data strerum.

}

12
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fo: (exprl; expr2; expr3) { exprl is an expression specifying the initialization of the loop. Normally it
data_element specifies the initial state of the counter, expr2 is a condition specifying a test

ets made before each iteration of the loop. The loop terminates when the condition
} is hot true. exprd is an expression that is perfonmed at the end of each iteration

of the loop, normally it increments a counter.

Note that the most common usage of this construct is as follows:

for ( i=O;i< mn; i++) { The group of data elements occurs n times. Conditional constructs
data_element within the group of data elements may depend on the value of the

oo loop control variable i, which is set to zero for the first occurrence,
] incremented to one for the second occurrence, and so forth,

As noted, the group of data elements may contain nested conditional constructs. For compactmess, the [ }
may be omitted when only one data element follows,

data_element [] data_elemenit [] is an array of data. The number of data elements is indicated by
the context.

data_element [mn] data_element [n] is the n+#1th element of an array of data.

data_element [m][n] data_lelement [m){n] is the m+1.n+1 th element of a pwo-dimensional array of
data,

data_element [1)[m][n] data_element [I][m][n] is the 1+1,m+1,n+1 th element of a three-dimensional
array of data.

data_element [m..n]_ is the inclusive range of bits between bit m and bit n in the data_element.

While the syntax is expressed in procedural terms, it should not be assumed that 2.4.3 implement a
satisfactory decoding procedure. In particular, it defines a correct and error-free input bitsueam. Actual
decoders must include a means to look for seut codes in order to begin decoding correctly.

Definition of bytealigned function

The function bytealigned (2) returns 1 if the current position is on a byte boundary, that is the next bit in the
bitstream is ube first bit in a byte. Otherwise it reuons 0.

Definition of nextbits function

The: function nextbits () pennits comparison of a bit string with the next bits to be decoded in the
bitstream.

Definition of next_start_code function

The: next_start_codé function removes any zero bit and zero byte stuffing and locates the next suum code.

No. of bits Mnemonic

xt_start_code() {
while ( !bytealigued() }

zero_bit
while ( nextbitsQ != "0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001" }

zero_byte 
This function checks whether the current position is bytealigned. If it is not, zero stuffing bils are present,
After that any number of zero bytes may be present before the start-code. Therefore start-codes are always
bytealigned and may be preceded by any number ofzero stuffing bits,
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2.4 Requirements

2.4.1 Specification of the coded audio bitstream syntax

2.4.1.1 Audio sequence

No. of bits Mnemonic

audio sequence)

while (nextbits(}=—=syncword) { 

  
2.4.1.2 Audio frame

Sy Titax No. of bits Mnemonic
frame)
{

heacker(}
enorcheckQ
audio_datat)
ancillary_datat)

2.4.1.3 Header

Syntax No. of bits Mnemonic

headert()
{

syneword iz bsIl bf
ID 1 bslbfF

layer 2 bslbf
protection_bit 1 bslbf
bitrate_indcx 4 bslbf

samplingfrequency 2 bslbf
padding _bit 1 bslbf
private_bit 1 bsl bf
mode 2 bsilbf
mode_extension 2 bslbf
copyright 1 bslbf
original/copy 1 bslbf2 bslbf
emphasis

 
2.4.1.4 Error check

Neo. of bits Mnemonic

if (provection_bit==0)
erc_check 

14
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2.4.1.5 Audio data, Layer |

for (sb=0; sb<bound:; sb++}
for (ch=0; chench; ch++)

allocation[ch][sb] 4
for (sb=bound; sb<32; sb++) [

allocation[O][sb]
allocation1)[(sb;=allocation[0](sb]

}
for (sb=0; sb<32; sb++)

for (ch=0; chenech; ch++)
if (allocation[ch][sb]!=0)

scalefactor[ch][sb] G
for (s=0; s<12: s++) {

for (sb=0; sh<bound: sb++)
for (ch=0; chench; ch++)

if (allocation([ch)[sb)!=0)
sample[ch][sb][s] 2..15

for (sh=bound; sh<32; sb++)
if (allocation(O|[sb]!=0)

sample[0][sb][s] +-15 

 
  

uimsbF

uimsbf

uimsbf

uimsbf

uimsbf
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2.4.1.6 Audio data, Layer II

No. of bits

for (sb=(l; sh<bound: sb++)
for (ch=0; ch<nch; ch++)

allocation[ch][sb] 2.. uimsbf
for (sb=tiound; sb<sblimit, sb++} [

allocation[O][sb] i. uimsbf
allocation[1][sb]=allocation[0)[sb]

}
for (sb=(); sh<sblimit; sb++}

for (ch=0; chemch; ch++)
if {allocation[ch][sbj!=0)

sefsi[ch ][sb] bslbf
for (sb=(); sb<sblimit; sb++}

for (ch=0; chench; ch++)
if (allocation{ch]{sb]'=0) {

if (scfsi[ch][sb]==0) [{
scalefactor|ch)[sh][{0] uimsbf
scalefactor|ch][sb][1] uimsbf
scalefactor([ch][sb|[2] uimshf

}
if ((sclsifeh][sb]—1) ll (sefsi[ch][sbJ==3)) [

scalefactor|ch][sb][0] uimsbf
scalefactor|[ch][sb][2] uimsbFf

|
if (scfsi{ch][sb]—==7)

scalefactor([ch][sb][@] uimesbf
}

for (gr=0; gr<12; gr++) |
for (sb=0; sbebound: sh++)

for (ch=0; chench; ch++)
if (allocation[ch)[sb}!=0) {

if (grouping[ch][sb})
samplecode[ch][sb]|[gr]

else

tor (s=0; s<3; s++)
sample[ch][sh][3*gr+s ]

}
for (sb=bound: sb<sblimit; sb++)

if Callocation[O][sb]!=0) ¢
if (grouping[O][sb])

samplecode[O][sbl][gr] uimsbf
else

for (s=0; s<3; ++)
sample[O][sb][3*gr+s] * uimsbf
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2.4.1.7 Audio data, Layer Ill

eudio_datat)
{

main_data_begin
if (mode==single_channel)

private_bits
else

private_bits
for (ch=0; chench; ch++}

for (scfsi_band=0; sefsi_band<4; scfsi_band++)
sefsi[ch][scfsi_band]

for (gr=0; gr<2; gr++)
for (ch=0; ch<nch; ch++) {

part2_3_length[gr][ch]
big_values[gr][ch]
global_gain([gr][ch]
scalefac_compress[er][ch]
window_switching_flag[gr][ch]
if (window_switching_flag[gr)[ch]) [

block_type[gr][ch]
mixed_block_flag[ger|(ch]
for (region=0; region<2; region++)

table_select[gr)[ch)[region]
for (window=0; window<3; window++)

subblock_gain[gr)[ch)[window)
]
else {

for (region=0; region<3; region++}
table_select(gr][ch][region]

region®_count[zgr)[ch]
regionl_count[gr][ch]

}
preflag(gr}(ch)
scalefac_scale[gr][ch]
countItable_select] gr)[ ch]

}
main_data 0)
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uimsbf

bsl bf

bslbf

bsIbf

uimsbf
uimsbf
uimsbf
bslbf
bsIbF

bsIbf
uimsbf

bslbf

uimsbf
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The main data vitstream is defined below. The main_data field in the audio_data() syntax contains bytes from the
main data bisteam. However, because of the variable nature of Huffman coding used in Layer II, the main data for a
frame docs not generally follow the header and side information for that frame. The main_data for a frame starts at a
location in the bitstream preceeding the header of the frame at a negative offset given by the value of
main_data_beg in. (See definition of main_data_begin and figure A.7.a).

  
 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 

  
  

  

}
}

18

for (gr=(); gr<2; gr++) [
for (ch=0; chench; ch++) [

if ((window_switching_flag([gr)[ch]==1)
&& (block_type[er|[ch)==2)) [

if (mixed_block_flag[er][ch]} [
for (stb=0; sfb<&; sfh++}

scalefac_I[gr][ch][stb]
for (sfb=3; sfb<1 2; sfh++)

for (window=0; window-<3; window++)
scalefac_s[gr)[ch)[sib)[window)

I
else [

for (sfb=0; sfb<12: sfh4++}
for (window=() window<4; window++)

scalefac_s[gr][ch)[sfbj[window]
I

1
else {

if ((scfsifch)(OJ—=0) W (gr == 0)
for(sfb=0;sfb=<6:sfb4++)

scalefac_l[gr}[ch}[stb]
if ((scfsifeh][1)—=0) Il (gr == 0))

for(sfh=6;sfh<1 L:sfb++)}
scalefac_l[er}[ch] [stb]

if ((sefsi[ch][2}==0) Il (gr == 0)
for(sfb=1 1 jsfh< LG;sfb++)

scalefac_I{gr)[ch][sfb]
if ((secfsi(ch][3]=—(0) il (gr == OF)

for(sfb=16;5fb<? 1:sfh++)
sealefac_I[gr][ch] [stb]

}
Huffmancedecbits

for (b=0; beno_of_ancillary_bits; b++)
ancillary_bit

No. of bits.

0..4 uimsbf

Oo..4 ulmsbf

0..4 uimsbf

O..4 uimsbFf

O..4 uimsbf

0..3 uimsbf

0..3 uimsbf

1 bslbf
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Syntax No. of bits|Mnemonic |
Hufimancodebitst) {

for (l=0; lebig_values*2; l+=2) [

 

 
 

 

heod(Ixf][Iyl] 0..19 bslbf
if (Iixle=15 && linbits>0)

linbitsx 1..13 uimsbf
if (x 1=0)

signx 1 bsI be
if (lyls=15 && linbits>0)

linbitsy 1..13 uims bE
if iy '= 0)

signy 1 bsI bf
is[]] = x

is(l+1] = ¥

for (; l<big_values*2+countl *4; 1+=4) {
beod{ivl] (li) [is(yi) 1..6 bslbf
if (v!=0)

sig n* 1 bslbf
if (w!=0)

signw 1 bslbf
if (t=)

signx 1 bslbf
if (y!=0)

signy 1 bslbf
isflj=¥
is{l+1] = w
is[l+2] = x
is[l+#3] = y

}
for (; leS76: 14+)

isl] =O

2.4.1.8 Ancillary data

5 No. of bits Mnemonic  
aicillany_data) {

if ((layer == 1) Il (layer == 2))
for (b=0; beno_of_ancillary_bits; b++)

ancillary_bit I bslbf 
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2.4.2 Semantics for the audio bitstream syntax

2.4.2.1 Audio sequence general

frame - Layer] and Layer I: Part of the bitstream that is decodable by itself. In Layer I it contains
information for 334 samples and in Layer II for 1 152 samples.It starts
with a syncword, and ends just before the next syncword. It consists of
an integer number of slots (four bytes in Layer I, one byte in Layer IT).

-- Layer ITT: Part of the bitstream that is decodable with the use of previously
acquired main information. In Layer II] it contains information for
1 152 samples. Although the distance between the start of consecutive
syncwords is an integer number of slots (one byte in Layer IT), the
audio information belonging to one frame is generally not contained
between two successive syncwords.

2.4.2.2 Audio frame

header -- Part of the bitstream containing synchronization and state information.

error_check -- Part of the bitstream containing infonnation for error detection,

audio_data -- Fart of the bitstream containing information on the audio samples.

ancillary_data -- Part of the bitstream that may be used for ancillary data.

2.4.2.3 Header

Thefirst 32 bits (four bytes) are header information which is common to all layers.

syncword -- The bit string ‘1111 1111 1111.

ID -- Onebit vo indicate the ID of the algorithin. Equals "1" for ISOVTEC 11172-3 audio, 'O' is reserved.

Layer -- 2 bits to indicate which layer is used, according to the following.

 
To change the layer, a reset of the audio decoder may be required.

protection_hbit -- One bit to indicate whether redundancy has been added in the audio bitsueam to
facilitate error detection and concealment. Equals '1' if no redundancy has been added, ‘0’ if redundancy has
been added.

bitrate_index -. Indicates the bitrate. The all zero value indicates ube ‘free format’ condition, in which a
fixed bitrate which does not need to be in the list can be used. Fixed means that a frame contains either N or

N+1 slow, depending on the value of the padding bit. The bitrate_index is an index to a table, which is
different for the different layers.

The bitrate_index indicates the total bitrate irrespective of the mode (stereo, joint_stereo, dual_channel,
single_channel).

20
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bitrate specified (kbits/s)

 
In order to provide the smailest possible delay and complexity, the decoder is not required to support a
continuously variable bitrate when in Layer I or LI. Layer I] supports variable bitrate by switching the
bitrate_index. The switching of the bitrale_index can be used either to optimize storage requirements on
DSM or to interpolate any mean data rate by switching between nearby values in the bitrate table. However,
in free format, fixed bitrate is required. The decoder is also not required to support bitrates higher than
448 kbits’s, 384 kbits’s, 320 kbits/s in respect to Layer [, [1 and IT when in free fonnat mode.

For Layer [, not all combinations of total biwate and mode are allowed. See the following table.

bit rate (kbits's) Allowed modes

free format all mextes.

32 single_channel

48 singlechannel
56 single_chanmel.
64 all modes

80 single_channel
6 all modes
112 all modes.

128 all modes.
160 all modes.
192 all modes.

224 stereo, intensity stereo, dual channel
256 Slereo, intensity stereo, dual channel]
320 stereo, intensity stereo, dual channel
a4 stereo, intensity stereo. dual channel

 
sampling_frequency-- Indicates the sampling frequency, according to the following table.

sampling _frequenc frequency specitied (kHz)
44,1 

A reset of the audio decoder may be required to change the sunpling rate.

padding_bit -- If this bit equals ‘1’, the frame contains an additional shotto adjustthe mean bitrate to the
sampling frequency, otherwise this bit will be '0'. Padding is necessary with a sampling frequency of
44.1 kHz. Padding may also be required in free format.
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The padding should be applied to the bitstream such that the accumulated length of the coded frames, after a
certain number of audio frames does not deviate more than (+0, -1 slot) from the following computed value:

current frame

accumlated frame length = ¥ (frame_size + bitrate / sampling frequency)
first frame

where Tame_size= 384 for Layer I,
1 152 for Layer II orIII,

The following method can be used to determine whether or not to use padding:

for Ist audio frame:

rest = 0;
padding = no;

for eacii subsequent audio frame:
if (Layer == 1) dif = (12 * bimate) % sampling_frequency;
else dif = (144 * bitrate) % sampling_frequency;
rest = rest - dif;
if (rest < 0) {

padding = yes;
rest = rest + samplingfrequency;

}
else padding = mo;

private_bit -- ]3it for private use. This bit will not be used in the future by ISO/TEC.

mode -- Indicales the mode according to the following table. In Layer I and II the joint_stereo mode is
intensity_stereo im Layer ILI it is intensity_stereo and/or ms_stereo.

sera

joint_stereo (intensity_stereo and/or ms_stereo)
dual_channel

single channel 
In Layer I, in all modes except joint stereo, the value of bound equals 32, In layer II, in all modes except
joint_stereo, the value of bound equals sblimit. In joint_steres mode the bound is determined by the
mode_extension.

mode_extension -- These bits are used in joint_stereo mode. In Layer I and II they indicate which
subbands are in intensity_stereo. All other subbands are coded in sterea.

 
  

mode extension

 

  
  

subbands 4-31 in intensity_stereo, bound=4
subbands 8-31 in intensity_stereo, bound=8
subbands 12-31 in intensity_stereo, bound=12
subbands 16-31 in intensity stereo, bound=16

or

  

In Layer I] they indicate which type of joint stereo coding method is applied. The frequency ranges over
which the intensity_stereo and ms_stereo modes are applied are implicit in the algorithm. Por more
information see 2.4.3.4.

mode _extension IWLENSIty Stereo ms _sterea
off 
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Note that the mode “stereo” is used if the mode bits specify stereo or equivalently if the mode bits specity
joint stereo and the mode_extension specifies intensity_stereo “off and ms_stereo “off”.

copyright -- If this bit equals ‘0’, there is no copyright on the ISOVIEC 11172-3 bitstream, 'l' means
copyright protected,

original/copy -- This bit equals ‘0! if the bitstream is a copy, ‘I’ if it is an original.

emphasis -- Indicates the type of de-emphasis that shall be used.

emphasis|___emr

S0/15 microseconds
reserved

CCITT J.I7

THOT 
2.4.2.4 Error check

erc_check -- A 16 bit parity-check word is used for optional error detection within the encoded bitstream.

2.4.2.5 Audio data, Layer |

allocation[ch][sb] -- Indicates the number of bits used to code the samples in subband sb of channel ch,
For subbands in intensity_stereo mode the bitstream contains only one allocation data element per subband,

allocation|ch]j[sb

OVeAabeS Sodnuabao 
Note: For code ‘0000 no samples are transferred.

scalefactor[ch][sb] -- Indicates the factor of subband sb of channel ch by which the requantized samples
of subband sb in channel ch shall be multiplied. The six bits constitute an unsigned integer, index to table
B.1 “Layer [, [1 scalefactors”.

sample[ch ][sb][s] -- Coded representation of the s-th sample in subband sb of channel ch. For subbands
in intensity_stereo mode the coded representation of the sample is valid for both channels.

2.4.2.6 Audio data, Layer Il

allocation[ch][sb] -- Contains information conceming the quantizers used for the samples in subband sb
in channel ch, whether the information on three consecutive samples has been grouped to ome code, and on
the number ofbits used to code the samples. The meaning and length of this field depends on the number of
the subband, the bitrate, and the sampling frequency. The bits in this field form an unsigned integer used as
an index to the relevant table in table B.2? “Layer II bit allocation tables", which gives the numberoflevels
used for quantization, For subbands in intensity_stereo mode the bitstream contains only one allocation data
element per subband.
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scfsi[ch)][sb] -- Scalefactor selection information. This gives information on the numberof scalefactors
transferred for subband sb in channel ch and for which parts of the signal in this frame they are valid. The
frame is dividecl into three equal parts of 12 subband samples each per subband,

three scalefactors iransmitted, for parts 0,1,2 respectively.
two scalefactors transmitted, first one valid for parts 0 and 1, second one for part 2.

one scalefactor transmitted, valid for all three parts.
two scalefactors transmitted, first one valid for QO. the second one for Land 2.
 

scalefactor|ch [sb][p) -- Indicates the factor by which the requantized samples of subband sb in channel
ch and of part p of the frame should be muliplied. The six bits constitute an unsigned integer, index to
table B.1 “Layer I, II scalefactors’.

grouping|ch][sb) -- Is a function that determines, whether grouping is in effect for coding of samples in
subband sb of caannel ch. Grouping means, that three consecutive samples (a triplet) of the current subband
sb in channel ch in the current granule gr are coded and transmitted using one common codeword and not
using three separate codewords. Grouping[ch][sb) is wue, if in the Bit Allocation table currendy in use (see
B.2) the value found under the sb (row) and the allocation[sb] (column) is either 3, 5, or 9. Otherwise itis

false, For subbands in intensity_stereo mode the grouping is valid for both channels.

samplecode[ch ][sb][ gr] -- Coded representation of the three consecutive samples in the granule gr in
subband sb of channel ch. For subbands in intensity_stereo mode the coded representation of the samplecade
is valid for both channels.

sample[ch][sb)[s]} -- Coded representation of the s-th sunple in subband sb of channel ch. For subbands
in intensity_sterao mode the coded representation of the sample is valid for both channels.

2.4.2.7 Audio data, Layer Ill

main_data_begin -- The value of main_data_begin is used to determine the location of the first bit of
main data of a frame. The main_data_begin value specifies the location as a negative offset in bytes from
the first byte of the audio syne word. The number of bytes belonging to the header and side information is
not taken into account, For example, if main_data_begin == 0, then main data starts after the side
information. Examples are given in figure A,7.a and figure A.7.b.

private_bits -- Bits for private use. These bits will not be used in the future by ISO/IEC. The number of
private_bits depends on the number of channels. The numberof bits allocated for private_bits is determined
to equalize the total number of bits used for side-infonnation.

sefsi[ch ][scfsi_band] -- In Layer II], the scalefactor selection information works similarly to audio
Layer Il. The wain difference is the use of the variable scfsi_band to apply scfsi to groups of scalefactors
instead of single scalefactors, The application of scalefactors to granules is controlled by scfsi.
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[sefsifsetsiband|]
scalefactors are transmitted for each granule
scalefactors transmitted for granule 0 are also valid for granule 1 

If short windowsare switched on, i.c. block_type==2 for one of the granules, then scfsi is always 0 for thisframe.

scfsi_band controls the use of the scalefactor selection information for groups of scalefactors
(scfsi_bands).

0,1,2.3.4,5,
6,7,8,9,10,

11... 15
16... 20
 

part2_3_length[gr][ch] -- This value contains the number of main_data bits used for scalefactors and
Huffman code data. Because the length of the side information is always the same, this value can be used to
calculate the beginning of the main information for the mext granule or the position of the ancillary
information (if used). Note that single channel audio frames contain 17 bytes of side information and dual
channel audio frames contain 32 bytes of side information (see 2.4.1.7 Audio Data, Layer ID] - syntax for
audio_datat)).

bigvalves[gr]ich] -- The spectral values of each granule are coded with different Huffman code
tables.The full frequency range from zero to the Nyquist frequency is divided into several regions, which
then are coded using different tables. Partitioning is done according to the maximum quantized values. This
is done with the assumption that values at higher frequencies are expected to have lower amplitudes or do
not need to be coded at all. Starting at high frequencies, the pairs of quantized values equal to zero are
counted. This nuinber is named “rzero". Then, quadruples of quantized values with absolute value nor
exceeding 1 (i.c. only 3 possible quantization levels) are counted. This number is named “countl". Again an
even number of values remain. Finally, the number of pairs of values in the region of the spectrum which
extends down to zero is named “big_values", The maximum absolute value in this range is constrained to
#191. The following figure shows the partitioning:

HMMMMMMMoo os eee eee eee eee ooongcdododooo0odo000oobooo00
| I I |

1 bigqvalues*2 bigvalues*2+countl *4 iblen

The values 000 are all zero. Their numberis a multiple of2.
The values --- are -1,0 or +1, Their numberis a multiple of 4.
The values xxx are not bound. Their number is a multiple of 2.
Tblen is 576.

 
global_gain[gr][ch] -- The quantizer step size information is transmitted in the side information
variable global_gain. It is logarithmically quantized. For the application of global_gain, refer to the fonnula
in 7.4.3.4, “Formula for requantization and all scaling".

scalefac_compress[gr][ch] -- Selects the number of bits used for the transmission of the scalefactors
according to the following table

if block_type is 0, 1, or 3:
slen 1: length of scalefactors for the scalefactor bands 0 10 10
slen?: length of scalefactors for the scalefactor bands 11 to 20

if block_type is 2 and mixed_block_flag is 0:
sten I: length of scalefactors for the scalefactor bands 0 to 5
slen2: length of sealefactors for the scalefactor bands 6 to 11

if block_type is 2 and mixed_block_flag is 1; .
slenl: length of scalefactors for the scalefactor bands Oto 7 (long window scalefactor band) anc3
to 4 tshort windowscalefactor band} Note: Scalefactor bands 0-7 are from the “long window

Z5
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scalefactor band"table, and scalefactor bands 3 to 11 from the “short window scalefactor band”
table. This combination ofpartitions is contiguous and spans the entire frequency spectrum.
slen2: length of scalefactors for the scalefactor bands 6 to 11

scalefac_compress/ zr
o
1
2
a
4
5
6
7
8
9 PYUWWHHeeeooo WNWSWeWNeOWReS 

Window_switcoing_flag/er|[ch| -- Signals that the block uses an other than normal (type 0)
window.

If window_switching_flag is set, several other variables are set by default:

regionO_count = 7 (in case of block_type==1 or block_type==3
or block_type==2 and mixed_block_flag)

region#_count = & (in case of block_type==2 and not mixed_block_Mag)
regionl_count = 36 Thus all remaining values in the big_value region are contained in

region 1,

lf windaw_switchingMag is mot set, then the value of block_type is zero.

block_type[gr][ch] -- Indicates the window type for the granule (see description of the filterbank, Layer

reserved
start block

3 short windows
end block 

Block_type and mixed_block_flag give the infonnation about assembling of values in the block and
about length and count of the transfonns (see figure A.4 for a schematic, annex C for an analytic
descnption), [fF window_switching_flag==1, then the mixed_block_flag indicates whether lower frequency
polyphase filter subbands are coded using normal window type. The polyphase filterbank is described in
2.4.3,

In the case of Icng blocks (block_type not equal to 2 or in the lower subbands of block_type 2 if the
mixed_block_flag is set) the IMICXCT generates an output of 36 values every 15 input values. The output is
windowed depe aiding on the block_type and the first half is overlapped with the second half of the block
before. The resulling vector is ihe input of the synthesis part of the polyphase filterbank of one band.

In the case of short blocks (in the upper subbands of a type 2 block if the mixed_block_flag is set, or in all
subbands of a type 2 block if mixed_block_flag is not set), three tansfonns are perfonmed producing 12
output values e:.ch. The three vectors are windowed and overlapped each. Concatenating 6 zeros on both
ends of the resulting vector gives a vector of length 36, which is processed like the output of a long
transtonn.
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mixed_block_flag[zr][ch] -- Indicates that lower frequencies are transformed with a window type that is
different than that which is used at higher frequencies. If mixed_block_flag is zero, then all blocks are
transformed as indicated by block_type[gr][ch]. Lf mixed_block_flag is one, then the frequency lines
corresponding to the two lowest frequency polyphase subbands are transformed with normal window
(block_type—=0), while the remaining 30 subbands are transformed as block_typelgr][ch].

table_select[gr]|ch][region] -- Different Huffman code tables are used depending on the maximum
angatined value and the local statistics of the signal. There are a total of 32 possible tables given in table

subblock_gain[gr]{ch Jiwindow)] -- Indicates the gain offset (quantization: factor 4) from the global
gain for one subblock. Used only with block type 2 (short windows). The values of the subblock have to be- subblock _gain[ wi ‘
divided by 4! Heke_geia[ wrists) in the decoder, See 2.4.3.4 - Formula for requantization and all scaling.

region®_count[gr][ch] -- A further partitioning of the spectrum is used to enhance the performance of
the Huffman coder. [t is a subdivision of the region which is described by big_values. The purpose ofthis
subdivision is to get better error robustness and better coding efficiency. Three regions are used, they are
named: region 0, 1 and 2. Each region is coded using a different Huffman code table depending on the
maximum quantized value and the local signal statistics,

The values regionO_count and region]_count are used to indicate the boundaries of the regions. The region
boundaries are aligned with the partitioning of the spectrum into scale factor bands.

The field regionO_count contains one less than the number of scalefactor bands in region 0, In the case of
shon blocks, each scale factor band is counted three Limes, once for each short window, so thata
regionO_count value of & indicates that region] begins at sealefactor band number 3.

If block_type==2 and mixed_block_flag==0, the total amount of scalefactor bands for the granule in this
case is 12*3=36. Lf block_type—2 and mixed_block_flag==1, the amount of scalefactor bands is 849*3=35.
[Ff block_type!=2, the amount of scalefactor bands is 21.

region! _count(gr)[ch] -- region]_count counts one less than the number of scalefactor bands in region
1, Again, if block_type==< the sealefactor bands representing different time slots are counted separately.

preflag(gr][ch] -- This is a shortcut for additional high frequency amplification of the quantized values. If
preflag is set, the values of a table are addedto the scalefactors (see lable B.6). This is equivalent to
mulliplication of the requantized scalefactors with table values. Lf block_type==2 (short blocks) preflag is
never used,

scalefac_scale[gr][ch] -- The scalefactors are logarithmically quantized with a step size of 2 or of?)
depending on scalefac_scale. The following table indicates the scale factor multiplier used in the
requantization equation foreach stepsize,

scalefac_scalelgr scalefac_multiplier ~ oO. 05
1 1

countitable_select([gr)[ch] -- This flag selects one of two possible Huffman code tables for the region
of quadruples of quantized values with magnitude not exceeding 1,

Table B.7- A
Table B.7 - B

scalefac_I[gr][ch)[sfb], scalefac_s{gr][ch][sfb][window)], is_pos[sfb] -- The scalefactars ure
used to colour the quantization noise. If the quantization noise is coloured with the right shape, it is masked
completely. Unlike Layers I and Tl, the Layer [I scalefactors say nothing about the local maximum of the
quantized signal. In Layer [0], scalefactors are used in the decoder to get division factors for groups of values,
In the case of LayerIII, the groups stretch over several frequency lines. These groups are called scalefactor
bands and are selected to resemble critical bands as closely as possible.

  

af
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The scalefac_compress table shows that the scalefactors 0...10 have a range of 0 to 15 (maximum length 4
bits) and the scalefactors 11...21 have a range of 0 to 7 (maximum length 3 bits).

If intensity_stereo is enabled (modebit_extension) the scalefactors of the "zero_part" ofthe difference (right)
channel are used as intensity_stereo positions, is_pos[sth] (see 2.4.3.4, MS_steres mode}. is_pos[sfb] is
the intensity stereo position for scalefactor band sfb.

The subdivision of the spectrum into scalefactor bands is fixed for every block length and sampling
frequency and stored in tables in the coder and decoder (see table B.&}. The scale factor for frequency lines
above the highest line in the tables is zero, which means that the actual multiplication factor is 1,0.

The scalefactor: are logarithmically quantized, The quantization step is set with scalefac_scale.

huffmancodebitsQ -- Huffman encoded data.

The syntax for huffmancodebits() shows how quantized values are encoded. Within the big_values partition,
pairs of quantizcd values with an absolute value less than 15 are directly coded using a Huffman code, The
eodes are selected from huffiman tables 0 through 31 in table B.7. Always pairs of values (x,y) are coded. If
quantized values of magnitude greater than or equal to 15 are coded, the values are coded with a separate field
following the huffman code. If one or both values of a pair is nol zero, one or two sign bits are appended
to the code word.

The Huffman tables for the big_values partition are comprised of three parameters:

heod(l»f[lyi] is the Huffman coxle table entry for values x,y.
hlen(Ix!] [lvl] is the Huffman length table entry for values x,y.
linbits is the length of linbitex or linbitsy when they are coded.

The syntax for tuffmancodebits contains the following fields and parameters:

signyv is the sign of v (O if positive, 1 if negative).
signw is the sign of w (0 if positive, | if negative).
signx is the signofx (0 if positive, 1 if negative).
signy is the sign of y (O if positive, 1 if negative).
linbiisx is used to encode the value of x if the magnitude of x is greater or

equal to 15. This field is coded only if Ixl in heod is equal to 15. If
linbits is zero, so that no bits are actually coded when Ixl-=15, then
the value linbitsx is defined to be zero.

linbiisy is the same as linbitsx but for y.
is[1} Is the quantized value for frequency line number I.

The linbitsx or linbitsy fields are only used if a value greater or equal to 15 needs to be encoded. These
fields are interpreted as unsigned integers and added to 15 to obtain the encoded value. The linbitsx and.
linbitsy fields are never used if the selected table is one for blocks with a maximum quantized value less
than 15. Note taat a value of 15 can stil] be encoded with a huffman table for which linbits is zero. In this

case, the linbits« or linbitsy fields are not actually coded, since linbits is zero.

Within the count] partition, quadruples of values with magnatude less than or equal to one are coded.
Again magnitude values are coded using a Huffman code from tables A or B in table B.7. Again, for each
non-zero value, a sign bit is appended after the huffman code symbol.

The Huffinan wbles for the count! partition are compnsed of the following parameters:

bead [I1hixOfy] is the Huffman code table enury for values v,w.x.y-
hlen{lvi] [hw] [lxt][ivl is the Huffman length table entry for values v.w.a,y-

Huffman code table B is not really a4-dimensional code because it is constructed from the wivial code: O is
coded with a 1, and 1 is coded with a O.

Quantized values above the count! partition are zero, so they are not encoded.

For clarity, the parameter “countl" is used in this document to indicare the number of Huffinan. codes in the
countl region, However, unlike the bigvalues partition, the number of values in the count] partition is not
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explicitly coded by a field in the syntax, The end of the count! partition is known only when all bits for
the granule (as specified by part?_3_length), have been exhausted, and the value of count] is known
implicitly after decoding the count! region.

The order of the Huffman data depends on the block_type of the granule. [f block_type is 0, 1 or 3 the
Huttman encoded data is ordered im terms of increasing frequency.

If black_type==2 (short blocks) the Huffman encoded data is ordered in the same order as the scalefactor
values for that granule, The Huffman encoded data is given for successive scalefactor bands, beginning with
scalefactor band 0. Within each scalefactor band, the data is given for successive time windows, beginning
with window 0 and ending with window 2. Within each window, the quantized values are then arranged in
order of increasing frequency.

2.4.2.8 Ancillary data

Ancillarybit -- User definable.

The number of ancillary bits (no_of_ancillary_bits) equals the available number of bits in an audio frame
minus the number of bits acually used for header, error check and audio data. In Layer [ and IT the
no_of_ancillary_bits corresponds to the distance between the end of the audio data and the beginning of the
next header. In Layer I the no_of_ancillary_bits corresponds to the distance between the end of the
Huffinan_code_bits and the location in the bitsweam where the next frame's inain_data_begin pointer points
to,
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2.4.3 The audio decoding process

2.4.3.1 General

The first action is synchronization of the decoder to the incoming bitstream, Just after startup this may be
done by searching in the bitstream for the 12 bit syncword. In some applications the ID, layer, and
protection status are already known to the decoder, and thus the first 16 bits of the header should be regarded
as a 16 bit sync¢word, thereby allowing a more reliable synchronization. The position of consecutive
syncwords can 3¢ calculated from the information provided by the seven bits after the protection_bit: the
bitstream is subdivided in slots, The distance betweenthe start of two consecutive syncwords is equal to
"MN" of "N+1" slots, The value of "NW" depends on the layer.

For Layer I the following equation is valid:

N=1n*__bitrate
samplingfrequency

For Layers 0 and I] the equation becomes:

Ne tbvee
samnpling_ frequency

If this calculation does not give an integer number the result is truncated and ‘padding’ is required. In this
case the number of slots in a frame will vary between N and N+1. The padding bit is set to 'O' if the
number of slots equals N, and to'l’ otherwise. This knowledge of the position of consecutive syncwords
greatly facilitates synchronization.

If the bitrate index equals “OOO, the exact bitrate is mot indicated. N can be determined from the distance
between consecuudve syncwords and the value of the padding bit.

‘The mode bits in the bitstream shall be read and if their value is ‘01' the mode_extension bits shall also be
read. The mode_extension bits set the "bound' as shown in 2,4,2.3 and thus indicate which subbands are
coded in joint_siereo mode.

If the protection bit in the header equals '0'", a CRC-check word has been inserted in the bitstream just after
the beader. The error detection method used is ‘CRC-16' whose generator polynomial is:

G(xX}=K"4x"4xK?41

The bits included into the CRC-check are given by table B.5.

The method is cepicted in figure A.9 “CRC-check diagram", The initial state of the shift register is "1111
1111 2111 1111". Thenall the bits included into the CRC-check are input to the circuit shown in figure
AO "“CRC-check diagram”. After each bit is input the shift register is shifted by one bit. After the last
shift operation, the outputs b)5...bg constitute a word to be compared with the CRC-check word in the
bitstream. If the words are not identical, a transmission error has occurred in the protected field of the
bitstream, To avoid annoying distortions, application of a concealment technique, such as muting of the
actual frame or repetition of the previous frame, is recommended.

2.4.3.2 Layer |

After the part of the decoding which is commonto all layers (see 2.4.3.1) the bit allocation information has
io be read For all subbands, and the scalefactors read for all subbands with a nonzero bit allocation, The
decoder flowchart is given in figure A.1 "Layer 1 and I decoder flow chart",

2.4.3.2.1 Requantization of subband samples

From the bit allocation the number of bits nb that has to be read for the samples in each subband is known.
The order of the: samples is given in 2.4.1.5 for each mode. After the bits for one sample have been gathered
from the bitstream, the first bit has to be inverted. The resulting number can be considered as a two's
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-omplement fractional number, where the MSB represents the value -1. The requantized val btbiained by applying a linear formula : we ————

‘ anb ~({."=_———__ -nb+1: gnb . | (s +s )
where

s is the fractional number;

3 is the requantized value;

nb is the number of bits allocated to samples in the subband.

samples in subbands which are in intensity_stereo mode must be copied to both channels. The requantined
value has to be rescaled. The multiplication factor can be found in the table B.1 “Layer I, Il scalefactors”.
“he rescaled value s" is calculated as :

$= factor * 5”

#.4.3.2.2 Synthesis subband filter

Ifa subband has no bits allocated to it, the samples in that subband are set to zero. Each time the subband
samples for all 32 subbands of one channel have been calculated, they can be applied to the synthesis
subband filter and 32 consecutive audio samples can be calculated. The actions in flow diagram figure A 2
“Synthesis subband filter flow chart" show the reconstruction operation. The coefficients Ny for the
matixing operation are given by

Nip = cos [s+ (2k+1) &| O<i<63,0<k<s31
The coefficients D; for the windowing operation can be found in table B.3 “Coefficients Dj of the synthesis
window". The coefficients have been derived by numerical optimization. One frame contains 12 * 32 = 284
subband samples, which result, after filtering, im 384 audio samples.

2.4.3.3 Layer Il

Layer II is a more efficient but more complex coding scheme than Layer I. The flowchart in figure A.1
“Layer IT and Il decoder Mow chart" applies to both Layers [ and IH. Thefirst step is to perform the decodiig
which is common to all three layers (see 2.4.3.1).

2.4.9.3.1 Bit allocation decoding

For different combinations of bitrate and sampling frequency different bit allocation tables exist (table B.2
“Layer I bit allocation tables"). Note that the bitrates given in the table headers are per channel. If the made
is not single_channel, the bitrate should be divided by two to obtain the bitrate per channel. The decoding of
the bit allocation table is done in a three-step approach. The first step consists of reading 'nbal’ (2,3, or <)
bits of information for one subband from the bitstream. The value of ‘nbal' is given in the second column
of the relevant table B.2 “Layer II bit allocation tables". These bits shall be interpreted as an unsigned
integer number. The second step uses this number and the number of the subband as indices to point to a
value in the table. This value represents the number oflevels ‘nlevels’ wsed bo quantize the samples im the
subband. As a third step, using table B.4 "Layer II classes of quantization”, the number of bits used to code
the quantized samples, the requantization coefficients, and whether the codes for three consecutive subband
samples have been grouped to one code can be detennined. It can be seen from the bit allocation tables what
some of the highest subbands will never have bit allocated. The number of the lowest subband that wil
not have bits allocated to itis assigned to the identifier ‘sblimir.

2.4,.3.3.2 Scalefactor selection information decoding

The 36 samples in one subband within a frame are divided in three equal parts of 12 subband samples. Exch
Part can have its own sealefactor. The number of scalefactors that has to be read from the bitstream depends
on scfsi(sb]. The scalefactor selection infonnation sefsi[sb] is read from the bitstream for the subbands tat
have a nonzero bit allocation. If scfsi[sh] equals ‘OU three scalefactors are transmitted, for parts 01,2
respectively. If scfsi[sb] equals ‘01° two scalefactors are transmitted,the first one valid for parts 0 and 1, the
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second one for part 2. If sctsi[sb] equals ‘10one scalefactor is transmitted, valid for all three parts. If
scfsi[sb] equals ‘11° two scalefactors are transmitted, the first one valid for part 0, the second one for parts 1
and 2.

2.4.3.3.3 Scalafactor decoding

Por every subbend with a nonzero bit allocation the coded scalefactors for that subband are read from the
bitstream. The number of coded scalefactors and the part of the subband samples they refer to is defined by
scfsi[sb]. The 6 bits of a coded scalefactor should be interpreted as an unsigned integer index to table B.1
“LayerI, Il scalefactors”. This table gives the scalefactor by which the relevant subband samples should be
multiplied after requantization.

2.4.3.3.4 Requantization of subband samples

Next the coded samples are read. As can be seen from 2.4.1.6, the coded samples appesr as wiplets, the code
contains three conseculive samples ata time. From table B.4 “Layer II classes of quanuzation” it is known
how many bits 1ave to be read for one triplet from the bitstream for each subband. Also from table B.4
“Layer I classes of quantization", it is known whether this code consists of three consecutive separable
codes. for ¢ach sample or of one combined code for the three samples (grouping). In the last case degrouping
must be performed. The combined code has to be regarded as an unsigned integer, called 'c". The following
algorithm will supply the three separate codes s[0), s[1], s[2].

for Gi=3 <3: 144) |
s[ij= c % nlevels
ec =c DIVnlevels

]

where mlevels is. the number of steps as shown in table B.2 “Layer II bit allocation table”.

The first bit of each of the three codes has to be inverted, and the resulting numbers should be regarded as
two's complement fractional numbers, where the MSB represents the value -1. The requantized values can
be obtained by applying a linear formula :

s=C*(s+)

where:

5 is the fractional number;

s is lhe requantized value.

The values of the constants C and D are given in table B.4 “Layer I classes of quantization". The
requantized values have to be rescaled. The multiplication factors can be found in the table B.1 “Layer I,
scalefactors”. as described above. The rescaled value s' is calculated as :

8" = factor *s”

2.4.3.3,5 Synthesis subband filter

If a subband ha: no bits allocated to it, the samples in that subband are set to zero. Each time the subband
samples for all 32 subbands of one channel have been calculated, they can be applied to the synthesis
subband filter aad 32 consecutive audio sumples can be calculated, For that purpose, the actions in the flow
diagram of figu-e A.2 "Synthesis subband filter flaw chart" have to be carried out. The coefficients Ni, for
the matrixing operation are given by

: ft i
=2 I — O#i=et65.0ek 231Ni=20s [cig +) key | i

The coefficient: D; for the windowing operation can be found in table B.3 “Coetficients Dj of the synthesis
window". One frame contains 36 * 32 = 1 1452 subband samples, which result after filtering in 1 152
audio samples.
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2.4.3.4 Layer III

Additional frequency resolution is provided by the use of an hybrid filterbank. Every band is split into 18
frequency lines by use of an MDCT. The window length of the MDCT is 36. Adaptive window switching
is used Lo control time artifacts (pre-echoes), see the description in annex C. The frequency above whicia
shorter blocks (better time resolution) are used can be selected, Parts of the signal below a frequency
depending on "mixed_block_flag” are coded with better frequency resolution, parts of the signal above are
coded with better time resolution.

The frequency components are quantized using a nonuniform quantizer and coded using a Huffman encoder.
The Huffman coder uses one of 18 different tables (see table B.7). A buffer is used to help enhance the
2oding efficiency of the Huffman coder and to help in the case of pre-echo conditions (see the description in
annex C). The size of the input buffer is the size of one frame at the bitrate of 160 kbits/s per channel for
Layer I, The short term buffer technique used is called "bit reservoir" because it uses short-term variable
Sitrate with a maximum integral offset from the mean bitrate.

each frame holds the data from 2 granules. The audio data in a frame is allocated in the following way:

- main_data_begin pointer
- side info for both granules (scfsi)
- side info granule 1
- Side info granule 2

The header and this part of the audio data constitute the side information stream.

- scalefactors and Huffman code data granule 1
- scalefactors and Huffman code data granule 2
~ ancillary data

These data constitute the main data slream. The main_cata_begin pointer specifies a negative offset from the
Position of the first byte of the header.

2.4.3.4.1 Decoding

The first action is the synchronization of the decoder to the incoming bitstream. This is done as in the other
layers. The header information (first 32 bits including syneword) is read in just as in the other layers. Tre
information about sampling frequency is used to select the scalefactor_band table (see annex B.8).

2.4.3.4.2 Side information

The side information must be extracted from the bitsweam and stored for use during the decoding of the
associated frame. The table select information ts used to select the Huffman decoder table and the number of

ESC-bits (linbits}, according to table B.T,

2.4.3.4.3 Start of main_data

The main_data (scalefactors, Huffinan omded data and ancillary information) are not necessarily located
adjacent to the side information. This is described in figure A.7.a and figure A.7.b. The beginning of the
main data part ts located by using the main_data_begin pointer of the current frame. The allocation of the
miain data is done in a way that all main data are resident in the input buffer when the header of the next
frame is arriving in the input buffer, The decoder has to skip Header and side information when decoding ‘he
main data, It knows their positions from the bitrate_index and padding_bit. The length of the Header is
always 4 bytes, the length of the side information is 17 bytes in mode single_channel and 32 bytes in the:
other modes. Main data can span more than one block of header and side information (see figure A.7.b).

2.4.3.4.4 Buffer considerations

The following rule can be used to calculate the maximum numberof bits used for one granule:

The bufter length is 7 GBO bits. This value is used as the maximum buffer at every bitrate. At the bighest
possible bitrate of Layer ITT (320 kbits/s per stereo signal) and sampling frequency 438 kHz the mean frame
length is (320 OO“0/48 000)*1 152 = 7 680 bits, Therefore the frames must be of constant length at this
bitrate and sampling frequency, At G4 kbits/s (128 kbits’s stereo) the mean granule length is
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(64 000/48 OOO>*576 = 768 bit at 48 KHz sampling frequency. This means that there is a maximum
deviation (short time buffer) of 7 680 - 4"°768 = 4 608 bits is allowed at 64 kbits/s. The actual deviation is
equal to the numiber of bytes denoted by the main_data_begin offset pointer. The actual maximum deviation
is 2**9 * 8 bite 4.096 bits. For intermediate bitrates the delay and buffer length can be calculated
accordingly. The exchange of buffer between the left and right channel in a stereo bitstream is allowed
without restrictions. Because of the constraint on the buffer size main_data_begin is always set to 0 in the
case of bitrate_iidex==14, i.e. data rate 320 kbits/s per stereo signal. In this case all data are allocated
between adjacen: header words,

At sampling frequencies lower than 48 kHz the buffer should be constrained such that the same physical
buffer size is su/ficient as the one calculated for the 48 kHz case above.

2.4.3.4.5 Scalefactors

The sealefactors are decoded according to the slen] and slen? which themselves are determined from the
values of scalefac_compress. The decoded values can be used as entries into a table or used to calculate the
factors for each scalefactor band direclly. When decoding the second granule, the scfsi has to be considered.
Por the bands in which the corresponding scfsi is set to 1, the scalefactors of the first granule are also used
for the second granule, therefore they are mot transmitted for the second granule.

The number of bits used to encode scalefactors is called part2_length, and is calculated as follows.

For block_type == 0, 1, or 3 (long blocks):

part2_ length = 11*slenl+10*slen?,

For block_type==2 (short blocks) and mixed_block_flag == 0;

part?_ length = L8*slenl+18* slen?.

Por blowk_type==2 (short blocks) and mixed_block_flag == 1:

part?_ length = 17*slen1+18*slen2.

These fonnulas are valid if gr==0 or if gr==1 and sefsifch](scfsi_band)==0 forall scfsi_bands, t.¢. scalefactor
selection information is not used.

2.4.3.4.6 Huffman decoding

All necessary infonmation including the table which realizes the Huffman code wee can be generated from
the tables in table B.7. First the big_walues data are decoded, using the tables with the number
table_select[gr] [ich] [region]. The frequency lines in region 0, region 1 and region 2 are Huffman decoded in
pairs unul bigvalues number of line-pairs have been decoded. The remaining Huffmancodebits are decoded
using the table according to countltable_select[gr]ich]. Decoding is done untilall Huffman code bits have
been decoded or until quantized values representing 576 frequency lines have been decoded, whichever comes
first. If there are more Huffman code bits than necessary to decode 576 values they are regarded as stuffing
bits and discarded. The variable count! is implicitely derived as the number of quadruples of decoded values
using count] table_select.

2.4.3.4.7 Requantizer

The nonunifonn quantizer uses a power law. For each output value, "is", from the Huffman decoder,
“isl49" is calculated. This can be done either by table lookup or by explicit calculation,

2.4.3.4.7.1 Formula for requantization and al! scaling

One complete formula describes all the processing from the Huffman decoded values to the input of the
synthesis filterbank. All necessary scaling factors are contained within this formula, The output data are
reconstructed from requautized samples. Global gain and subblock gain valuesaffect all values within one
time window (in the case of block_type—=2). Scalefactors and preflag further adjust the gain within each
scalefactor band, Anillustration can be found in figure A.8.
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The: following is the requantization equation for short windows. The Huffman decoded value at buffer index
iis called is;, the input to the synthesis filterbank at index i is called Aj:

xr = «24
Af stoval_ gai -210- int wisign(is,)* is,[3 (global_ gain[gr}-210-8* subblock _ gain[window ][gr])

_ 27(scalefac_ muttipli er™ scalefac_s[gr][ch][sfb][ windowJ)
For long blocks, the formula is:

io sign(is; } * Ks,13 * 54 (global_ gain(gr] -210)
: 3(scale fac_ multiplier * (scalefac_ 1[sfb)[ch][gr) + preflag[gr]* pretab[sfb]))

Pretab[sfb] is a value given in the preemphasis table B.6. The constant 210 in this formuia is needed tc:
scale the output appropriately. It is a system constant. The synthesis filterbank is assumed to be
implemented according to the formulas below. The range of the output values ofthe decoder (ACM
samples) is between - 1,0 and + 1,0.

2.4,.3.4.8 Reordering

If short blocks are used (block_type==2), the rescaled data xr[scf_band][window)[freq_line] (as described in
huffmancodebits() in 2.4,1,7) shall be reordered in subband order, xr[subband|[window) [freq_line], prior to
tae IMIOCT operation,

2.4.3.4.9 Stereo Processing

After requantization, the reconstructed values are processed for MS or intensity stereo modes or both, before
foing to the synthesis filterbank. In MS_stereo mode, both channels of a granule must have the same
block_type.

2.4.3.4.9.1 MS_stereo mode

This mode switch (found in the header: inode_extension) allows switching from “independent stereo" to
MS_stereo. [Ff MS_stereo is enabled but intensity stereo is not enabled the entire spectrum is decoded in
MS_stereo. If both MS_Stereo and intensity stereo are enabled, the upper bound of the scalefactor bands
decoded in MS _stereo is derived from the “zero_part” of the difference (righ) channel. [n this case the
scaefactor band in which the last non-zero (right channel) frequency line occurs is the last scalefactor band
to which the MS_stereo equations apply. Above this bound intensity stereo may be applied if enabled in
the header, The “zero_part” of the difference channel is the part of the spectrum from
“igvalues * 2+ countl * 4" (see 2.4.2.7) to the Nyquist rate.

2.4.3.4.9.2 MS matrix

In MS stereo mode the values of the normalized middle/side channels Mj/5j are transmitted instead of the
lefvlright channel values Lj/Ryj. Thus Lj/Rj are reconswucted using

M, +8 M, —S,

i wa : i V2

The values Mj are transmitted in the left, values 3] are transmitted in the right channel.

L.

lf window switching occurs, then the M and 5 channels must switch synchronously.

2.4.3.4.9.3 Intensity stereo mode

This mode switch (found in the header: mode_extension) allows switching from ‘normal stereo’ to intensity
stereo. In Layer II], intenisty stereo is noi done using a pair of scalefactor s as in Layers 1 and I, but by
specifying the magnitude (via the scalefactors of the right channel as nonmal) and a stereo position
is_possp[sfb]. is_possp[stb] is transmitted instead of scalefactors for the right channels. The stereo
position is used to derive the left and right channel signals according to the formulas below. The lower
bound of the scalefactor bands deooded in intensity stereo is derived from the “zero_part" of the right
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channel. : Above this bound decoding of intensity stereo is applied using the scalefactors of the right channel
aS Intensity stereo positions. An intensity stereo position of 7 in one scalefactor band indicates that this
scalefactor band is not decoded as intensity stereo.

 
 

 

Sealefactor hands

| I | I l | | 1 oer | |
i<--- nonzero_part of spectrum (right chan} --->|<----- zero_part of spectrum ------|
l<------- mf oor Ler stereo coded part ---------- zl<- intensity stereo coded !      

For each scalefactor band (sb) coded in intensity stereo, the following steps are executed:

1) the intensity stereo position is_possp is read from the scalefactor of the right channel.

2) if (is_possp == 7) do not perfonn the following steps (illegal is_pos).

3) is_ ratio= tan(is_ pos. * 7).

4) Lyp=b, * 3220S_for all indices i within the actual scalefactor band sb.
1+ is_ ratio

5) R,:=L;* —__!__ for all indices i within the actual sealefactor band sh,
! 1+ is_ ratio

2.4.3.4.10 Synthesis filterbank

Figure 4.4. shows a block diagrum including the synthesis filterbank. The frequency lines are preprocessed
by the “alias reduction” scheme (see the block diagrams in in figure A.5 and in table B.9, for the
coefficients) and fed into the MDCT matrix, each 18 into one wansfonm block. The first half of the output
Values are added! to the stored overlap values from the last block. These values are new output values and are
input values for the polyphase filterbank. The second half of the output values is stored for owerlap with the
next data granule. For every second subband of the polyphase filterbank every second input value is
multiplied by -1 to correct for the frequency inversion of the polyphase filterbank.

2.4,3.4,70.7 Alias reduction

For long block_type granules (block_type != 2) the input to the synthesis filterbank is processed for alias
reduction before: processing by the IMIDCT. The following pseudo code describes the alias reduction
computation:

for (shk=1; she32: sh+4+}
for (i=O; iS} i444) [

xar[18™sb-1-i] = xr[18"sb-1-i)Csfi] - «r[ 18"sb+i}Cali]
nar[18*sb+i] = xr[18*sb4ijCs[i} + xe[18*sb-1-i)Cali]

}

The indices of arrays xar{] and xr[] label the frequencylines in a granule, arranged in order of lowest
frequency to highest frequency, with zero being the index of the lowest frequency line, and 575 being the
index of the highest. The coefficients: Cs[i] and Ca[i] can be found in table B.9. Figures AS and A.6
illustrate the alias reduction computation,

Alias reduction is not applied for granules with block_type == 2 (short block).

2.4.3.4,70,2 iMmMocT

In the followiny, nis the number of windowed samples (for short blocks nis 12, for long blocks n is 36),
In the case of a block of type "short", each of the three short blocks is transformed separately. n/2 values
xX, are transformed to n values xj. The analytical expression of the IMDCTis:

Poy
xj = inad X, cos((2i+1+ 42k +1)) fori=Oton-1

ik,
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2.4.3.4.70.3 Windowing

Depending on the block_type different shapes of windows are used.

a block_type=0 (normal window)

Zz; = 4; sin{=(i + 5)} fori=0 to 35
by) block_type=J (start block)

| x, sin(£1 + =)| fori=Otw 1?
zy = l* fori =18 tw 23

x; sin(=(i-18++)} fori = 24 to 20
0 fori = 30 to 345

c) block_rype=3 (stop black)

0 fori = 0 to 3

ds sin((i - 6+4)) fori=6 to 11
= Vx, fori=12t0 17

x,sin(=(i+5))  fori=18 to 35

a block_type=2 (short block)

Each of the three short blocks is windowed separately.

yl) =x) sin(S(i+4)) fori=0 11, j=0 102

The windowed short blocks must be overlapped and concatenated.

Oo fori=OtoS

yf fori=6 to ll
_jyth+y2,  fori=12 w17

7 = yh + yO, fori=18 to 23
yi, for i= 24 to 29
O for i=30to 35

2.4,3.4.10.4 Overlapping and adding with previous block

The first half of the block of 35 values is overlapped with the second half of the previous block. The
second half of the actual block is stored to be used in the next block:

result; =z;+s8;, fori=0 to 17

S$, = Ziate fori=0 to 17

2.4.3.4.10.5 Compensation for frequency inversion of polyphase filterbank

The output of the overlap add consists of 18 time samples for each of the 72 polyphase subbands. If the
time samples are labeled 0 through 17. with 0 being the earliest time sample, and subbands are labeled 0
though 31, with © being the lowest subband, then every odd time sample of every odd subband is
multiplied by -1 before processing by the polyphase filter bank.
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Annex A

(normative)

Diagrams

  
 

INPUT ENCODED

BIT STREAM

 

 
 

DECODING OF
BIT ALLOCATION

  

 
 

 

DECODING OF
SCALEFACTORS

REQUANTZATION
OF SAMPLES

SYNTHESIS SUBBAND
FILTER

OUTPUT PCM SAMPLES  

Figure A.l -- Layer [ and Il decoder flow chart
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  Input 32 New Subband Samples

3 j= 0....81

  
 

 

Shifting
fer i=1023 down to 64 do

Wi] = V[i-64) see footnote 1 

 Matrixing
31

forizOto63do Vis >, Nik* Sk
k=O 

 Build a 512 values vector U

for i=O ta 7 do

for j=0 to 31 do
Uli"é4+J=V[i"1284)]
Uli"644+32+jJ=V[i*1284+964)]

Window by 512 coefficients
Produce vector W

for i=-O to 511 co Wa PO)

  
  

Calculate 32 Samples
15

forje01031d0 S) =P) Wigoy
i=O

Output 32 reconstructed

PCM Samples—y 
Figure A.2 -- Synthesis subband filter Flow chart

 

1 VW ouo be initialized with zerves during startup.
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GET SIT STREAM, FIND HEADER

DECOCE SIDE INFORMATION

DECODE SCALE FACTORS

DECOOE HUFFMAN DATA

REQUANTIZE SPECTRUM

REORDER SPECTRUM
IF (window_switching_flag) AND

block tyoa=em2

JOINT STEREO PROCESSING

(if applicable }

ALIAS REDUCTION

SYNTHESIZE VIA IMDCT

& OVERLAP-ADD

(MOT eather 14 or 6,6,6 depending on
window_switching_flag and block_type } 

SYNTHESIZE VIA
POLYPHASE FILTERBANK

OUTPUT PCM SAMPLES

Figure A.3 -- Layer III decoder flow chart
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IMDCTsynthesis subband 0
YO. yl. y2, YB, IT

subband |

yO, “yl,

 

 
 

 

 
 y2. v3 oy YLT

subband 31

WO» -y¥fs Yes “YB + XLT

aliasingreduction

Figure A.4 -- Layer TI decoder diagram
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audio data left thanne!

blocks of 576 :amplespolyphasesynthesis
audio data righ: channel

blocks of 376 samples

Each IMDMCT module

calculates 18 ouput
values yO.Y1T cut of
18 input spectraValues.

For every other
subband every o her
quiput sample sliuould
be multiplied by -1, as
shown in the diagram.
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|
i a

fs=—- - 
Keaeso

MS7 

[}-—_— Butterflies ————>|

Figure A.5 -- Layer III aliasing reduction decoder diagram

 
Figure <A.6 -- Layer III aliasing-butterfly, decoder
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header
frame 4  sideinfo4}sideinfo2 sidainfo3

 
main_data_begin 1

 me fd
main infa 1 main info 2 main info 3 main info 4

Figure A.7.a -- Layer IIT bitstream organization

 
 

header
frame 2 header

frame 3 
header
frarne &

 
 sideinfo2 sideinfo4 
 

sync

main_data_begin 4te

main_data_begin 1

 Pe Oe
main inte 1 main info 2 main info 3 main infa 4

") main_data_begin 4 == 0: This signifias that main data starts directly after the side
information for frarmne 4. This is the lowerlimit for main_data_begin;

main_data cannot start later than this point. Note that data bytes used by "syne" and
"side info" ara mot counted by the main_data_bedgin pointer.

Note: 'info' means information

Figure <A.7.b -- Layer [II bitstream organization with peak demand at main info 3 aid
small demand at main info 2.
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O ... sefsibands ...3 |
0 .. scalefactor bands .. 20

O....... frequency lines vsecscssaslec 575

 
global_gain[0]

Granule 0

O.. sealefactor bands .. 11

egquen ines
tlobal_ gain [1

subblock gain |
Granule 1

subblock_gain?

subblock_gain#
 

Figure <A.é -- Layer ITT illustration of granules for frame with block_type == 0 in
first granule and block_type == 2 in second granule.

Data tits

 
Figure <A.9 -- CRC-check diagram
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Annex B

(normative)

Tables

Table 6.1 -- Layer 1,1] scalefactors
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2,000000000000KK)
158740105 196820
1,25992 104989487
1 0OG00000000000
0,79370052598410
0,.62996052494744
0,500000OOOO
0,39685026299205
O,3149802624 7372
0,250OCOOODOO000

0,198425139149602
O,157490139 123686
0,1 2500000000000

0,0092 1256574801
0,07874506561843
0,06250000000000
00496062828 7401
0.039372535280021
0,03 125000000000
0,024803 14143700
0,01968626640461
0,01562500000000
0,012401 57071850
0,009843 13320230
0,0078 1250000000
O,00620078535925
0,00492 156660115

0,00390625000000
0,003 10039267963
0,00246078330058
0,001953 12500000
0.00155019633981

0,00123039165029
0,00097656250000

0000775008 16991
00000615 19582514

0,00048828 125000
0,00038754908495
O,0D0307 59791257
0,000244 14062500
0.000193 77454248
0,000 15379895629
0,0001 2207031250
O,0000968 E727 124
000007659947814
O,00006102515625
0,00004844-363562
0,00003844973907
0,0000305 1757813
0.00002422 181781
0,OCHMI1 922486954
O,O0001 525878906
00000121 LOS0890
0,00000961243477
O,O0000762930.453
0,00000605345445
0,00000480621738
00000038 1459727
O,0OCKMIS02772723
0,000002403 10869
0,000001 90734863

0,000001 51386361
0,00000120155435
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ISOVIEC 1117.2-3: 1993 (E) © ISsovlEC

Table B.2 -- Layer Il bit allocation tables

Table B.2a -- Possible quantization per subband

Fs = 48 kHz Bit rates per channel = 56, 64, 80, 96, 112, 178, 160, 192 kbits/s, and free format.
Fs = 44,1 kHz Bit rates per channel = 36, 64, 80 kbits/s.
Fs = 32 kHz Bit rates per channel = 56, 64, 80 kbits/s.

index

yon
32757
32767
32767
a191
B91
BLoL
B1i9l
8191
BIgt
Bil
BLS

Celawhwhe& WDSSea
onaonme

GAGaWAaaAGAGrAGeUrLAGAGeUrenLnLnGnoeaMe fotAndGabGebadGadhad oeaRadCaRadLedLedLadSikekRedRaaCeaaeeehidalLe 
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
a
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
a
3
3
2
a2
2
2
Oo
0
o
0
oO

sblimit = 27
Sum of nbal = 88

46
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© ISO/IEC ISO/IEC 11172-3: 1993 (E

Table B.2b -- Possible quantization per subband

 
Fs=48kHz  ---——----— not relevant ————--------

Fs = 44,1 kHz Bitrates per channel = 96, 112, 128, 160, 192 kbits/s and free format
Fs = 32 kHz Bitraies per channel = 96, 112, 128, 160, 192 kbits/s and free format

index

: Oo L 2 3 4 5 6 7 5 9 Lo ll 12 Ls 14
4 = 3 ri 15 31 63 127 2455 SLL 1023 20467 doSS #191 L6383 32767
4 3 7 is al 63 127 255 SLL Lo23 2047 4095 8191 16383 33767
Cf 3 7 15 31 63 1270 «255 a11 1o243 2067 4095 &RIOL 16383 32767
4 - 3 S 7 9 if fl 63 127) 285 S11 1023 2047 4095 SLO
4 = 3 5 7 9 5 31 63 l27? 245 511 1023 2047 4095 BLS.
4 - 3 5 7 ? 15 a1 63 L27 255 S11 Lo23 2047 4095 B19]
4 - 4 5 7 a 13 a1 63 L227? 255 511 1023 2047 4095 BLOL
4 - 3 5 7 a [5 31 64 L27 255 Sil 1023 2047 4095 191
4 - 3 5 7 9 13 31 64 L27 255 S11 1023 2047 4095 BLGL
4 - 3 5 7 9 LS 31 63 L27 255 S11 102353 2047 4095 E191
4 = 3 5 7 a LS 31 63 L27 255 Sil LO2Z3 2047 4095 BIS
3 - 3 5 7 9 15 31 GS535
a - 3 5 7 9 LS 31 65535
3 - 3 5 7 9 i) 31 65535
3 - 3 5 7 9 15 31 45535
3 - 3 5 7 9 lS al 65535
3 - 3 5 7 9 15 31 65535
3 - 3 5 7 o 15 31 655355
3 %.S06hUF 9 18 31 65535
4 - 3 5 7 9 15 31 65535
3 - 3 5 7 a 15 31 65535
3 a 5 7 9 Li aL 65535
4 4 5 7 9 15 31 65535
a - 4 > 655345
Zz . 4 5 65535
2 - 3 §& 68535
2 3 4S 465535
z - 3 5 65535
Zz - 3 5 64535
Z - 3 > 63535
oO
a

 
regSSS

sblimit = 30
Sum of nhal = G4
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Table B.2¢ -- Possible quantization per subband

Fs = 48 kHz Bitrates per channel = 32, 48 kbits/s
Fs = 44,1 kHz Bitrates per channel = 32, 48 kbilts/s
Fs = 32 kHz woenne== not relevant --------

index

 
127) 255 S1ll 1023 2047 4095 8191 16383 32767
17 255 S11 1023 247 4095 8191 16983 32767
127
127
127
127
127
127aaIiaEbii

QhUAUnUnAUnUnUne Op8.020wwellis

sblimit = 8
Sum of nbal = 26
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Table

Ps = 48 kHz

Fs = 44,1KHz
Fs = 32 kHz

te

15
15
15
15
15

15
15
15
15
15
15

StLandfnaadhaaLaLdLaPe SAGALnUnGnUAGALAUnLALAP WWWOOOSewow me Lah

 
sblimit = 12
Sum of nbal = 38
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B.2d. -- Possible quantization per subband

sesees> TO Melewvant -------
s-----+ Ot relevant —-----

Bitrates per channel = 372, 48 kbits/s.,

7

127
12}
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
127

index

8

255
255

9

S511
S11

10 11 12 13 14 1:

1023 2047 4095 8191 16383 3:.767
1023 2047 4095 8191 16383 31.767

49
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30)

Table

DE O= 0, ond0000Ce

Bf 4)s-0, 000015259
Dl S)=-0, 000030518
Dl 12]=-0, 000045776
Dl 16)=-0, 000076294
Dl 20)=-0, cooLz2070
Df 24)=-0,000198%64
Di 28)=-0,000289917
Bl 32] s-0,000442505.

Bl 36]=-0, 000625610
Bl 40)s-0,q00885o010
Bl 44)2-G,00120Sdad
G] d8)2-0, 001836914
Ol 52)=-0,002014155
Dl 56)]=-0,002456665
Bi 60]=e-0,002099179
Di 64]= 0,003250122
Dl 68)= 0,003463745
Bl 72]= 0, 903417969

DL Téj2 O,003051758
Dl @0)= 0,9022277aF
DI G4)= 0,000869751
Dl 88) =-0, 001098633
Di 92]=-0,009723145
Dl 94]=-0, 007003784
D100] =-0, 1gadess9
Dl104]=-0, OLS1z1460
DLLs] sO, 1957IOB6
D[112)}=-0, 923910522
[116 ]=-0, 327725220
D[120)}+-0, 390532837

D[124]=-0, 391814575
D[izef= o, aLos2157
D[132,= 0, 727801514
Dl136,= Oo, 121575978
B(140[= oO, 112115474
D144 ]=-0, 1006aG64G
Dl ids]s-0, 016708174

DUS2]=-0, 735552979
D156 )2#-0, 956535815
OfL60]=-0, 178628540
DUL64}=-0, LoOSao16:

D168) e-0, 206s ToL:
D172] =-0, 137298584
DAs )=-0, M4Bazazds
D(1B0[=-o, 12069090
D[184]=-0, 146362305
D188) 2-0, 129577637
Dl19Zi= G, LO0311279
DBl1g6i= o, J876L71a7
D[200j=2 3, 0106R1L15
[20d ]s-0, 69 16R0S1
D[ 208 ]=-0, 1S2z06421
D(212) 2-0, 246505737
D[2i6]=-0, 349a6a774
D220] =-0, 459472656

 

6 ISO/NEC

B.3 -- Coefficients Dj of the synthesis window

BE L)=s-0,000915259
BE S)]=-0, 000015259

Dl )==0, 000030518
BB. 13)=-0, 000061035
DI 17) =-0, 000091553
Bl 21) =-0,0001La7329
BE 25] =-0,000213623
DL 29)]==-0, 000320435

Dl 343)=-0, 000473022
DB 37) =-0, 0006866496
DL 41}=-0, 000961304
B| 45)=-0, 001296997
Bl 49] =-0, 0016939726
Dl 53]=-0, 002120972

DO) S7)=-0, 002578735
Dl 61)=-6, 002990723
Dl 65)= ©, 003326416
Dl 69)e O,003479004
DB, 73[= 0, 003377192
Dl File 8,0028819])]
D] B@l]= 0,001937966
Dl 8S)2 0,000442505
Dl G9] =-0,0016997F6
Dl &3)=-5,004496084
DE 97) =-0, 007919312
D101) =-0, 011886597
DL 105)]=-0, 014235352

D[L109) =-0, 020690918
D[ L113) =-0, 024932661
DLL?) =-0, 028532996
Dl t21) 5-4, 31005869

D[L25)=-4, 031845097
Bll2s/= 0,9390517576
Dl 123]= 0,026535034
EL1laT}= 0,019531250
Bfidi]= 6, 009941587
Dl 145] =-0, 004994531
Gi 149]=-0,021179199

Bl 153]5-0, 040634155
DL1S7]=-0, o6199e460
Dl léil=-0, Ca4ie2739
Bi 1les]=S-0, 105819702

Di 169) 2-0, 125259399
B[1Ti}=s-0, 140670776
B17] =-0, 150118967
DL 181} =-9, 1515596069
D[1aSj2-O, 1449R6477T1
D[ Las} =-0, 129474121
DLL3I= 9,09092T 124
T[LeT]= 3, 04478d545
D[2POL)] =-0,0nSs2893T1
Di20S ]]-0, 088775625
D209) =-O,1747ese29
Dl Zi3|=-0, 271591187
B[2i7)=-0, 376800537
D[ 221) =2-0,487472534
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Dl 2)=-0,000015259
Bl é)=-0, 000016259
Bl 10)=2-06,000030518
Bl ld] =-0, 000061035

Bi 18)=-0,000106812
Di 22)=-0, 000152583
Bl 26) =8-0,000244141
DL 30)=-0, 000366211
Bl 34) =-6, 000534058
BI 3915-0, 000747681

Dl 42]=-9,901037598
Dy 46]=-0,0013288550
Of S$O])s-0,001785278
DL S4)==0, 002243042
Dl S58) 2-0, 002685547
DL 62)5-0, 003082275
Dl 66.2 0, 0039387451
Bl 7Ols 6, 003479004

Dl Fd4[= 0, o03280640
Dl VE]= 0, 902700806
DL B2)]= 0, OOL617432
OL €6]=-0, 000030518

Bl §$O]=-0, 002934595
DL #4]=-0, 005294800
D[ 98j)=-0, O08Res9568
Dl 102 ]=-0, 012999453
D[106)=-6, 017349245
Dl110j=-0, 021789551
Dl 1l1l4)=-O, 025909424
D{L1Bj=-0, b29281616

Dl 122 )=-0, 031387329
Bl 126}=2-0, 031738281
DI130]= O,0929785156
Bl 1l34]= 0, 025085449
DIBA] = oO. 017257690

Dl142}= O,006134033
bl 146] =-0, 008316040
D1150]=-0, 02581787]
D154] 5-0, A SBI7dO2
DI iS8]=-0, 967520142
DL i62]=-0, 089706421
Bl166]=-0, 110946655

BIATO|=-0, 1295623768
Dll74}s-0, Laae7e7se
Di 1l7ej=-0, 151306152
D[ 182 )=s—O, LSo497427
DL 186 j=-0, 139450073
DL 190 j=-4, LLS577149F
Dl L94)= 0, 080688477
O[L¢s]e 0, 031082159

B[ZO?2 ]e-0, 0423979150
CLZ06]=s-0, 1LO9L61377
DU Zio] =O, 19A059082
Bi 2l4]=-0, 297210693

D218] =-0, 404083252
D222] s-0, 515605741
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Di 3)=-0,coo015259

Di 7)=-0,000030518
Di Llj=-0, 000045776
Dl 15)2-0, 000076294
Gl 19]=s-0, OO0106B812

Dl 23)]=-0, 000167847
Dl, 27) s-0,000259399
Di 31)=-0, 000396729
OL 35)=-0, OOS79824
DL 39)=-0, JO0808TLE
Bl 43]=-0, 0611123892

Dl 47|=-0, 001480103
Dl S1)s-0,001907349
Hy SSJ]=-0, 002945854
Dt $9]=-0, 002792358
DI €3)]=-0, 003173828
DL é7]= 0,003439228

Dl Jiis 0,003663745
Dl 7S}-+ 0,003173e28
Bl 7Sj= 0, 002487183
BB, Baj=s 0, 001266479
GY AFf]=-0, 6005493916
Df 91)]=-0, 903005981
Bl 95J=-0, OO6LLS7T4
Df 99)=2-0,009841919
BLLOS )=-0, 014022827
DLT )=-0, 018463135
D[1L11J=-0, 022857666
D115 )=-O0, O26ad0210
DLL19)=-0, 029937744
Dl123)=s-0, 031661987
D127 }=-0, O31478a82
Dl lil]= 0, 02888488
DY135]= 0, 023422241
Bl13S)= 0,01480L025
BL Idd]= 0, OO2B22787E
DI LAT] s-0, 012420654
Di iSl)e-0, O30609131

Bj i155]=-0, 051132202
BL LSS)=8-0, 073059082
D163 }2-0, 095169067
BY 1l6Tp==0, LiS921L021
DL1FlJ=s-0,123590698

D[I7Sjx2-0, 145255495
D[LLF9j)==0, 181962260
D183 )=-0, 148779193
DLL87 e-0, 134887695
nfisij=-0, 1eesezo1

Bliss|=- 0, 069595337
OLL9o = O,016510010

DI203 j=-0, 050354004
D[ZOF}=-0, 130310059
DI2iil=-0, 221984963
D215 ]=-0, 3233 18491
DZ19]=-0, 431655884
D(223]=-0, 549823242
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D224 )m-0,572095743
D|228)=-0, 689914185
Di 242 j=-0, 791213989
D[236|=-0, 890090942
D240 ]=-0, 976852417
Bl244 |2-1, 048156736
D[248 |=-1,101211545
D252 |=-1,133926392

D{zhei= 1,L449eo014
D(zs0_= 1,193926392
D264)= 1,101211548

D[Z68)= 1, 048156738
Dl272)]= 0,976852417
D[276)= 0,890090942
DIZAO}= 0, 791212989
DIZ64)= 0,683914185
DIZBel= 0, 572036743
D[28Z]= 0,459472656
D(296]= 0, 349868774
DLA] = 0,246505737
Dl 304)= 0, 52206421
DI 208j)= 0, 069168092
DY 22 f+-0, 001068115
D326] =-0, 057617187
D[az20Je 9,1003a11279
D[324]= ¢,129577637
D[S28)= oO, 146362305
DU332Z)= 0,152069092
D(336)= 0, 148422241
DUP4Oj= 0, La729e5e4
Di344J= oO, 120697021
D34a]= G, 0054018!
D(sas2le= 0,078628540
D[3S6]= 0,056539813
DISO]=s 0, 095552978
D364] = 0, 016700374
D[36a)e 0, c00ss6s46
D372] =-0, 012115479
D[376]2-0, 021575928
D[380)=-0, 027801514
D394 ea 0, 031082153
D[338]= 0, 03LB14575
D[392]= 0,09053928237
DLIS]= 0, a27725R20
DA] = 0, 023910522
DAod]s 0, 019577026
DLAs] = 0,015121460
DI4l2]= 0,c10adeggg
Dnlalél= oO. 907G03784
nfazop]= 0,003723145
Dl424]= o,00L998633
Di 428 ]=-¢, 000869751
D432 je-0, 0022277843

D[436]=-0, 003051758
D440 )]=-¢, o08417988
[444 ]2-0, 00346897465
D[44e]= 0, 003750122

BD[452]= o,00za99170

ib
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D[225) 2-0, 600219727
B[229] =-0, 711318970
D[233]=-0, 816864014

B[237]=-0, 913055420
Dl241]=-0, 9962496238
Dlg4$)=-1, 063217163
D249) =-1, L197 FS01
D(253]) 2-1, 367634268
D[2s7j= 1, la4ee7109

D[261]= 1, 127746582
B(2é5]e 1, 089782715
D[269]= 1, 041936646
Di273a)e 0, 956401994
B[277J= 6, 666363525
D[2b1j= 0, 74645029907
Dl2eS)= 0, 656219482
O(289]s 0,5438249242

DlZ9a)= 0,43165588a
DIZST)= O,323318481
B(J01)= §,221999863

DfAOS j= O, 130320069
Ba09)= 0,050354004
DB] 3i3)]=-0,016510010
DUSLT] =-0, 069595337
BL s2lj= 0, OeSSe620)
D[325)e 0,134887695
OLI29}= 0, 149773195

DL3ss}= 0, 1519622780
DAF] = O, 146255493

D341]= 0,1335590698
BD) 345] = 0,11592 107!

Bl 243)= 0,098169057
B]2§a]= 0,07T3059082
Di3S7)= 0, 051132202

Di361je 0,030609131
Bi3s5js O,022d20650
Di 369 )=-0, 0028228765
OLAra}s-O, Oi4go0be2s
DLA? |] 2-0, 023427241
BAL) =-0, D26bb48a8
B[aaS}= 9, 031478882
D(3a9}= 0,03 1661937
DL393 p= G, 029937744
D397 p= 6, O26a40210
Diddljps 6, 022897656
BiddSp= 0, 0184631395
Di40S]= 0,014022827
Bl4lLa]= 0, 009841919
DI4lLT]= 0, OOSLLBTT4
D4til= Oo, 007005985

BL425]= 0, 000549916
D[azope-0, OOL265aT7S
DL ds3)=-0, 002497183
BL Aa] ==0,003 17 382s
Bj ddije-0. 009463745
By d4d5]=-0, 002433228
Dl449]= 0,003173828
D{4s4a)]x 6, 002792358

 

Di 226|=-0, 628295898
Di 220]=-0, 738372803
D234) 2-0,841949d69
D238) =-0, 995195933
Dl 242|=-1, 014617920
Bl 246] 2-1, O7T7117920

DY250]=-1, 120222999
Bi 254]=e-L. 142211914
D[2oaju 1,142211914
B[262)= 1,120223999

DlZ66)}= 1, 077117920
DP27O]= 1,014617920

D(274)]0 0, 935195923
D[278]= 6,441949464

D[2e2i= 0, 738372803
Di 286)a 0,628295898
D290 f= o,5156097a1

Bl 294]= 0,4049083252
D/298|= 0,297210693
DL 302) Oo, LFaoSIOHs
DLP]= OG, 1091643977
D[ 310s ©, 0323979150
D[3ldjs-0, 03 Loaz1s9
D|318}=-0, 080688477
Di a22|= 0, 1165771408
DIES] = 0, 1599450073

Di 3a0)= 0, 1804997427
OfLP34a)= 0, 1513068152
D[PIal= O, 1434 THIS
DLs 8, 1265624978

Tja4e]e O,126346868Ss
DpsSso]= 0,0897 6021
DG )3Sd}s O,0e7529L1l42
DI358)= 0,045837402
D362] = 0, 025817871
D[P66]= O,008316040
D370] =-0,006134033
DE374)2-0,017257690
DL378)] ==0, O250a5449

D382) =-0, 029785156
Diteeje 0,Oa1738281
D290) = 0,031387229
DLASd)]= 0,039781614
DUA9R} = O,cesonssea
D[ad02]= 0,021789552
B/406]= 06,017249243
D[4i0]= 0,012929453
Dl4l4}= 0, 008865356
Dl41lel= 0, 005294800
Dla22)= 0,0072334595
Dl4Fsj= 0, 00007051
D420] =-0,001617232
D434 |—-0, oO27 00806

D438] =-0, 0032805460
DL A4Zpe-d, 0Osd T90G4

D[446j==-0, o23aTS51
Das0j= 6, 003082275

DLas4je ¢,002695547
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D227 ]=-0, 656219482
D231) <<0, Tesoz9907
D[235)=-0, 8663639525

D[Z24a9}=-0, 956481934
D243 }=-1, 031936606
D247] =-1, 089782715
D[251]=-L, 127746582
B[255]=<1, 146767109

D[259)e 1, 1987839428
D(263f=e 1,1213743a901
D[26F]= 1,063217163
D[2Tl]= 0, 9962463438
B[275]= 0, 913088420

D[279f= 0,a916864014
Di283)= Oo, 7LI31e570
BL2A7 |= 0, 600219727
D(29ll= 0,467472534
Dp295]= 0, 276800537
DL299]= 0,271591187
DLAOI]= GO, L7a7asaze

DIO? j= 0, 08a775635
D[31lLj= 0,01S22e271
D[325]=-0, 04474546
D(SL9]=-0,090927124
B(323)5 0,12347d121

B(327]= 0, 143268771
D[3z1lj]= Oo, 151596069
D[335)e G, 150115967
OLIIIp= O, MOKTOTTS

D[343]}s 6, 125259399
D[347]= 0,105819702
OjISlj= o,0841a2739
DlaS5]= 0, 061996450
DI359]e 0,040634155
BLI63)]= 0, 021179199

D[367]e oO, 004394531
D[J71j=-0, 009231567
D[I7S)=-O, 019521250
DIS )==0, OFAsI5094

D[383 )=-6, 030517578
D[as7J= 9, 031845094
D[391J= 4,031005859
DLIs)l= 0, 038537946
DLIss)= 0,0240997a64
D403 ]= 0,020690918
D(4o07]= 0,016235352
DHl4il]= 0,01L1ee86S97
Oldis}= Oo, 007919912
D[419}= 0,0044b6084
D423 j= 0, 001693726
D427 )=-0, bodge25a5
D[4A3L]=-0, 001997866
Dg 25 ]2-0, OOPRSI917
D439] =-0,003372192
Didas}=+0,003479004

D[4a7 j=2-0, 003326416
Dl45ij=2 0,002999723
Dl[455)= 0, 002578745

ISO/IEC 11172-3: 1993 (E)
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Dl4S6]= 0, 002458665 DIaS7]= 0, 002349854 D(IdSe)= 0, 002243042 Dlas9}< 0, 002120972
D(460]= 0, 002014160 Didél]= o,001907349 DL4é62}= 0, 00L7a5278 DIAGs]= 0, 001899726
D[464)]= 0,0015e6o14 Dl46S]= o,001480103 D[466)= 0,001388550 D467 jo oO, 00L296997
D[4é6aj= o,001205a44 Dl46S}= 0,901113892 DIdIoj= 6, on1o3 76998 BLAI1)= 0, 000961304
D[AT2]= 0, o00ses010 DI A7a)= 0, co08oB87 16 Did?4a)= 0, 000747881 DLATSs)= 0, 000886646
DEATe]= 0, 000675810 DAPI) = oO, 000579834 Di d7S)= 0, 000534058 DLATS)= Oo, 000472022
D[4BO]= Oo, ooo4g2505 Bl4eilm o, do03s67z9 DidS2]= 0, 000386241 Dass ]= 0,000370435
DE484]= 0, 0002es917 D4ss)= a, \o0zsea99 Dideé]e 0, 000244141 D(4e7)= oO, 900213623
D48e)= 0, 000198364 D[48S]= oO, 000Le7E47 DidgO]e 0, 000L52589 DIAG1l]= 0, 000137329
Di492]= Oo, ho0L22070 D493)= o, CooLgeei2 DI494]5 0, 000L06a12 Dfa9S]= o,0000915¢3
pDlasé]= 0, 0007Ts294 D497 }= oO, so00Te294 Di dee)= 6, 0000681035 DLa99)= Oo, 000061095
DiSOO}= 0, 000048776 D[Sdlj= 0, 00045776 DY S02]= 0, 000030518 DiS03]= o, oOONs0S1e

DiSd4}= Oo, 000030518 O(S05)= 0, 000030516 DIS06]= 0,000015259 DfS07]= o,00001525¢
D(SO8)= Oo, co0015259 O(Se9]= 0, 000015259 D[S1ld}= 0, 069015259 DISiif= 0,000015259
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elQiec

Table

aee
yes :

  
 
 

Number

1,33333433343 0, SO0CKOCHO0) 3 5
1,GO)CCHOOOCHH) 0,50000000000 yes 3 7
1,14285714286 0,25 000000000) 1 3
LITT 0,30000000000 3 10
1, ,O6666666666 0,1 2500000000 1 +
1,03225806452 0,06250000000 1 5
1,01587301587 6,03 125000000 1 6
1 O787401 575 0,01562500000 1 7

1,00392156863 0,00781 250000) 1 &
100195094716 000390625000 1 q
L(OHOOTTS 1711 0,00 1953 12500 1
1,0004885 1979 0,00097656250 1

1 OO2dO24 O,0OMM48828125 1
1,OO012208522 0,000244 14063 I
1OOOOG 1O38EE 0,0001220703 1 1
1,0000305 1851 0,00006 103516 1
1,00001525902 O,0OO03051758 i

Table

 

 

ISO/IEC 11172-3: 1999 (E)

B.4 -- Layer I] classes of quantization

 
 
 Samples per

codeword
Bits per

codeword 

 
 

  

  
 
 

 

 
  
  
  
  
  
     
  
  
  
  
  
 

B.5 -- Number of protected audio_data bits

 

ee=obit Wlocation

bits 16...31 of header
bit allocation
scalefactor selection infommation
bits 16...31 of header
side information:

- bits 0...135 of audio_data in single_channel mode
- bits 0...255 of audio data in other modes

  

  
   
 

  
   

Table B.G -- Layer IT] preemphasis (pretal)

scrlefactor band (ch) |O_ 1 2 3 4 5 7.89 10 1b 12 13 1415 16 17 18 #19 20
etablc oo0oo0 0 1 1

1

0 0. 1 7 3 3 3 2
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Table B.7 -- Huffman
codes for Layer III

Huffman code table for Huffman code table 2 Huffman code table 6
quadruples (A)

linbits=0 linbits=0

6100
oO101
o110
OOO 101
00100
000 100
Olli
ooo!
oo1ld
o00000
OOLLE Huffman code table 3
ooO01d

OOOOET linbits=0Oooo01

hlen lod
Huffman code table for =

quadruples (B)

 AOALAAee AOMeoAe WWWRNerOOO HoeSMeOWNoOWAP 
Huffman code table 7

linbits=0
0001
QOOOL1
ooo10 i
oo0-000 910

oo2010
oodigeis
ooo leooo
ooooo0Lo16
O11
oo11
OOO111
ood10i0
O00 70]
Oood0022
001011
0100
ood1L101
O00 10001
Oooo 1000
oOO000100
ood1100
OOO 1011
ooo 10010
Qo000L111
ooo000L011
Oooo o00 15
O000111
oood1i0
Qo001 001
o000gL110
ooogo0011
o000000001
nooma1 io
oq0o0o100
oooooo LoL
O0GIOOOOLI
oodddooo10
ooodo ooo oo

 
Huffman code table 4 eufeLahepenet used

Huffman code table 5

linbits=0
 Heeeeeeeraeeoeoaeoal HeerGGOoGe-—--Gé6a6] BEOOerOGeesSS=&SI HOGeG-GeOeS-Ge6 BRELRLLBERLBEEKREEE

LoxoyNienbeod
1
o1d
ooo110
qooo101
11
O01
ood1ed
aaog10GWaddTal het ae
ood 101
9000111
DoOodo O07
oo00110
ooogoL
OOOO O01
g00000 00

Huffman code table 0

linbits=0

= hien

o 0 6

Huffman code table 1

t CUNESuheOoWhies&
linbits=0  GIRDDsOoeeZ

2Z
a
Z
3
a Co

 
WinnbhhbBRRWWRRRRReePeHOOOOSORS OoonteeeOddsonoonmtdtAeeedaesdtepee2

3
4
5

i
2
3
4
5
%
1

3
a
5
0
1
2
a
a
5

2
4
4
5 Hee
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Huffman code table 8 Huffman code table 9 Huffman code table 10

linbits=0 linbits=0 linbits=0

bo
 li

Loo
o00110
OOOLCOLG
oo0o011e0
DODO LEL
101
OL
0010
Ooo10o00
OOOO LOO
oO000011
COOL1L
oo.
ooo1l0L
Ooool1L10
ooocd1L12
oo0080011
O0010011
ono1 0002
OdOOL112
PO000L102
oO000LO10
ooo00001LG0
o0001101
oo00102
g0001000
Oob00010L1
OO00000101
DO00000001
oo00011060
Oooo LOO
SoOOO0 LOO
200000001

[PeerPoooooOX
fee

eeeeeeaee
rR
iaeeeeeeeere)

0
1
2
a
4
5
o

2
a
4
5
a

2
4
4
5
oO
1
2
3
4
5
oO
1
2
4
4
5
ab
1
2
a
4
5 re
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qo00go009002
Coon 0000000

eeeneeaee
Owewireo
GumWhybe

Ceoeaaeeee OOODIFOIRISAeaeeelell
iil
inl
o100n
OO1119
OogoL1LE
OODgOO1L12
110
100
o1oi
OOL01
OO0110
ooooo113
S111
0116
o10c0
ooLogg
00 L000
Ooo00102
Oo2111
o01L1G
oo100)
2001010
S000 101
OodoO0O1
OooLOLL
200111
OOOLG01
Ooog110
20000100
ODoMI0O0]
90002110
ooooLo0
OO0900110
oo0000 10
Hoodoo L1o
Qooc00oc0

 BPROGwoOoooCOx
tt

afapodomoeoegedRRUieeeBRBORpepepe
i
ad
“dl

eeee|
o

 AnhindWh)BowhOSeeeteteeiBOdea

far

ra]

bre
b

DOPgoweOoOwwwoSooookooaaGeoeLoaett
hlen hesd

O16
oo101¢0
ooo10] 21
SOO LO0011
Q00G12110
Ooo0oL 100
oh000L,0001
O1n
oo11
O01000
OOO L100
Ooo10010
O00 10101
OoO0d LOO
Oooo RLS
OO 2041
081001
Ood1121
0010101
ono100000
0000101000
ooc010011
Oooo oo. 10
oo01110
oO01L10%
ood10210
ooo1ogoi0
ooo0101110
oooo0o10111
oo0g10010
ood000O111
goo0Lo1loo0
oo0oLoo21
oo0100001
oodo1G1111
OOdOG1 1001
oo00010110
ooodeoL00L
COO0O000 LL
OO8OLLLII
000010110
COodLOLOoL
CooooLLO1O
oood00L0101
ooddooLOLEd
oo0o000101
oooc0o00011
Oo001L110
HOO0OLLO1L
o00901010
OoOdgOOLO12
ooddoLOood
O0o00001L10
oooo00o0101
OOOG000 000 1
ooogoL001
O00 0,000
OO0O0R131
oooo001000
ooos0d 00100
ooo0o0O0100
ooogdoO0d0010
oo9oc0 000000
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Huffman code table 11 Huffman code table 12 Huffman code table 13

linbits=0 linbits=0 linbits=0

 hlen heed _
x

|:
8  

  

  
dO00000111
Oooo ooo Le.
OOFL1100
OO911020
On Looooo
OorgoLOOLL
OOvGoTOO01
o0000001114
oopoooLood

Oo007001
oooodo10L
q01¢1000
oo10001
QOO111L1
oo011101
eoolo0oL
oOoDg0LIOL
TOOo9LO0

16«OOS1001101
10) «OOoLOO0001

9 00011101
16 oopoO1o100n

10006100 «0000011110
11 11 o0000101000
12 11 =O000012011
13° 0612) OODG001OO0O1
l4 13 ooeoooo101010

omdeiBeOochedBded
HOOOO0OL1LLO qooocoo10 + sopooooc1NOOO

a 4

o 66 2 o 9 1901 o 69 ho o1
Oo 2 3 100 o 4 110 o 1 4 O10L
Oo 2 5 o1010 o 2 10-000 o 2 & oOO1210
o 3 7 OO LLOO0 o 3 O100001 Oo 3 7 oO10102
ao. 4 8 GOLOO010 o 4 OOLOL001 o 4 B OOLGOO10
o 5 5 Ooo10000L o 5 OOOLOOLLL o 6S 9 GOOLIOOLL
o 6 8 OoOoOLOLO1 o 6 HOOLOOLIO o 6 9 oGODLOI1110
o 7 9 ODOOOLLEL o 7 ooo011010 o 7 10 o061000114
1 oa 3 102 L oO ili o @ 9 O00L010L0
1 i 3 oni lou 101 0 9 10 f000L10100
1 2 4 o100 1 2 0110 o 19 «611 «60001000100
1 3 6 OOLGLO 1 3 olgo0L O41 1 PO000110100
1 4 = oo LOOodOo la ooLgili O LZ 12 oo0o01000011
1 5 a ooo1L0001 1 5 qo1do0o00 O 22 12 900000101100
i o6 7 GOoLOLI lL 6 oOOLLOIO O 24 23 f000000101011
1 7 a oooo10L0 7 OOOoLOLL Oo 15 13 000000010011
2 4 5 OLO11 a iodo. 16 3° DLL
2 21 5 oon11 1 a1ii i 1 4 oLoO
2 2 6 OO11lOL 2 o1idai 1 2 6 oolloo
2 3 7 qo 19010 a 002110 3 7 OO10011
2 4 s OOD11110 4 ooloLd1 4 4 OO011211
2 6 a 00021111 5 GOO11L19 5 8 0011010
z 6 a 00010100 4 oodLo0io é 9 «900101100
2 fT 3 OOOGOLOL 7 GOOCOLEL q e 9OOLO0001
3 7 oo 11002 Q eidooL a 9 9O00L1111
3 6 OOLOLI o1010 9 9 o000L1On0
3 7 OOL012 OO11i1 19 «100 «OOodoLOGo0G
3 5 OO0111011 oo1100 11 #10 oOoDOgLLOGO
4 a OOO11011 oo10010 1 11 60000011111
4 10 ood oaoo1G oOd11100 13°«120«6OoO001o0011
4 q 00001100 Good 1LLO 14 12 800000010110
q q oonnooc101 aooo0o0Lo1 15 12 #@oo090001110
4d a oOLOOOL1 a1oco0o & OO1L11
4 8 00 LOOODE OO1101 6 OO1L01
4 5 CORLL eoidi1e 7 GOLO1LE
4d 5 QOOLLIGLG OO1OG1L B of100100
4 g gonoL1i190 oool0010 9 00211012
4 10 ooo 10000 goo10000 9 ODLLOOOL
4 3
4 a
5 a
5 a
5 9
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7

sbLDWieeeeBOOMRBobBeeeRRRPeetpt JdADDRRRAOOOOeeheRReeBo
a
L
2
a
4
5
5
7
a
L
2
3
4
5
4
7
a
L
2
a
4
5
&
7
a
1
2
3
a
5
6
7
Q

2
3
4
5
6  

oiOooOVORDAADPOAYOSERGIDOSDHA4AAITSGAUDAHIGIANOGPADWoma 00001110 o OOOLLGIL ie 0010210
oO01100 1 Ooo1i09 1 7 G10 100
ooo1001 2 Ooo10LL 2 8 $oLooi0dL
O0002101 cy OoOORLL1 a § 000111101
OO9001310 4 OOOO L010 4 9 00111000
OboO0001001 S Oooo 111 5 10 og091001111
Ooo0000 LOO & Oo 0000100 & Lo ooo1001001
oooooo0o0o1 TOL ogddooooS1 7 10) =G@O0LOOOOND
DOIOLOLL a OOO0LLOLI B if OOO0101011
Oo000100 1 ood01100 2 Ll Go001001100
G6300110 z Oooo L000 10 «ll 600000111000
OOOO00110 3 o7ooo1100 11 iL 6anogo1Ldo1o1
20000090110 4 oOongoo110 12 11) «ONCOOOLLOLD

7 Oo00000O14 g Oo0o00011 39130 «b2 DO00noG1 1211
? boIgo0GO10 7 66 gooo00001 3 la 130«f¢00d0001L1001
t 7 bo 00G000 7 7 41 ooDoooooos 3°15 #23 ooonood0o1110

4 @ Ogo100011
4 i TF GO10000
gq o2 9 000111100
4 4 9 OOOLLLOOL
4 4 4320 GO00LLO000L
4 5 10 oOO92001011
4 6 Ll 0001110010 
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F 11 o6001011011
B 10 0001120110
9 11) «=oO001001001

15° 1% 60000110111
ll Lz oooon0LC1O0L
12 lz g00000110000
1300 230 GBOODO00110101
14 13) OO00000010111L
15 14 oocodoodd1Led0

& O001L11010
B 001LO11
9 000110010

10)«GO01LG0000
19) «001001100

oo0Looo110
ll d0601011101
ll=d0001019100
dL GCOOLOO LIL
11 @0000111010
12 000001001111he

SOneWe 7 6

11 kip =GO000011101
12 13 «0000001001010
130013) (6000000110001
14 14 OOO90000101001
16 La O0000000010001

o 3 O8010L111
800101101

160 OOGIG011L10
19 =GODLOO101L0
11 80001110011
Ll O0001011110

OOO01O11010
Li=B8o00100R2111
1l oooo1000102
Lf OO0001010011

160« «120 «(000001000111
11 f2 «OO00001L100LG

O00000LLIOLL
13) 130 «DOOOKDOOLOOLLO
14 14 oOonpoooo0100100

OOOO dOODLIIL
10)«|9001001000

i S 605100010
2 10 2O00111000
3 11 36001011111
4 Ji o0001011106
3 12 oO00L010101
6 i JOOOOLOLIGIL
T AF DOOOC1INL1IOLS
8 12 000001010110
9 12 WdoC1OLGOL

Lo 22 oO00000100L101L
LL 13 SOO0001000001
12 13 OOO0000110011
13 14) OOOOC0O0101100
4 i 9000000000101011
15 16 ga0Q0C00000101010

9 OOOIO1O1E
a 00010100
6 OO00LL1I0

100|WOOC101LOO
10|WOCLIOLLL
11 OOOd100111L0
11 oO0C1001000
12 OO0002510111
I 60603001116
220 OOD0001L11101
Le DOCOOOLN11I0
L HOoOG110110
1200 bencooo 1] 00101
140 3O00O00dO1L1110
1 JOO IOIGLOLOG
15 8oo0eod00010000
Lo 3000110101

B 80007 L001
La OO0OLOLOOL
1o =OOOOLOO1L01

HiiReRR
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AAwu

eReebe LadLaaLeed

PREREEOAAeeeeoookue
PPPReeBUHOCOWMAAa

Orweheoun

abhetit
HHOWtdPteoO

be a

ee “3unee

0000101100
COO00LL1011
oooO0LLOL1G
OOG000LOL000]
Oonoo1 000010
9000001901100
Oooodog1LLOOL
QO000000110110
OO000000100101
ododoooo010010
og0000R000100111
ooocogoog00L011
OOODTOOOLL
OOo OObG)
OOCOOLLIIL
900001711001
GO000 101010
Oo00G1O10010
S00001001000
Oooooo1aLtoooo
QOONOO TOLLS
OOO000011L019
ogo008001L1012
OOo CGOOLF1OL
COd000000 10110
OOODOOIGOO1 1910
Oooo OOOO OLooI Lo
C000 G0 000000 LO1L10
GOO00L LOLOL
OO0001 £001
OOOOOTOR14
Hood100110
oooooLoddiLe
BOONGOLI1TLOD
600000110011
oodooo0106
900000011011
CODoCOOOLIOLa
9000000100010
OODOGOOOOLO1IL
QO000OOOGOLLOLE
Oooo do000O1110
OOO0000000 1008
SOOo00C0 0000011
O2009100010
OOO OILOIOOS
OOOOG012100
OopoooLOo1aL
oodoooLaoo1
oo0000L001011
o00000011110
SOO0DO01TLO1LOG
Ood000001 10000
GCOOD0O00101000
ooo oooooo1Lo100
oodoooeNooL1IIO0
OOD OD0C000LO Lo
Hooooood Ooo LOOOL
HOODOO OOOSLOOR
HoooooCdOoGoO LoL
o00000102101
oooo0oLoLoeL
PO0000100010
SOo90O LOCO ood
PoOCoooOo ALTO
DOOOTOD1IGO LO
s0oo0T0 001 LO001
FOOOOCOOLSLEOL
oogoocOOOLIELI
SoO9eG0 00 Lo011
IHOGOOOO01LLO9
S90O00 LLLI
Oooo 0oooo000lO10
HOoooOGOoOOFOL LL
on000 00000000110
mMooodooopo00e0011
DOC00O0 1LOGO0
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lé o6L
14 2
14.643
a4 o4
a 5
146
1467
14°68
ia 4
14 10
a4 11
i4 iz
i415
ha 14
ta 15
5 0

16 (6
ig 2
1 4
is 4
if 66
is 6
is 7
15 8
iS &
15 10
iS 11
iS 12
is 1a
15 14

OOO00OOLO1I1
O00000010100
OOdOOaO1001L1
ooooo00100100
gCdoeoOLO00L1
O0g000000110101
D00000000 10101
Hoo0co0D 10000
OooO0000000010111
DOC OOssO99L LOL
good nod00o0L010
Ooo00d0G0000L10
ooOodod co ooo ooooO1
oooco0ODD0000100
Ooocodeo00000010
oo0o00010000
ODOC OOO1I a1
Oadddos0 too0oL
oo0000 00011011
HOODOO COOLLIOL
OoooOG00L0106
OOOO OF0 11 1O7
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ON OOOOOONOO11LO0
OCOUIoODOOOOLOgoOD
OOOOOD000 Loon
oOo0bo0oco00000000001
OOOoO MO OOO00000001
ODogoocoNood 0000000
OOSHOOOoUOHO OTOL
 

Huffman code table 14

not used

Huffman code table 15

linbits=0

aa]|
HePRPePRPEerRRRReebeI
 OwvVOdhn&wheOo

r

PREEREBREE CP)eeaeae
o

 
 

 

YeoOAWw

whUeTeaPoedte
PRHEEpees

un
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1100
10010
QLLOLOL
OULLL1
o1001100
901111100
OOLLOL100
QoLgliooL1
OOFLILELOLL
OoO11L01100
G0001130111
90001101011
BdoOLOLOOOL
oo0001111010
Ood0000111111
1191
101
10000
OLIO1
O1dLL1G
GL00100
OO111101
OO1L10011
oo1oio1o
001000116
OOOLLOLO0
9001010011
oOpoLoooon1
ooo0101001
Q0000111011
oo0goL00L0¢
LOO11
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Huffman code table 17

same as table 16, but linbits=2

Huffman code table 138

same as table 16, but linbits=3

Huffman code table 19

same as table 16, but linbits=4

Huffman code table 20

same as table 16, but linbis=6

Huffman code table 21

same as table [4, but linbits=8

Huffman code table 22

same as table 16, but linbits=10

Huffman code table 23

same as table 1léi, but linbits=13
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Huffman code table 24

linbits=4
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Huffman code table 25

same as table 24, but linbits=5

Huffman code table 26

same as table 24, but linbits=6

Huffman code table 27

same as table 24, but linbits=7

Huffman code table 28

same as table 24, but linbits=8

Huffman code table 29

same as table 24, but linbits=9

Huffman code table 30

same as table 24, but linbits=11

Huffman code table 31

same as table 24, but linbits=13
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Table 6.8 -- Layer Ill scalefactor bands

These tables list the width of each scalefactor band. There are 21 bands at each sampling frequency for long
(ype 0,1 or 3) windows and 12 bands each for short windows.

Table B.8a, -- 32kHz sampling rate

long blocks:

__scale factor band

SMTAWokwhe 0123
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long blocks:

Table

ISOMEC 11172-3: 1993 'E)

B.8b. -- 44,1kHz sampling rate
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Table B.Sc. -- 48 kHz sampling rate

long blocks:

scale factor band | width ofband_
0 3
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short blocks:
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Table 6.9 -- Layer UI coefficients for aliasing reduction:

 
The butterfly coefficients csj and caj are calculated as follows:

] c.

ives 7aor
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Annex C

{infomative)

The encoding process

C.10Encoder

C.1.1 Overview

Por each ofthe layers, an example of one suitable encoder with the corresponding flow-diagram is given in
this annex. In subsequent clauses the analysis subband filter and the layer-specific encoding techniques are
described. In annex D two examples of psychoacoustic models, which are common to all layers, are
described. A short introduction describes the overall philosophy.

C.1.1.1 Introduction

The ISOVTEC 11172-3 (MPEG-Audio) algorithm is a psychoacoustic algorithm. The figure ©.1 shows the
Primary parts of a psychoacoustic algorithm.

Digital
Audio

Input
 
 
 

 
 Quantized

Sanples

Encoded
Bitstream   

 

 

   Bitstream

Formatting

Bit or Noise
Allocation

Filter Bank

    

 
 
 Signal to

Mask Ratio

 sychoacoustic
Model 

  

 

Figure C.1 -- ISO/IEC 11172-3 (MPEG-audio} encoder block diagram

The four primary parts of the psychoacoustic encoder are:

C.1.9.1.1 The filterbank

The filterbank does a tume to frequency mapping. There are two fileerbanks used in the ISO/IEC 11172-3
(MPEG-Audio) algorithm, a polyphase filterbank and a hybrid polyphase/MDCT filterbank. Each provides
aspecific mapping in time and frequency. These filterbanks are critically sampled (i.e. there are as many
samples in the analyzed domain as there are in the time domain), These filterbanks provide the primary
frequency separation for the encoder, and the reconstructionfilters for the decoder. “The output samples of
the filterbank are quantized.

C.1.1.1.2 The psychoacoustic model

The psychoacoustic model calculates a just noticable noise-level for each band in the filterbank. This noise
level is used in the bit or noise allocation to detennine the actual quantizers and quantizer levels. There are
two psychoacoustic models presented in annex D. While they can both be applied to any layer ofthe
ISOVIEC 11172-3 (MPEG-Audie) algorithm, in practice Model 1 has been used for Layers I and 1, and
Model 2 for Layer IIT. In both psychoacoustic models, the final output of the model is a signal-to-mask
ratio (SMR) for each band (Layers I and IT) or group of bands (Layer IIT).
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1.1.1.3 Blt or noise Allocation

The allocator looks at both the output samples from the filerbank and the SMR's from the psychoacouslic
model, and adjusts the bit allocation (Layers I and IT} or noise allocation (Layer ILI) in order simultaneously
ta meet both the bitrate requirements and the masking requirements. At low bitrates, these methods atternpt
to spend bits in a fashion that is psychoacousticly inoffensive when they cannot meet the psychoacoustic
demand at the required bitrate.

C.1.1.1.4 The bitstream formatter

The bitstream formatter takes the quantized filterbank outputs, together with the bit allocation (Layers I and
nN) or noise allocation (Layer IT) and other required side information, and encodes and formats that
information in an efficient fashion. In the case of Layer III, the Huffman codes are also inserted at this
point.

C.1.1.2 The filterbank

In Layers | and II, a filterbank with 32 subbands is used. In each subband, 12 or 36 samples are grouped for
processing. In Layer II, the filterbank has a signal-dependent resolution, where there are either 6x32 or
1x32 frequency bands. In the case where there are 6x32 frequency samples, the 3 sets of each frequency sre
quantized separately.

C.1.1.3 Bit or noise allocation method

There are two different bitrate control methods explained in this annex. In Layers I and II this method is a
bit allocation process, i.e, a numberof bits is assigned to each sample (or group of samples) in each
subband. The method for Layer If is a noise-allocation loop, where the quantizers are varied in an organized
fashion, and the variable to be controlled is actually the injected noise, In either case, the result is a sei ol
quantization parameters and quantized output samples that are given to the bitstream formatter.

C.1.4.4 Bitstream formatting

The bitstream formatter varies from layer to layer. In Layers I and II, a fixed PCM code is used for each
subband sample, with the exception chat in Layer Il quantized samples may be grouped. In Layer IT,
Huffman codes are used to represent the quantized frequency samples. These Huffman codes are variable-
length codes that allow for more efficient bitstream representation of the quantized samples at the cost of
additional complexity.

C.1.2 Input high-pass filter

The encoding algonthms provide a frequency response down to d.c. However, in applications where this is
not a requirement, it is recommended that a high-pass fileer be included at the input of the encoder. The cul-
off frequency should be in the range of 2 wo 10 Hz.

The application of such a high-pass filter avoids an unneccessarily high bitrate requirement for the lowest
subband and increases the overall audio quality.

C.1.3 Analysis subband filter

An analysis subband filterbank is used to split the broadband signal with sampling frequency f, into 32
equally spaced subbands with sampling frequencies f,/32. The flow chart of this process with the.
appropriate formulas is given in figure C.4 "Analysis Subband Filter Flow Chart". The analysis subband
filiering includes the following steps:

- Input 32 audio samples.
- Build an input sample vector X of 512 elements. The 32 audio samples are shifted in at positions 0 t>

31, the most recent one at position 0, and the 32 oldest elements are shifted out.
- Window vector X by vector C. The coefficients are to be found in table C.1,
- Calculate the 4 values Y¥; according to the formula given in the flow chart.
- Calculate the 32 subband samples 5; by matrixing. The coefficients for the matrix can be calculated by

the following formula:
Mig = cos [(2i + 1}(k - 16)70/54) . for i=Oto 3l,and k=0 to 63.

a7
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6&8

Table

Cl O)= oO, c8o00een00
Cl 4]=-0, 0000004877
cl 8)=-0, 000000954
Cl L2]=-0, 60001491
eC] 1é6j=-0, 00002384
eC] 20)=-0, 000007815
Cl 24)=-0,0C000s199

| 2Bf=-0, 000009060
Cl 32)=-0, 000013828

[ 36]2-0,000019550
Cl d0]=-0, 000027657
€[ 44)=-0, 000027670
cl 48)=-0,0c0049591
<| S2)=-0, 000062943
Cl S6]=-0, 000076771
¢| 60]=-0, 000090599
Cl 64)= 0,000101566
C| 68)= 0,000108242
Cl T2j= 0,000106812
C[ 7éj= 0,000095367
C] dO}= O,q00069618
Cl 84f= oO, 000027180
Cf 84] =-0,000034332
Cl 92]=-0,000116348
Cl 96] =-0, 000718868
[100] =-6, 000339032
C104) =-0, 000472546
[108] =-0, 0006811782
CLil2)] =-0, aooTaT204
[116] =-0, 000866417
[120] =-0, 000954151
[124] =-0, 000994205
CLL2B]= 0,000971317
Cl1a2)= 0, ob086a797
e[L3I$]= 0, 000674248
C[l40)= 0, 000378609
C[id4]=-0, 000021458
CL148]=-0, 000522137
C1152) 0-0, 001111031
C[L$6]=-0, 001766582
C[1L60) =-0, 002457142
C[ig4)]=-0, 003141880
CL 168) =-0, 003771782
ClL72)=-0,004290581
OLLI) =-0, 006638195
CT1ad)=-0, 004752159
(184) =-0, 004573622
Cl19a)=-9, 004049301
Cllg2)= 0,003134727
C(19si= 0,001800537
c[(2o0j2 0, 000033379
C[P04] =+-0,007161503
C208] =-0, 004756451
[212] =-0, 007703304
C[216] =-0, 010935359
C[220] =-6, 014458521
Clfz24] =-0,017e76145
Cl228|=-0,02L3723 18
C232] s-O0, 0247254397
CyPI6]=-0, OS7aLsa4a2
Cl 240} +-0,03052 5638
C244} =-0,022754898
Cl248)0-0,034412861
c/252)=-0,995455200
C|256]= 0,035780907
cCl260l= 0,035495200
C|264)a 0,034412861
C[268)= 0, 0327S4age
C[272Z]= 0, 070526098
C[2BTS]= 0,027815342
C(2e0]= 0,0c47254237
C(2A4 = 0,02 L37Z2315
C(PAA}= O, O17aTA1ds

C.l --

cl ljs-0, 000000477
Cl Sl=-0, 000000477
¢] S)=s-0, 000000954
ef L2}==0,00000L907
Cf lT}=-0,000002861
Ct g1)]=-0,00000q292
CL 25]<-0, 000006676
CL 29]=-0, 000010014
Cl 33)=-0,000014782
Cl 37 )=-0,00002145¢8
CL 41)=-0, 000030041
CS] €@5)=-0,000040531
cc] 49f=-0,000052929
Cc] S3}=-0,000066280
Cl 57} =-0,000080585
C] 6ll=-0,0000934¢6e0
Cl 6Sl= 0,000203952
Cl 63]= 0,000L0sT19
Cl Tale 0,000L053281
Cl F]=s 0,000090L22
sl @1li= 0,000060558
Cl @$j= 6,000013878
cf €9]=-0,000052929
Cl PJ]=-0,000140150
Cl 97) =--0,000247478
C{101]=-0,000371456
C[105)]=-0,000507355
CPlOd]=-0, 000646591
Cl Lisp=-0,000TT9152
Cllit)=-0,0008916a5
Cl 12Lj=-0,000968933
C)125)=-0,000995159
| 129)2 O,000957674
(122 ]= 0,000829220
Cll? j= O,000610352
ClldL}= O,0002#e4a6
¢|145}=-0,900137329
Cl149)=-0,000G618950
C,153,=-0, 001769817
TC 1ST] =s=0, 0019397389
Cl16L[=-0, 00263 0711
C|165]=2-0,003 206866
C1169] =-0,0023 9143545
Clits )=-0, 000395962
Clit] =-o, 004691134
| 1B1]=-0, 004737377
C|185)]2-0, 004477024
C|189)=-0, 003858566
C|193]= 0,002841473
CLAST]= 0, 003399517
C)20Lp=-0, 000475883
C)205}=2+-0,002774235
C1 209)s-0, 005452170
C[2L3)=-0, 008487225
C(2i7 =--0, 011775017
Cl2zij=n-G,0159233517
(225 ]=-0, 018756866
Cl229]=-0, 022223718
C(233)]=-0,025527006
CLP37]=-0,0FRS32982
(T]241)=-0 0351137698
Cl2da)=-0, 045225536
C[249jp=-0,094730434
C7 253)s-0,035586357
SL257 ]= 0,075 755972

=[2s1l]= 9 Aeser ad DRLcC[2eS)]= 3, 03405871
CLZe9]s 0032248020
Cl27al= 0, az9e90080
cl277l= 0,037072860
Cl28b)= 0, 023907185
C)2b5)= 9, 020506859
CP2a9]= 0, 016994476
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Coefficients C;

Cf 2)=-9, 000000477
cL 6)=-0, 000000477
C[ 10)=-0, 000000954
Cl l4)j=-0,00000L907
Cl 1B)=-0,090003338
C| 22 }=-0.000004768
C, 26 ]==0, ac0007829
Cf] J0]=-0,0000L1444
Cl 34)=s-9,00001L6589
e( 38)5-0,000023365
€[ 42)<-0,000032425
Cf 46]=-0, 000043392
Cl $0)=-0,000055790
Cl §4)=-0,000070095
Cl 58)]<-0,0000083923
Cl 62)/==0,000096321
Cl 66)= 0,00010585e8
eC] 7O}= 0,000108719
CC] T4]= 9,e00102520
| Tel= 0,000084400

ml Bale G,00005054586]--0, 000000954
20] =-0, 000072955
94) 5-0, 000165452
$8)=-0, 000277042

C1102] =-0,0004043538
C7106 ]=-0, 000542164
Cl110)}2-0,0006805923
Cl lld}=-0, 000809669
Clllej=-0,000915051
Cllz2}=-0,000980854
Clit6)|s-0, 000991821
CLlLIo;= 0,o00920786
C[l34|= 0, 600783920
SL12ele 9,000529303
Cli42l= 0,000191689
Cll46]s-0,000259876
L15o|=-0, 000806808
clis4|s-0,001432419
CL158@]=-9,002119004
162] ==0, 0028032326
C166 ]=-0, 009467083
C1170) =-0,00404ea24
Cité |=-0, 0044ae9agg
CllJa|=-8, 004728317
C182 ]=-9,004703045
C(186)+-0,004257815
Cll9O)=-0, 003643036
Clig4]= O,002521515
Cl19e#|s O,o0eoTLsL7
[202 |+-0,00101L84e8
C1206 |=-0,003411293
CIrZ1O}=-0,006199346
C(2ldj=-0,0092a78s4
C218) =-0,012627602
C(222)=-0,036112804
C1226] =-0,019634247
C2490) =s-0,023078150
C1234] =-0, 026310921
C | ZIE] =-0, 029224873
C(4?)s-0,.039 1706810
[246 ie-0, 033659935

C1250 ]=-0, eeeeee
= o| a35c07o00
= 0,033659635
© O0,031706810
= 0, 029220873
= G, 026310921=
a

a
oo

9,023074150
0,019634247
O,01l6lizsod
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ef a)=-0,0000004T77
ef Fl=-0,000000954
Cf Lilj=-0, 000001431
CEL is)]s-0, d000023B4
Cl Le)=e-0, 0000033998
el $3)2-0, 0000052485
Cl 2fj==0,0000R8106
Cl alje-0,000012398
CC] 36)}=-0,090018120
CG] 39]=s-0, 000025272
Cl 43) =-0, 000034809
C| 47) 2-0, 000046253
©] Sl)=s-0, 000059605
Ci S5]=-0, 060073433
eC! So) =-0, 000087261
Cl] 63]=-0, 000099182
cl 67] = 0, 000L07T288
€[ Fij= 0, 000Lbaza2
c[ 7ija 0,e000°°9182
cl 74)= O.ag00077T24
Cl @Fpe2 0,000039577
Cl a?[--0, oo0e17166
El @lys-0, 000093937
C| 95]"-0, 060191212
el a9|+-0, 000307560
C(103|=-0, 000438213
ClioT|=-0, 0OOoS TET
¢]111)] 2-6, 000714302
ClLLS)]=-0, O08 8757
CLLL9) =-0, 000935555
(123) =-0, 000989437
(227) =-0, 600969715
C[131j= 0,000907653
e(1as)j= 0,000731L945.
C(139)= 0,600462532
Tl1l4ije Oo, 600088215
[147] =-0, G002 88145
C(151)=-0, 000956535
CliS5)==-9, G0iS97891
C199) =<0, GO2283096
C[ 163) 2-0, OO2974033
Cl1eT)=-0, O0se22932
CLL 1} ==0, POdla7og
C175) s-0, Pods704d

 

  Clits) 4, GOAT 48821
C[L82 ) =-9, C4eqgl6e
C187} 2-3, OO4215240
CLLdl) =-3, 003401756
e(lysj= 0,002174854
C1199]= 0, 000815938
ClP03)=-0, 001573563
[207] =<0, 004072 189
CU2ill=-O, 006947027
C(215]s-0,010103703
C[219]=-0, 0194892496
Cl223]=-0, 016994476
CLB2Tj=-0, 070506859
CTZ31)=-0, O2I907 185
C)235) 2-0, O27T07T3560
Cl239)=-0, 029890060

el) 2a3}=-0, bg2246020[247] 2-0, 038055710
ja=0, 098242081

-0, 025768972
0, 035586357
0,034730434
Oo, 03322559¢
6, 031132698
0, 028532982
o,025s27000

CL2ZE3 j= 0,0227226718
C287 ]= 0, 01e756866
CL291)= 0,015233517

an

atalBlpalfebo oeumnit a)taotLbramaAn nt wd<i aDuf
i

= meetad [|||
n = Bd ad
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c(232]= 0,014358521
C(296)]= 0,010933399
CLs0O)]= 0, 007703304
C[3dd)e 6, 004756451
C[3d8j= 6,002161503
Cl3l2ye-G, 000033379
c[alej=-c, 001800537
C(sz0f= 0,003 134727
Clatd)= 0,009049301
Cl328)= 6, 004574822
€[ga2)]= 0, 0040752159
C(33s)= 0, 004636195
C349) = 0,004290581
c(a44]=2 0, 003771782
C(448)]= 0,003141880
ClasS2)= O,002457142
Cl356)]= 0,001765682
ClLI60j= 0,001121031
C[36d/= O,000822137
C/368]= 0,00002185e8
C372) =-0, 000375609
C376) =O, 000674288
C380) =-0, DO0b63979T
C/3B4)= 0,0009713517
ClSR)] = O, OO0o942705
e_ys2)a 0, 000954151
as6)= 0,000866413
cl400]= 6, O00Ts7204
e(d04)s= 0,000611782
C[40s}= 0, 000472546
e412)2 0,000339091
e(41é6)s 0, 0002188648
C420} 9,000116348
Cl4z4}= 0, 0000a4a92
[428] =-0, OO00271LEO
C432) 2-0, 00006896148
C476] =-0, 000095367
C[440)=-0, 000106812
Cl4d4]=-0, 000108242
Cl448]}= 0, 000101566
Cl4o2l= 6, 000090599
c[456]= 0, 000076771
CT460f= 0, 000062945
C[46d]=2 0,000049591
c[d6aj= o,000087TE7o
Clat2|= o,0000z 76S?
Claté|= o, 000019550
Cl480)= 9,0000L2e28
CT4a4f= 9,000009060
C488] = 3, 000006199
Cl492l=2 3,000003815
Cl496)= 3,000002z484
ersao}= 9,000001431
C[sd4}= 3,000000954
Tle0afes 3, 00000KRg TT 
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 Cl293]= ¢,0L3a489246
C297 j= oO, 010103703
ClIGijs O, 005937027
Ccl305)= o, 004072189
CL209}=e 0, 001573563
CU 313 ,=-0, 000515938
Clal7j=-0,002174854
Cl321)]= 6,003401756
©(325]= 0,004215240
ClLI29)]= 0,004649162
ClLas3)je 0,004 748821
CT33a7)= O,004570484
C134ij= 0,0041746709
ela45]s 0,003622532
C1s49)= 0,002974933
C]353)= 0, 007283096
CLasT)s O,0015978ea1
CI36L]= O,000958S35
Clees)/= 0,0003B8145
C[369)=-0 000088215
Ch3a73]=-0,000462532
ecay7]=-0,00073 1945
c(a8i]=-0,d00902653
eCPeS]= 0,000983T15
C(ae9)]= 0,d00089447
CL393je 0,000039555
CLIsIT]= 0, 00na3a7sST
e(401j= O,d0n714302
|e(405)= O,000576972
Cl4agjs 0,000438213
e[413)2 0,000307560
C|4i%p= O,000191212
Cl42L}= 0,0000939937
C(425)= O6,00001L7166
C1429}=-0,00002 9577
Cl433]e-0,0000T7724
C1437] =-0, 000099182
Cl441}=-0,000 108242
cld445]=-0, 000 107288
Cld44o]= 0,000099182
Ci453}= 0,00008724L
ClS7h=s 0, 000073433
Ci46ll= 0,000059605
Cld465]= 0, 000086259
T)469p= oO, opd0a48a0%
Ci473a]=- oO, 000025272
Cl47T]= 0, 000018120
Ci48lL]= 0,000012398
eC, 4e5|/= 0,000008106
C1489). o,000005245
cjd493]= 6, 000003338
cya497p= O,0000023g4
eC]S50L}= 0,000001431L
C/505j/= 0,000000954

5o9}= o,000000477 
  

Cl294j= 0,012627602
C(298)= 0, 007287834
ef302)= 0,008189R46
c(s0é6é)}= 0,003411295
Cl310]= 0,001011846
C£314)=-0,000371317
Cl318)]=-0,002521515
Clag2]= 0, 003643026
C[326]= ¢,004357815
C(33o)= 6, o0a7O3045
C[33d)= 0,004728317
C(338)= 0,0044¢89Rn99
Cl342)= 0,004048824
Cl348l= 0,003467089
Cls50}= 0,002903326
ClIs4]= 0,007110004
C(I5a8j= 0,001438419
Cljbe)= 0, 000808808
c[a66]= 9,000259376
CLAD] =-0, OOOLILSE9
C(3a74g)]=-0, 000539303
| 378)]=-0, oooTes320
C382 15-0, 000830786
C(386je Oo, 000991821
C390). OG, 000%8c054
C[394)= 0,000915051
C[39a)= O, 000805565
Cl4O2)s 0, 000680923
C[406}e 0,000542164
Cl4LO|= 0, 000404358
Cl4l4j= 0,000277042
Cl418)]= 0,000165462
Cl422]= 0.000072 956
Clézé)= 0, 000000954
€(430]=-0,000050545
C(434)]>-0, 000084400
Cl439)=-0,000102520
C1442) =-0, 000108719
o[446]==-0,000105858
C450) 0, 000096321
eCp4S4]= 0,000083923
e(4$a)]= 9,000070095
Cl462)]= O,00005S5790
Cl466)]= 0,000043392
cl47o)= Oo, 000032425
Cl474]= 0,000023365
Cl47aj= O,0000l66e9
TL4a2)= O,0000L1444
C(486]- O,000007629
e(49d)]5 0,000004768
Cl4$dj]= 0,000003338
cCl4ea)]= 0o,000n01907
ClsO2]= o,000000954
epseel=s GO, 000000477
CUsld]= o,c00000477 

 

 

Cf29S]= Oo, OLLI 75017
Clf99)= 0,008487225
C(303]= 0,005462170
Clsorl= oO, 0277239
e(3llj= 0,000475883
CL3L$]=-0, 9001399527
Clalo)=-0, 902941473
C(azZz]= O,00385e566
C327 l= Oo, 004477 ORd
C(33i)= 6.00473 7377
C(335)= o,00d691134
C/339]= 0, 004995982
C[343)= 0,003914956
CI3s47]= 0, 003306866
Cl35l)]=2 0, 002630711
Cl355]= 0,001937389
C,359]= 0,001269817
C | Peal= 0, 000661la50
C(367]= 0,000137329
CITL)]=-0, 002 6bde6
C(375) 2-0, 000610352
C(I79I) =-0, oo0ezsz20
Class) =-O, 000953674
C°ae7)= 0, 000995159
CLasli= 9, ¢00988933
Cl395)2 0, 000891685
C[Isaj= O, 000779152
C[402)= O,ongesesol
C(4O7}=s 0,000507355
Cidill= 0,000372456
Cl4iS}= O,0002474748
Cl4i¢]s 6,000140199
Cl423al= 0,000052929
C[427]==0, 0O0013828
Cl431]=-0, opd0605se
Cyd395]=-0, oc0090L22
C439] =-0,000105391
C]443]e-0, 000108719
Cl447]=-0,000103991
Ci4$il= 0, 000093460
c1455]= 0, 000080585
ci469]= 0,0g0066280
Cl463)= o,o00052929
Cl4é67le Oo, 000040534
Cid7il= o,000030041
cy4a7tsi2 0,0000714954
Cl47a)= o,o000laTga2
Ci4a.i= o,on0010014
C_4e7)]= 0,o0000DeE765
Cl4sil= 0, 000004292
cl4ssjs 6, 600002861
cla9s)]= 0, 00000L907
Cplsoaj= 0, 000000954
Cls0Ti= 0,0000004877
C(slij= 0, 009000477
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C.1.4 Psychoacoustic models

Two examples of psychoacoustic models are presented in annex D, "Psychoacoustic models",

C.1.5 Encoding

C.1.5.1 Layer | encoding

C.1.5.1.1 Introduction

This clause describes a possible Layer [encoding method. The description is made with reference to figure
C.5, "Layer 1, 1] Encoder Flow Chart".

C.1.5.1.2 Psychoacoustic model

The calculation of the psychoacoustic parameters can be dome either with Psychoacoustic Model 1 described
in clause D.1. or with Psychoacoustic Model 2? as described in D.2. The FFT shiftlengih equals 384
samples, Either model provides the signal-to-mask ratio for every subband.

C.1.6.1.3 Analysis subband filtering

The subband analysis is described in the clause C.1.3, “Analysis subband filter”.

€.1.5.1.4 Scalefactor calculation

The calculation of the scalefactor for each subband is performed every 12 subband samples. The maximum
of the absolute value of these 12 samples is determined. The lowest value in table B,1, "LayerI, IT
Scalefactors”, which is larger than this maximum is used as the scalefactor.

C.1.5.1.5 Coding of scalefactors

The index in the table B.1, "Layer I, Il Scalefactors" is represented by 6 bits, MSB first. The scalefactoris
transmitted only if a non-zero number of bits has been allocated to the subband.

C.1.5.1.6 Bit allocation

Before adjustment to a fixed bitrate, the number of bits that are available for coding the samples and the
scalefactors must be determined. This number can be obtained by subtracting from the total number of bits
available “cb”, the number of bits needed for the header “bhdr" (32 bits), the CRC checkword “bere” if used

(16 bits), the bit allocation “bbal”, and the number of bits required for ancillary data “bane":

adb = cb - (bhdr + bere + bbhal + banc}

The resulting number of bits can be used to code the subband samples and the scalefactors. The principle
used in the allocation procedure is minimization of the total noise-to-mask ratio over the frame with the
constraint that the number of bits used does not exceed the number of bits available for that frame. The

possible number of bits allocated to one sample can be found in the table in 2.4.2.5 of the main part of the
audio standard (Audio data, Layer 1; the range is 0...15 bits, excluding an allocation of 1 bit.

The allocation procedure is an iterative procedure, where in each iteration step the numberof levels of the
subband samples of greatest benefit is increased.

First the mask-to-noise ratio “MINR” for each subband is calculated by subtracting from the signal-to-noise-
ratio "SINNER" the signal-to-mask-ratio "SMR":

MNRE = SNR - SMR

The signal-to-neise-ratio can be found in the table C2, “Layer 1 Signal-to-Noise Ratio". The sigmal-two-
mask-ratio is the output of the psychoacoustic model.

TO
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Then zerobits are allocated to the samples and the scalefactors, The number ofbits for the samples "bspl"
and the number of bits for the scalefactors “bscf" are set to zero. Next an iterative procedure is started. Each
iteration loop contains the following steps :

- Determination of the minimal MNE of all subbands.

- The accuracy of the quantization of the subband with the minimal MINRis increased by using the
next higher numberof bits.

- The new MWR of this subband is calculated.

- bsplis updated according to the additional number of bits required, If a non-zero numberofbits is
assigned to a subband for the first time, bscf has to be incremented by 6 bits. Then adb is calculard
again using the fonmula:

adb = cb - (bhdr + bere + bbal + bscf + bsp] + banc)

The iterative procedure is repeated as long as adb is not less than any possible increase of beal and becf
Within one Loop.

C.1.5.1.7 Quantization and enceding of subband samples

A linear quantizer with asymmetric zero representation is used to quantize the subband sanples. This
representation prevents small value changes around zero from quantizing to different levels. Each of the
suoband samples is normalized by dividing its value by the scalefactor to obtain X, and quantized using ths
following formula :

- Calculate AX+B

- Take the NW most significant bits.
- Invert the MSE.

Aand EB can be found in table C.3, "Layer I Quantization Coefficients". N represents the mecessary numbe-
of bits to encode the number of steps. The inversion of the most significant bit (MSB) is done in order to
avoid the all “1° representation of the code, because the all “1” code is used for the synchronization word.

C.1.5.1.8 Coding of bit allocation

The 4-bit code for the allocation is given in 2.4.2.5, “Audio data Layer I", of the main part of the audio
stundard.

C.1.5.1.9 Ancillary data

The Audio standard provides a numberof bits for the inclusion and transmission Of variable length ancillaiy
dala with the audio bitstream. The ancillary data will reduce the number of bits available for audio, which
may result in a degradation of audio quality.

The presence of a bit pattern in the ancillary data matching the syncword may hamper synchronization. This
problem is more likely to occur when the free fonmatis used.

C.1.5.1.10 Formatting

The encoded subband informationis transferred in frames (See also 2.4.1.2, 2.4.1.3, 2.4.1.5 and 2.4.1.8).
The number of slots in a frame varies with the sample frequency (Fs) and biwate. Each frame contains
information on 384 samples of the original input signal, so the frame rate is Fs/384.

Fs (kHz) || Frame size
| ms)

48 a 
A frame may carry audio information from one or two channels.
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The length of a slot in Layer I is 32 bits. The number of slots in a frame can be computed by this formula:

Number of slots/frame (Nj = biaie * 42
If this does not give an integer number the result is truncated and ‘padding’ is required. This means that the
humber of slots may vary between N and N + 1.

An overview of the Layer I fonnat is given in figure C.2:

Frame
—_———_.

[HEADER SCALEFACTORS|SAMPLES
Figure C.2 -- Layer I Format

 

Table C.2 -- Layer I Signal-to-Noise Ratios

No. of steps

 
  

 
 
 
 

0,875000000

 
-0,1725000000

15 0,937500000 -0, 062500000
31 0.968750000 -0,03 12350000
63 0,984375000 -0,015625000

127 0.992187500 ~-0,007812500
255 0,996003 750 -0,003906250
311 0,098046875 -0,001953125

1 023 0,999023438 -0,000976563
2 047 0,999511719 -0,000488281
4095 O,9997S55859 -0,000244 141
8191 0,90987 7930 -0,000122070

0099938965 -0,00006 L035
0.999969482 -0,0000303 18 

F2
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C.1.5.2 Layer Il encoding

C.1.5.2.4 Introduction

This clause describes a possible Layer II encoding method. The description is made according to figure C5,
“Layer 1, 1] encoder flow chart”.

C.1.5.2.2 Psychoacoustic model

The: calculation of the psychoacoustic parameters can be done either with Psychoacoustic Model 1 describud
in clause D.1. or with Psychoacoustic Model 2 described in clause D2. If Psychoacoustic Model 1 is used
to calculate the psychoacoutic parameters, the FFT shiftiength is 1152 samples. If Psychoacoustic Mod]
2 is used, the calculation is perfonmed twice with a shiftlength of 476 samples and the largest of each pais
of signal to mask ratios is used. Eicher model provides the signal-to-mask ratio for every subband.

C.1.5.2.3 Analysis subband filter

The analysis subband filter is described in clause C.1.3, “Analysis subband filter".

C.1.5.2.4 Scalefactor calculation

The calculation of the scalefactor for each subband is performed every 12 subband samples. The maximum
of the absolute value of these 12 samples is determined, The lowest valuc in table B.1, "Layer I, IT
Scalefactors”, which is larger than this maximum is used as the scalefactor.

C.1.5.2.5 Coding of scalefactors

A jrame corresponds to 36 subband samples and therefore contains three scalefactors per subband. Define
‘se? as the index in table B.1, "Layer I, 1 Scalefactors™. First, the two differences dscf, and dscfs of the
suecessive scalefactor indices scf;, scfz and scf3 are calculated:

dsef) = scf, - sefz
dscfs = scfs - sects

The class of each of the differences is detenmined as follows:

-3 < dsef <0
dsef=0

O< dscf <3
dscf >= 3
 

The pair of classes of differences indicate the entry point in table C.4, “Layer [I] Scalefactors Transmission
Patterns", The column labelled "scalefactor used in encoder" gives the three scalefactors which are actually
used. "1", "2" and "3" mean respectivelythe first, second and third scalefactor within a frame, "4" means
the maximum of the three scalefactors. If, after this adjusting of scalefactors two or three are the same, nol
all scalefactors need to be transmitted for a certain subband within one frame. Only the scalefactors indicated
in the "transmission pattern” columnare transmitted. The information describing the number and the
position of the scalefactors in each subband is called “scalefactor selection information”,

C.1.5.2.6 Coding of scalefactor selection information

The “scalefactor selection infonnation” (scfsi) is coded by a two bit word, which is also to be found in tab
C.4, "Layer Il scalefactor transmission patterns". Only the scfsi for the subbands which will get a nonzero
bit allocation are Wansimitted,

C.1.5.2.7 Bit allocation

Before adjustmentto a fixed bitrate, the number of bits ,"adb", that are available for coding the samples an 4
the scalefactors must be determined. This number can be obtained by subtracting from the total number of
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available bits "cb", the number of bits needed for the header “bhdr” (32 bits), the CRC checkword "bere"if
used (16 bits), the bit allocation “bbal", and the number of bits “banc” required for ancillary data:
adb = cb - (bhdr + bere + bbal + banc)

The resulting number can be used to code the subband samples and the scalefactors. The Principle used in
the allocation procedure is minimization of the total noise-to-mask ratio over the frame with the constraint
that the number of bits used does not exceed the number of bits available for that frame, Use is made of
table B.2, "Layer [1 Possible Quantization per subband” that indicates for every subband the number of steps
that may be used to quantize the samples. The number of bits required to represent these quantized samples
can be derived from table B.4, "Layer 0 Classes of Quantization”.

The allocation procedure is an iterative procedure where, in each iteration step the numberof levels of the
subband that has the greatest benefit is increased,

First the mask-to-moise ratio "“MINNR” for each subband is calculated by subtracting from the signal-to-noise-
ratio "SNR" the signal-to-mask-ratio "SMR":

MNR = SNR - SMR

The signal-to-neise-ratio can be found in table C.S "Layer I Signal-to-Noise Ratios”. The signal-to-mask-
ratio is the outpur of the psychoacoustic model.

Then zero bits are allocated to the samples and the scolefactors. The number of bits for the samples “bspl"
and the number of bits for the scalefactors “bscf" are set to zero, Next an iterative procedure is started, Each
iteration loop contains the following steps :

- Determination of the minimal MN of all subbands.

The accuracy of the quantization of the subband with the minimal WINR is increased by using the
next higher entry in the relevant table B.2, "Layer II Possible Quantization per Subband".

- The new MNE of this subband is calculated,

- bspl is updated according to the additional number ofbits required. Lf a non-zero umber of bils ts
assigned toa subband for the first time, bsel has to be updated, and bscf has to be upalaed
according to the number of scalefactors required for this subband. Then adb is calculated again
using the formula :

adb = cb - (bhdr + bere + bhal + bsel + bsef + bspl + banc)

The iterative procedure is repeated as long as acis not less than any possible increase of bspl, bsel and bsct
within one loop.

€.1.5.2.8 Quantization and encoding of subband samples

Each of the 12 subband samples is normalized by dividing its value by the scalefactor to obtain X and
quantized using the following fornula:

- Calculate A*xX+5B

- Take the NM most significant bits.
- Inver: the MSB

A and B can be found in the table €.6, “Layer If Quantization Coefficients". N represents the necessary
number of bits to encode the number of steps. The inversion of the MSB is done in order to avoid the all "1
code that is usecl for the synchronization word,

Given the number of steps that the samples will be quantized to, table B.4, "Layer II Classes of
Quantization” shows whether grouping will be used. If grouping is not required, the three samples are
coded with individual codewords.

If grouping is required, three consecutive samples are coded as one codeword, Only one value vm, MSB
first, is transmitted for this triplet. The relationships between the coded value ¥m (m=3,5,9) and the three
consecutive subband samples *, y, 2 are

74
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v= 92+ Sy +x (vg in 0... 36)
Ys = 252+ Sy +x (ve in 0.,.124)
‘y= 8lz+ 9y+x (vg in 0...728)

©.1.6.2.9 Coding of bit allocation

For the purpose of a more efficient coding, only a limited number of possible quantizations, which may >e
different for each subband, are allowed. Only the index with wordlength "nbal" in the relevant table B.2,
“Layer Il Possible Quantizations per Subband” is transmitted, MSB first.

€.1.5.2.10 Ancillary data

The Audio standand provides a numberof bits for the inclusion and transmission of variable length ancilliry
dita with the audio bitstream. The ancillary data will reduce the numberofbits available for audio, which
may result in a degradation of audio quality.

The presence of a bit pattemin the ancillary data matching the syncword may hamper synchronization. T iis
problem is more likely to occur when the free formatis used.

C.1.6.2.11 Formatting

An overview of the Layer II format can be seen in figure C.3.

Frame
aa

[HEADER|AuLoOcYTSCFSI__|SCALEFAC|SAMPLES

Figure C.3 -- Layer II Format

The differences compared to the Layer I fonnat are:

- The length of a slot equals & bits.
- Ahew block scfsi containing the scalefactor selection information has been introduced,
7 The bit allocation information, scalefactors and samples have been subject to further coding (see

the relateds).

The details can be found in 2.4.1,

7
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Table C.4 -- Layer II scalefactor transmission patterns

Scalefactors Transmission Selection

used in pattern Information
encoder{|

 LAAAULABbBBwdudWdBRboboRe QemetmetatEPeatereetettpt| teLePhBoboboRRBeeeeeBLBS—— OCWWWOOMiBethoRbRDeeheOe
Table C.5 -- Layer II Sigmal-to-Noise Ratios
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Table C.6 -- Layer Il quantization coefficients

0,7 5000X000)
0,625000000
0,875000000
0,562500000
0,93 7500000)
0,968750000
0,984375000
0,992187500
0,996093750
0,998046875
0,999023438
0,999511719
0.909755859
0,9990877930
0,999938965
0,999969482
0,999984741
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  -0,250000000)

~0,375000000
-0,125000000
-),435 7500000
-0,062500X000
-0,03 1250000
-0,015625000
-0,007812500
-0,003906250
0001953125
-0,000976563
~0 00045828 1
-0,000244 141
-0,000122070
“0,000061035
-0,000030518
-0,000015259
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BEGIN

 
  

  
 

for i=511 down to 32 do

X([iJ=X[i-32] 

for i=31 down to 0 do

*[iJ=next_input_audio_sample

Window by 512 Coefficients
Produce Vector 2

for i=0 to 511 do Zi=Ci*Xi

 
 
  

Partial Calculation
ra

for i=0 to 63 do Yi= > Zi +64)
j=0

 Calculate 32 Samples by
Matrixing

63

for i=0 to 31 do Si= Mix * Yk
k=o

Output 32 Subband

Samples

END

 
  

Figure C.4 -- Analysis subband filter flow chart

78
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[SGBBAND ANALYSIS [_FFTANALYSIS

SCALE FACTOR CALCULATION OF

CALCULATION MASKING THRESHOLD:

DETERMINATION OF NON
SUBBANDS

CODING OF ADJUSTMENT TO FIXED

[|_scaLRRACTORS ear DESIRED
QUANTIZATION OF SUB-BAND SAMPLES

CODING OF SAMPLES

CODING OF BIT-ALLOCATION

PORMATTING AND TRANSMISSION

Figure C.5 -- Layer 1, 11 Encoder flow chart
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C.1.5.3 Layer Ill encoding

C.1.5.3.1 Introduction

This clause describes a possible Layer I] encoding method. The basic data flow is described by the general
psychoacoustic coder block diagram. The basic blocks are described in more detail and below.

C.1.5.3.2 Psychoacoustic model

The calculation of the psychoacoustic parameters can be done either with Psychoacoustic Model I described
in clause D.1. or with Psychoacoustic Model 2 described in clause D.2. A description of modifications to
Psychoacoustic Model 2 for use with Layer [Il can be found below. The model is nin twice per block, using
a shift length of 376 samples. A signal-to-mask-ratio is provided for every scalefactor band.

€.7.5.3.2,.1 Adaptation af psychoacoustic modal If for Layer [il

Psychoacoustic Model 2 (clause D2) is modified as described below for the use with Layer [T encoding.

General considerations:

The model is calculated twice in parallel. One computation is done with a shift length iblem of 192
samples (to be used with short blocks), the other is done with a shift length of 576 samples. For the shift
length of 192 samples the block length of the FFT is changed to 256, and the parameters changed
accordingly.

Change to unpredictability calculation:

The calculation of the unpredictability metric in Psychoacousuc Model 2 is changed.

- Calculation of the unpredictability:
The unpredictability cw is calculated for the first 206 spectral lines. For the other spectral lines, the
unpredictability is set to 0,4.
The unpredictability for the first 6 lines is calculated from the long FFT (window length = 1024,
shiftlen = 576). For the spectral lines 6 up to 205, the unpredictability is calculated from the short FFT
(window length 256, shifden = 192);

cw_Iiw) for Osw<«6

cw iw) = { cw_s((w+2)DIV4) for 6<w< 206
o,4 for w 2 206

cw_lis the unpredictability calculated from the long FFT, ¢w_s is the unpredictability calculated from
the second short block out of three short blocks within one granule.

- The spreading function has been replaced:

If j=i tmpy= 3,0 (j -i}
else tpy= 1,5(j-i) is used.

Only values of the spreading function greater than 10-8 are used, All other values are set to zero.

- For converting the unpredictability the parameters

convl = -0,290
conv? = - 0,43

are used.

- The parameter NMT (noise masking tone) is set 10 6,0 dB for all threshold calculation partions. The
parameter TMWN (tone masking noise) is set to 29,0 dB for all partitions.
For minval see table "threshold calculation parutions" (table C.7).
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- The psychoacoustic entropy is estimated from the ratio thr/eb, where thr is the threshold and eb is -he
energy:

pe= -% (chwidth, = log( thr(eb,+1.) ))

where k indexes the threshold calculation partitions and cbhwidth is the width of the threshold
calculation partition (see tables).

= pre-echo control

The following constants are used for the control of pre-echo's (see block diagram):
rpelev = 2
rpelev2 = 16

- The threshold is not spread over the FFT tines. The threshold calculation partitions are converted
directly to scalefactor bands, The first partition which is added to the scalefactor band is weighted wih
wi, the last with w2 (see table C.8 "Converting Threshold Calculation Partitions to Scalefactor
Bands"). The table contains also the number of partitions (cbw) converted to one scalefactor band
(excluding the furst and the last partion).

The parameters bo and bu are shown in table C.8. They are used for converting threshold calculation
Partitions to scaleftactor bands.

- For short blocks a simplified version of the threshold calculation (constant signal to noise ratio) is
used. The constants can be found in the columns labelled "SNR (dB)" in table C.7(def) below.

#1
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Table C.7 -- Threshold calculation partitions with following parameters width,
minval, threshold in quiet, norm and bval:

Table C.7.a -- Samplingfrequency = 48 kHz long blocks

5,828
6, 1E7
6,522
TiAT4
7,800
&,402
8,966
9,483
9,966

10,426
10,366
11,279
11,660
42,042
12,386
TZ,721
13,115
13,561
13,983
14,371
14,74
15,140
15,562
15,962
16,324
16,665
17,020
17,373
17,708
18,045
18,398
18,762
19,120
19,466
19,307
20,159
20,522
20,873
21,214
21,553
21,892
22,231
22,569
22,909
23,248
23,583
23,918
24,246
24,576

6
3
3
3
3
0
oO
o
0
O
0
iM
O
o
0
Oo
0
0
0
0
O
0
oO
0
o
oO
Q
0
0
o
0
0
o
o
oO
o
o
a
a
Oo
Oo
Oo
O
oO
QO
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Table C.7.b Sampling_frequency = 44,1 kHz long blocks

1
1
i
1
l
t
I
1
1
1
1
1
I

Ht
1 1

2
2a

2
2
2
2
z
z
z
Z
zZ
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4

1d
| 4

5
5
5

Ws
6
7
7

7
io

q
a SPSSSoocoeocoeSSeeoseeseFCSSCSossesSeseSece0cocSeuunuwuunm

0,029
0,029
0,029
0,009
0,009
0,009
0,009
G,009
0,018
D018
O.018
o,018
o.018
O,018
O,OLg
0,008
0,018
O.0LR
O,018
O.018
O.018
o.027
0,027
O.027
0,027
O,027
0,027
0,027
0,036
0,036
0,036
0,045
0.045
0.045
o,054
o,.054
0,063
0,062
0,063
O,081
o,081
0,08)
0,180
o, 120
0,198
0.400
o,400
0,429
1.808
L 808
1,899

24,405
24,415
32,554

660,124
162.770

'3
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Table C.7.c -- Sampling_frequency = 32 kHz long blocks

13,091
13,488
13,873
14,268
14,679
15,067
15,424
15,771
16,120
16,406
16,807
17,158
17,518
17,869
18,215
18,562
18,902
19,239
19,579
19,925
20,269
20, GOS
20,944
21.288
21,635
21,979
22,319
22,656
22,993
23,326
23,656
23,997

6
6
3
a
3
3
3
a
a
a
a
a
o
0
Qo
Qo
o
o
Oo
o
0
o
0
0
oO
Oo
0
0
o
o
0
o
0
0
0
0
Qo
0
o
0
o
o
0
0
o
a
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6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
&
9
lo
It
lz
13
14
15
16
17
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C.7.d -- Sampling_frequency = 43 kHz short blocks

 
|norm_[T_SNR(ab)[bal]

#5
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Table C.7.e -- Samplingfrequency = 44,1 kHz short blocks

 WSRlhkwheSe

eeiaaaeee
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FFT-lines_] qihr___]norm]SNR(ab)|bval
4,532
0.904
0,029
0,009
0,009
0,009
0,009
0,009
0,009
0,009
6,009
0,009
0,009
O09
0,009
0,009
O,009
o,009
0,009
O,018
0,018
O18
0,013
O,018
O,018
O,027
0,027
O,054
0,054
O,034
O,li4
114
0,452
O.452
O,452
6,350
6,330
6,330

L71L.813

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

 

0,000
1,723
3.445
3,057
6,422
7,609
8.710
9,662

10,515
11,293
12,009
12,625
13,210
13,7428
14.241
14,695
13,125
15.508.
15,891
16,537
17,112
17,620
18,073
18,470
18,849
19,271
19.741
20.177
20,576
20,940
21,316
21,699
22,078
22.498
22,782
23,133
23,484
23,828
24,173
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C.7.f -- Samplingfrequency = 32 KHz short blocks

foLERlinesft_gthr{neemSNR_(db) val5
1
2
3
4
3
&
7
8
a
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Table C.8 -- Tables for converting threshold calculation partitions to scalefactor bands

Table C.8.a -- Sampling_frequency = 48 kHz long blocks
a
5

wa r

OeTAOhwheOf

 73
3
4
3
a

1
HW 3

4
3
3

i)
H 3

4
a
4
3

13
3
2
2

BS
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C.8.c -- Sampling_frequency = 32 kHz long blocks
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Table C.8.e -- Sampling_frequency = 44,1 kHz short blocks

a
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
g
9
1
1 =o tatfeeUeieaa
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input buffer |

 
 

FFT (long and short)
(windowsize long 1024
windowsize short 256)  

delay compensation for
filterbank

calculate unpredictabiltiy measure cw

calculate threshold (part 1)

calculate perceptual entropy

use use

long blocks short blocks
perceptual entropy

N > switch_pe 7 Vf

L calculate threshold (part 2) calculate threshold for short blocks
delay threshold (ratio), blocktype, perceptual entropy by one block
if(blocktype(n) == SHORT_TYPE && blocktype(n-1) == NORM_TYPE}

blocktype(n-1} == START_TYPE;

[ output buffer: blocktype, threshold (ratio), perceptual entropy, ime signal

Figure C.é.a -- Block diagram psychoacoustic model 2, Layer III: calculate thresholc!

41
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calculate the energy and the unpredictability in
the threshold calculation partitions
eb) = 2 row)?
eb(b) = © cwlw) + rw)

convolve the partitioned energy and unpredictability
With the spreading function

ecbhb(b) = eb * sprdngt
cth(b) = cb * sprdngf

calculate the tonality of each threshold calculation
partition clbth)

ecbb{b)
thb(b) = convl + conv2+loel ¢ )

SNE(b) = MAX ( minval(b),
TMN(b) = thb(b} + NMMTib) = (1- thb(b) } 9

SNA(by/10
nbbib} = echb(b) * nonn(b) = 10

nomn(b) is a normalizing constant for each partition

pre-echo control:
compare the threshold with the last threshold and
the threshold in quict and take the maximum:

thitb) = MAX(gthr(b), nbb(b}, nbb_ltb), mbb_ll(b))

nbb_l{b) = mpelev* nbbib) from the last block
nbb_!l(b) = rpelev? * nbb(b) from the block before the

last block

 
Figure C.6.b -- Block diagram psychoacoustic model 2, Layer III: calculate threshold

{part 1}

92
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Figure C.6.c -- Block diagram psychoacoustic model 2, Layer III: calculate threshold
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convert from threshold calculation partitions to codec panitions
(scalefactor bands):

energy ineach scalefactor band:
b= bo-1

en(sb)=wl+eb(bu)+ 2 eb(b) + w2*ehi(bo)
b= bu+1

threshold in each scalefactor banc:
b=bo-l

thfsb) = wil thribu)+ —E  thrib) + wd * thr(bo)
b=obu+1

Calculate ratios for each scalefactor band:

thimish)
ratio(sb) =

en(sb)

 
(part 2)
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subblock = 0

calculate the cnergy in the threshold calculation partitions
2

eb(b) = E riw)

convolve the partidened energy and unpredictability
with the spreading function
ecbbh(b) = eb * sprdnet

calculate the threshold for each threshold calculation

partition
SNR(by10

nob(b) = ecbb(b)* normib) + 10

nomna(h} is a normalizing constant for each partition
The SNE for short blocks is read from a table

compare the threshold with uve last threshold and
the threshold in quiet

thr({b) = maximum(gthr(b), nbbtby)

convert the threshold calculation partitions to scalefactor
bands and calculate ratio for each partition.
(see calculate threshold part 2 block diagram)

subblock += 1
subblock <3 7?

C.6.d +. Block diagram psychoacoustic model 2, Layer III: calculate threshold
for short blocks

 
Figure

94
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Window switching decision:

The decision whether the filterbank should be switched to short windowsis derived from the calculation «if
the masking threshold by calculating the estimate of the psychoacoustic entropy (PE) and switching
when the PE exceeds the value 1800. If this condition is met, the sequence start (block_type=1), short
(block_type=2), short, stop (block_type=3) is started, Figure C.7 shows the possible state changes -ior
the window switching logic.

 
 

  

attack

no attack

attack

no attack

Figure C.7 -- Window Switching State Diagram

C.1.5.3.3 Analysis part of the hybrid filterbank

The subband analysis of the polyphase filterbank is described in clause C.1.3, “Subband analysis filter".
The output of the polyphase filterbank is the input to the subdivision using the MDCT. According to the
output of the psychoacoustic model (variables blocksplit_flag and block_type) the window and
wansform types normal, start, short or stop are used.

18 consecutive output valucs of one granule and 18 output values of the granule before are assembled t o1¢
block of 36 samples.

Block type "normal"

2,= x" singe (i+ 5} for i=0 to 35

oS
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Block type "start"

x"; Si 35 (i+3}) for i=0 to 17
a for i=1& to23

25 =
- fm]. 1 .x isin{i i8+3} for i=24 to 29

0 for i=30 ta 35

Block type “stop"

0 for i=0 ta 5

for i=6 to 1]  » fm]. 1x'jsin(1-6 +5
- for i=12 to 17x 1

x, sin( i+ 3) for i=18 to 35

zi;=

Block type "short"

The block of 36 samples is divided into three overlapping blocks:

o ” .
yi tx iv6 for i=0 to 11
ya KX isi? for i=0 to 11

(2 . .
i ex isig for i=Oto 11

Each of the three small blocks is windowed separately:

2= ysin| i+ 3] for i=0 to 11, for k=0 to 2!

MDCT:

In the following n is the number of windowed samples. For short blocks n is 12, for long blocks n is 36.
The analytical expression of the MDCT is:

n-1 ‘
rt

k=0 \  eirt) for i=0 to 5-1 
n

2k+1l+5

Aliasing-Butterfly, Encoder:

The calculation of aliasing reduction in the encoder is performed as in the decoder. The general procedure is
shown in figure A.S. ‘The buvtertly definition to be used in the encoderis shownin figure C.8. The
coefficients cay and es] can be found in table B.9.

96
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Cs j

Figure C.8 -- Encoder Butterfly Definition

 
C.1.5.3.4 Calculation of average available bits

The average number of bits per granule is calculated from the frame size. The bitrate 64 kbits/s is used a;
an example. At bitrate 64 kbits/s at 48 00) samples per second,

(64 000 * (1 152/48 000) bits per frame) /(2 granules per frame) = 768 bits per granule.

As the header takes 32 bits and the side infonnation takes 17 bytes (136 bits) in single_channel mode, the
average amount of available bits for the main_data for a granule is given by

mean_bits = 768 bits per granule - (32+136 bits per frame)(2 granules per frame) = 684 bits per granule .

Bit reservoir:

The bit reservoir can provide additional bits which may be used for the granule. The numberof bits whic.
ar: provided is determined within the iteration loops.

C.1.5.3.5 Quantization and encoding of frequency domain samples

The frequency domain data are quantized and coded within two nested iteration loops. Sublause (C.1.5.4
eontains a detailed description of these iteration loops.

C.1.5.3.6 Ancillary data

The Audio Standard provides a number of bits for the inclusion and transmission of variable length ancillary
dala with the audio bitstream. The ancillary data will reduce the number of bits available for audio, which
may result in a degradation of audio quality.

The presence of a bit pattern in the ancillary data matching the syncword may hamper synchronization. This
problem is more likely to oocur when the free format is used.

C.1.5.3.7 Formatting

The details about the Layer IIT bitstream format can be found in 2.4.4. The formatting of the Huffman coce
words is descnbed below:

Ths Huffman code words are in sequence from low to high frequencies. In the iteration loops the following
variables have been calculated and are used in encoding the Huffman code words:

isi}, i=0.,.575 quantized frequency domain values
table_select[region] Huffman code table used for regions (region = 0, 1, 2)
region_adress | defines the border between region 0 and 1
region_adress2 defines the border between region 1 and 2
max_value[region] maximum absolute value of quantized data in regions (region = 0, 1, 2)

The data are written to the bitstream according to the Huffman code syntax described in 2.4.2.7

The actual assembly of the Huffman code for the big_values part is described in a pseudo bigh level
language:

7
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for region number from 0 to 2
if table_select for this region is 0

nothing to do, all values in region are zero
else

if table_select for this region is > 15
an ESiC-table is used: look up linbits value connected to the table used
for i = begin of region to end of region, count in pairs

x = is(i), ¥y = is(i+1)
ifx> 14

linbitsx =x-15,x=15
end if

signx = sign(x}, x = abs(x)
ify > 14
linbitsy = y - 15, y= 15

end if

signy = sign(y), y = abs(y)
look for codeword = heod([x)[y]]} in table table_select
write heoc([x][y]), beginning with the leftmost bit, number of bits is hlen([x][¥])
ifx> 14

write linbitsx to the bitstream, number of bits is linbits
emd if
if x Veae 0

Wile signx to bitstream
end if

ify > 14
write linbitsy to the bitstream, number of bits is linbits

end if

ify !=0
write signy to bitstream

end if
end do

else

no ESC-words are used in this region:
for i = beginning of region to end of region, count in pairs

x = is(i), v = is(i+1)
signx = sign(x), x = abs({x}
signy = sign(y), y = abs(y)
look for codeword = beod([x][y]} in table table_seletct
write heod([x][y]), beginning with the lefunost bit, number of bits is hlen([x][v))

Write signx to bitstream
end if

ify f=0
write signy to bitstream

end if
end do

end if
end if

end for

A possible application for the private_bits is to use them as frame counter.

C.1.5.4 Layer Ill iteration loops

C.1.5.4.1 Introduction

The description of the Layer III loop module is subdivided into three levels. The top level is called “loops
frame program". The loops frame program calls a subroutine named “outer iteration loop" which calls the
subroutine “inner iteration loop". For each level a corresponding flow diagram is shown.
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The loops module quantizes an input vector of spectral data in an iterative process according to several
cemands. ‘The inner loop quantizes the input vector and increases the quantizer step size until the output
vector can be coded with the available number ofbits. After completion ofthe inner loop an outer loop
checks the distortion of each scalefactor band and, if the allowed distortion is exceeded, amplifies the
scalefactor band and calls the inner loop again.

Layer IT loops module input
Ci vector of the magnitudes of the spectral values xr(0..$75),
C smin(sb), the allowed distortion of the scalefactor bands. xmin = ratio(sb) * en(sb) / bw(sb).
chy window_switchingMag which, in conjunction with mixed_block_flag and block_type, determines

the number of scalefactor bands.

(eh mean_bits (bit available for the Huffman coding and the coding of the scalefactors).
a more_bits, the number of bits in addition to the average numberof bits, as demanded by the val se

of the psychoacoustic entropy for the granule:
more_bits = 3.1 * PE - (average number of bits)

Layer IT] loops module output:
cl) vector of quantized values ix(0.575).
(2) scalefac_lisbh) or senlefac_s(sb) depending on window_switchingflag, block_type and

mixed_block_flag.
(3) global_gain (quantizer step size information}

global_gain = qquant + system_constant.
system_constant includes all the scaling operations of the encoder and an offset to achieve the
correct output with the decoding process described in the main part.

(4) number of unused bits available for later use.
(5) preflag (loops preemphasis on/off).
(6 Huffman code related side information

- big_values (number of pairs of Huffman coded values, excluding “count1")
- count] table_select (Huffinan code table of absolut values <= 1 at the upper end of the
spectrum
- table_select[0..2)(Huffinan code table of regions)
- region®_count, region ]_count (used to calculate boundaries between regions)
- part2_3_length

C.1.5.4.2 Preparatory steps

C.7.5.4.2.1 Aeset of all iteration variables

The scalefactors of the coder partitions, scalefac_1[sb] or scalefac_s[sb), are respectively set to zero.

The counter qquant for the quantizer step size is reset to zero.

Priflag is reset to zero.

Scalefac_scale is reset to zero.

The inital value of quantanfis set as follows:

quantanf = system_const * loge(sfm),

whiere sfim is the spectral flatness measure and quantanf depends on the computational implementation oftae
encoder.

The spectral flatness measure stm is given by

28 xc|a

 
sim = 7

iyxrlik-Th esti

a9
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The value of system_const is chosen so that for all signals the first iteration of the inner loop for all
signals comes out with a bit sum higher than the desired bitsum. By that it is ensured that the first call of
the inner loop results in the solution which uses as many of the available bits as possible. In order to spare
computing time it is desirable to minimize the number of iterations by adapting the value of quantanf to the
bitrate and the signal statistics.

C.7.5.4.2.2 Bit reservoir contro!

Bits are saved to the reservoir when fewer than the mean_bits are used to code one granule. If bits are sawed
for a frame, the value of main_data_end is increased accordingly. See figure A.7.a

The number of bits which are made available for the main_data (called “max_bits") is derived from the

actual estimated thresbold (the PE as calculated by the psychoacoustic model), the average number of bits
(mean_bits} and the actual content of the bit reservoir, The number of bytes in the bit reservoir is given by
main_daia_end.

The actual rules for the control of the bit reservou are given below:

- Ifa number of bytes available to the inner iteration loop is not used for the Huffman encoding or
other main_data, the number is added to the bit reservoir.

- If the bit reservoir contains more than 0,8 times the maximum allowed content of the bit
reservoir, all bytes exceeding this number are made available for main_data (in addition to
mean_bits)

- If more_bits is greater than 100 bits, then max(more_bits/8, 0,6*main_data_end) bytes are taken
from the bit reservou and made available for main_data (in addition to mean_bits).

- After the actual loops computations have been completed, the number of bytes not used for
main data is added to the bit reservoir.

- If after the step above the number of bytes in the bit reservoir exceeds the maximum allowed
content, stuffing bits are written to the bitstresum and the content of the bit reservoir is adjusted
accordingly.

C.7.5.4.2.3 Calculation of the scalefactor selection information (scfsi)

The scfsi contains the information, which scalefactors (grouped in the scfsi_bands) of the first granule can
also be used for che second granule, These scalefactors are therefore not transmitted, the bits gained can be
used for the Huffman coding.

To detennine the usage of the scfsi, the following infommation of each granule must be stored:

a)=The block type

b)=soThetotal energy of the granule:

i=l

8 sil |
en_tot = int( log2) & | xr(i)| f

where n is the total number of spectral values.

c)0The energy of each scalefactor band:

Ibi(sb}+bwish )-1

|x“) }

where lol(sb) is the number of the first coefficient belonging to scalefactor band sb and bw(sb) is
the number of coefficients within scalefactor band sb.

en(sh) = int{ log(
i=lblish)

100
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@ The allowed distortion of each scalefactor band:

xm(sb) = int { log, (xmin(i) ) }

sunin(sb) is calculated by the psychoacoustic model.

The scalefactors of the first granule are always transmitted. When coding the second granule, the
information of the two granules is compared, There are four criteria to determine if the scfsi can be used in
general. [f one of the four is not fulfilled, the scfsi is disabled (that meansit is set to 0 in all scfsi_bands).
The criteria are (index 0 meansfirst, index 1 second granule):

a) The spectral values are not all zero

b)=None ofthe granules contains short blocks
c)

|en_totg - en_tot,| < en_toty,
cy

jen(sb) p- en(sb), | <en_difyirall scalefactor bands

If the sefsi is net disabled after the tests above, there are two criteria for each scfsi_band, which have both to
be fulfilled to enable sefsi (that means to set it to 1 in this scfsi_band):

a)

s Jen(sb Yo - en(sb ) | < en(sefsi_band) ,ritaller, tds in scf'sd_feowrect

b)

D __[xm(sb )g- xm(sb) |< xm(sefsi_band),alo.bo ioef_baed

The constants (with the index érif) have to be chosen so, that the sefsi is only enabled in case of similar
energy/distorion.

Suggested values are:

EN_LOtprip = 10
en_dif,.it = Loo
en(scfsi_band),i 7 10 for each scfsi_band
xm(sefsi_band)}. i, = 10 for each scfsi_band

C.1.5.4.3 Outer iteration loop (distortion control loop)

The outer iteration loop controls the quantization noise which is produced by the quantization of the ;
frequency domain lines within the inner iteration loop. The colouring of the noise is doneby multiplication
of the lines within scalefactor bands with the actual scalefactors before doing the quantization. The
following pseudo-code illustrates the multiplication.

do for each sealetactor bed:
do from tower index to upper index of scale factor band

xrti} = xr(i) * ¥(2) * (1 + scalefac_scale) * scalefac(sb) }
end do

end cha

Where scalefac is either scalefac_1] or scalefac_s as appropriate.

11
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In the actual sytem the multiplication is done incrementally with just the increase of the scalefactors
applied in each distortion control loop. This is described in C.1.5.4.3.5 below,

The distortion loopis always started with scalefac_scale = 0. If after someiterations the maximum length
of the scalefactors would be exceeded (see scalefac_compress table in 2.4.2.7 and C.1.5.4,3.5 below), then
scalefac_scale is increased to the value 1 thus increasing the possible dynamic range of the scalefactors. In
this case the actual scalefactors and frequency lines have bo be corrected accordingly,

C.1.5.4.3.1 Saving of the scalefactors

The scalefactors. of all scalefactor bands, scalefac_1(sb) or scalefac_s(sb), as well as the quantizer step size
qquant are savecl. If the computation of the outer loop is cancelled without having reached a proper result,
this value together with the quantized spectrum give an approximation and can be transmitted.

©.7.5.4.3.2 Call of inner Jteration loop

For each outer iteration loop (distortion control loop) the inner iteration loop (rate control loop) is called.
‘The parameters are the frequency domain values (hybrid filterbank output) with the scalefactors applied to
the values within the scalefactor bands and the number of bits which are available to the rate control loop,
The result is the number of bits actually used and the quantized frequency limes ix(i).

C.7.5.4.3.3 Calculation of the distortion of the scalefactor bands

For each scalefactor band the actual distortion is calculated according to:

istbi(sb}+bw(sb)-1 iS qquant+quantanf

xfsf(sb)= >) ( beri - ix * V2 2
Iblish) bandwidth({sb)

where Ibl(sb) is the numberof the coefficient representing the lowest frequency in a scalefactor band and
bw(sb) is the number of coefficients within this band.

C.1.5.4,.3.4 Preemphasis

The preemphasis option (switched on by setting preflag to a value of 1) provides the possibility to ainplifiy
the upper part of the spectrum according to the preemphasis tables, table B.6.

if (preflag=1) {
ifqstep = 2 * (0,5*(1+scalefac_scale) }
xumin(y}) = xmuin(j) *ifigstep * (2" prefact(y)) ;
for (i=lower limit of scalefactor bandj; i<=upper limit of scalefactor band j, i++) [

xr(i) = xr(i) * ifgstepPTefacty)
}

}

The condition te switch on the preemphasis is up to the implementation. For example preemphasis could
be switched on if in all of the upper 4 scalefactor bands the actual distortion exceeds the thresholdafter the
first call of the inner loop.

If the second grenule is being coded and scfsi is active in at least one scfsi_band, the preemphasis im the
second granule is set equal to the setting in first granule.

C.1.5.4.3.5 Amplification of scalefactor bands which violate the masking
threshold

All spectral values of the scalefactor bands which have a distortion that exceeds the allowed distortion are
amplified by a firctor of ifgstep. The value of ifqstep is transmined by scalefac_scale.
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if ( Gaumin - xfsf) of scalefactor band j < 0) [
xmin(j) = xmin(j) * ifgstep * 2
ifqG) = ifqij + 1
for (islower limit of scalefactor band; i <=upper limit of scalefactor band; i++) |{

xii) = arti) * ifqstep
I

If the second granule is being coded and scfsi is active in at least one scfsi_band, the following steps have: to
be: done:

a)=ifgstep has to be set similar to the first granule
b) =F it is the first iteration, the scalefactors of scalefactor bands in which scfsi is enabled have to be

taken over from the first granule. The corresponding spectral values have to be amplified:

if ( sefsi according to scalefactor band j = 1) [

Ifa) = QO)rst granule
for (i=lower limit of scalefactor band; i <=upper limit of scalefactor band; i++) {

xr(i) = sui) * ifqstep * scalefact})
]

}

Where sealefac is either scalefac_l (Q) or sealefac_s{) as appropriate.

cc) OTF it is mot the first iteration, the amplification must be prevented for scalefactor bands in which
sefsi is enabled.

€.7.5.4.3.6 Conditions for the termination of the loops processing

Nonnally the loops processing terminates if there is no scalefactor band with more than the allowed
distortion. However this is not always possible to obtain. In this case there are other conditions to
terminate the outer loop. If

ay All scalefactor bands are abrendy amplified, or
b) The amplification of at least one band exceeds the upper limit which is determined by the

transmission format of the scalefactors, The upper limit is a scalefactor of 15 for scalefactor bands 0
through 10 and 7 for scalefactors 11 through 20. In the case of block_type == 2 and
mixed_block_flag == 0, the upper limit is 15 for scalefactors O through 18. In the case of
block_type == 2 and mixed_block_flag == 1, the upper limit is 15 for scalefactors 0 through 17.
The upper limit is 7 for other scalefactors.

The loop processing stops, and by restoring the saved sacalefac_I(sb) or scalefac_s(sb) a useful output is
available. For realtime implementation, there might be a third condition added which terminates the loops
in case of a lack of computing time.

C.1.5.4.4 Inner iteration loop (rate control loop)

The inner iteration loop does the actual quantization of the frequency domain data and prepares the
formatting. The table selection, subdivision of the big_values range into regions and the selection of the
quantizer step size takes place here.

C.1.5,4,4,.7 Quantization

The quantization of the complete vector of spectral values is done according to

ix(i) = vo(—:"= 0,0946)eef.
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C.7.5.4.4.2 Test of the maximum of the quantized values

The maximum allowed quantized value is limited. This limit is set to constraint the table size if a table-
lookupis used th requantize the quantized frequency lines, The limit is given by the possible values of the
length identifier, “linbits", of values flagged with an ESC-code, Therefore before any bit counting is done
the quantizer st:psize is increased by

qquanl. = qquant+1

until the maximum of the quantized values is within the range of the largest Huffman code table,

C.7.5.4.4.3 Calculation of the run length of zeros

The run length rzero of pairs of spectral coefficients quantized to zero on the upper end of the spectrum is
counted and called "raero”,

6.1.5.4.4.4 Calculation of the run length of values Jess or equal one

The run length of quadrupels of spectral coefficients quantized to one or zero, following the rzero pairs of
zeros, is calculated and called "count1".

C.7.5.4.4.5 Counting the bits necessary to code the values jass or equal one

One Huffman code word is used to code one of the “count!” quadrupels. There are two different Huffman
code books with corresponding code length tables (table A and table B in clause B.7). The number of bits to
code all the count! quadrupels is given by:

bitsum_count! = min( bitsum_table0 , bitsum_tablel })

where countltable_O is used to point to table A

k=firstcountl+countl-1

bitsum_tabled == countltable_O ( in(4k)+2*ix(4k+1)4+4* in(4k+2)4+8 *ix(4k+3) }
k=firstcountl

and countltable_1 is used to point to table B

k=firstcount]+countl-1

bitsum_tablel == xs count table_1 ( ix(4k)+2*ix(4k+1)+4"*ixn(4k+25468 *ix(4k+3) }
k=firstcountl

Count] table_0O as well as count] table_1 have to include the number of bits necessary to encode the sign
bits.

The information which table is used is transmitted by countl table_select, which is “0" for table A or "1"
for table B, respectively.

C.1.5.4.4.6 Call of subroutine SUBDIVIDE

The number of pairs of quantized values not counted in “count!" or "rzero” is called bigvalues. SUBDIVIDE
splits the scalefactor bands corresponding to this values into three groups. The last one, incomplete
generally, counts as a complete one. The number of scalefactor bands in the first and second regions are
contained in (regionO_count+1) and (region 1_count+1) respectively. The number of scalefactor bands in the
third region can be cakculated using bigvalues. The split strategy is up to the implementation. A very
simple one for instance is to assign 1/9 of the scalefactor bands to the first and 1/4 to the last region.

Subdivide in case of blocksplit is done analoguously but there are only two subregions. Regionl_count is
set to a default in this case. This default is 8 in che case of split_point=0 and 9 in the case of split_poine=1.
Both these values point to the same absolute frequency.
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C.1.4.4.4.7 Calculation of the code book for each subregion

There are 32 different Huffman code tables available for the coding of pairs of quantized values. They diffi-r
from each other in the maximum value that can be coded and in the signal statistics for which they are
optimized, Only codes for values < 16 are in the table. For values >=16 there are two tables provided, wi ere
the largest value 15 is an escape character, In this case the value 15 is coded in an additional word using :.
linear PCM code with a word length called linbits.

A simple way to choose a table is to use the maximum of the quantized values in a subregion. tables
which have the sane size are optimized for different signal statistics. Therefore additional coding gain car be
achieved for example by trying all of these tables.

C.7.5.4.4.8 Counting of the bits necessary to code the values in the
subregions

The number of bits necessary to code the quantized values of a subregion is given by:

k=npij}-1

bitsum(j) = bitz(tableselect(j), min(15, ix(2k+fe(j))), min(15, ix(2k+fe(j)+1)) )
k=0

R=npiy)- 1

+ by ( s( ix(2k+fe(j)) - 15) + s( ix(2k+fe(j)+1) - 15)) * linbits()
k=0

npay): number of pairs in a sub region
fe(j): number of the first quantized value in a sub-region
bitz: table with Huffiman code length

s(...} step function: ifx >= 0 a(x) = 1
ifx<0 s(x) = 0

Note that the Huffman code length tables have to include the number of bits necessary to encode Ube sign
bits.

Os
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Calculation of available bits

Reset of iteration vanables

y All spectral values zero ?

7 Outer Iteration Loop
Calculate the number of unused bit.

 

   
  
 

 
Figure C.9.a -- Layer III iteration loop
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Inner Iteration Loop

Calculate the distortion for each
scalefactor hand

Save scaling factors of the scalefactor
bands

Amplify scalefactor bands with more than
the allowed distortion

All scalefactor bands amplified ? y
ni

Amplification of all bands below

upper limit ? y e

 
 
 

  
 
 At least one band with more than the

allowed distortion ?

  
Restore sealing factors

RETURN

Figure C.9.b -- Layer IIT outer iteration loop
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BEGIN

Quantization

Maximum off all quantized values Increase quantizer
within table range ? ¥ step size

n  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Calculate: runlength of zeros at the upper
end of the spectrum

Calculate runlength of values less or equal
one at the upper end of the spectrum

Bit count for the coding of the values less or
equal one on the upper end of the spectrum

Divide the rest of the spectral values into 2
or 3 sub-regions 
Choose code table for each sub region

Bit count for each subregion

Overal] bit sum less than available bit =, Increase quantizer
step size

naa  
RETURN

Figure C.9.c -- Layer DI inner iteration loop
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Annex D

(informative)

Psychoacoustic models

D.1. Psychoacoustic model 1

The calculation of the psychoacoustic model has to be adapted to the corresponding layer. This example i:
valid for Layers I and I. The model can be adapted to Layer TIT.

There is ne principal difference in the application of psychoacoustic model 1 to Layer I orIJ.

Layer I: A new bit allocation is calculated for each block of 12 subband or 384 input PCM samples.

Layer IT: Anew bil allocation is calculated for three blocks totaling 36 subband samples corresponding
to 3*384 (1 152) input PCM samples.

The bit allocation of the 32 subbands is calculated on the basis of the signal-to-mask ratios of all the
subbands. Therefore, it is necessary to detennine for ¢ach subband, the maximum signal level and the
Minimum masking threshold, The minimum masking threshold is derived from an FFT of the input PCM
signal, followed by a psychoacoustic model calculation.

The FFT in parallel with the subband filuer compensates for the lack of specural selecuvity obtained at low
frequencies by the subband filterbank, This technique provides both a sufficient time resoluvion for the coded
audio signal (Polyphase filter with optimized window for minimal pre-echoes) and a sufficient spectral
resolution for the calculation of the masking thresholds. The frequencies and levels of aliasing distortions
can be calculated. This is necessary for calculating a minimum bitrate for those subbands which need somu:
bits to cancel the aliasing components in the decoder, The additional complexity to calculate the better
frequency resolution is necessary only in the encoder, and introduces no addiuional delay or complexity in
the decoder.

The calculation of the signal-to-mask-ratio is based on the following steps:

Step 1
- Calculation of the FFT for time to frequency conversion.

Siep 2
- Determination of the sound pressure level in each subband.

Step 3
- Derenmination of the threshold in quiet (absolute threshold).

Step 4
- Finding ofthe tonal (more sinusoid-like) and non-tonal (more neise-like) components of the audio signa.

Step 5
- Decimation of the maskers, to obtain only the relevant maskers.

Step 6
- Calculation of the individual masking thresholds,

Step 7
- Determination of the global masking threshold.

Step 8
- Determination of the minimum masking threshold in each subband.

Step 9 ;
- Calculation of the signal-to-mask ratio in each subband.

1%
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These steps wil] be further discussed, A sampling frequency of 48 kHz is assumed. For the other two
sampling freque cies all frequencies mentioned should be scaled accordingly.

Step 1: FFT Analysis

The masking threshold is derived from an estimate of the power density spectrum thatis calculated by a
512-point FFT for LayerI, or by a 1 024-point FFT for Layer Il. The FFTis calculated directly from the
input PCM signal, windowed by a Hann window.

For a coincidence in time between the bit allocation and the corresponding subband samples, the PCM-
samples entering: the FFT hawe to be delayed:

ay The delay of the analysis subband filter is 256 samples, corresponding to 5,3 ms at the 48 kHz
sampling rate. A window shift of 256 samples is required to compensate for the delay in the analysis
subband /ilter.

b) The Hann window must coincide with the subband samples of the frame. For Layer I this amounts
to an additional window shift of 64 samples. For Layer II an additional window shift of minus 64
samples is required.

Technical data of the FFT:

Layer I Layer I

- transform length 512 samples 1 024 samples
Window size if fs = 48 kHz 10,67 ms 21,3 ms
Window size if fs = 44,1 kHz 11,6 ms 23,2 ms
Window size if fs = 32 kHz 16 ms 32 ms

- Frequency resolution samplingfrequency ‘512 samplingfrequency / 1024

- Hann window, bi):

h(i) = % 8/3 * 0.5 * (1 - cos[2 * x * (i)/N]) O<=i<=N-1

- power dlensity spectrum X(k):
2

N-l
Xik) = 10 * logig wi bily * sCly * el -j*E*lt ltrNy dB k=0..NF,l=0

where (1D) is the input signal.

Anonnalization to the reference level of 96 dB SPL (Sound Pressure Level) has to be done in such a way
that the maximum value corresponds to 96 dB.

Step 2: Delermination of the sound pressure level

The sound pressure level L,, in subband n is computed by:

Lep(n) = MAX[ Xk), 20*log(scfma,(n)*32 768)-10] dB
X(k) in subband n

where X(k) is the sound pressure level of the spectral line with index k of the FFT with the maximum
amplitude in the frequency range corresponding to subband n. The expression s¢fyax(m) is im Layer I the
scalefactor, and in Layer If the maximum of the three scalefactors of subband n within a frame. The "-10
dB" term correcs for the difference between peak and RMS level. The sound pressure level L,p(n) is

computed for every subband 1.

The following alternative method of calculating Lsy(n) offers a potential for better encoder performance, but
this technique has not been subjected to a formal auclio quality test.
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The alternative sound pressure level Lep in subband nis computed by:

Lsbin) = MAX[ Xgpi(n), 20*log(scimax(n)*32 768)-10] dB
with

Xspi(n)=10*logio(  10%*"19) ap
k

k in subband n

where Xepj{n) is the alternative sound pressure level corresponding to subband n.

Step 3: Considering the threshold in quiet

The threshold in quiet LTg(k), also called absolute threshold, is available in the tables “Frequencies, critic al
band rates and absolute threshold” (tables D. la, D.1b, D.1c for Layer I; tables D. 1d, D.le, D.1f for
Layer If). These tables depend on the sampling rate of the input PCM signal. Walues are available for eaca
sample in the frequency domain where the masking threshold is calculated. An offset depending on the
overall bit rate is used for the absolute threshold. This offset is -12 dB for bit rates >= 96 kbits/s and O dB
for bit rates < 96 kbits!/s per channel,

Step 4: Finding of tonal and non-tonal components

The tonality of a masking component has an influence on the masking threshold. For this reason,it is
worthwhile to discriminate between tonal and non-tonal components. For calculating the global masking
threshold it is necessary to derive the tonal and the non-tonal components from the FFT spectrum.

This step sturts. with the determination of local maxima, then extracts tonal components (sinusoids) and
calculates the intensity of the non-tonal components within a bandwidth of a critical band. The boundaries
of the critical bands are given in the tables “(Critical band boundaries” (tables D.2a, D.2b, D.2c for Layer |;
tatles D.2d, D.2e, D.2f for Layer ID.

The bandwidth of the critical bands varies with the center frequency with a bandwidth of about only 0,1 KE(z
at low frequencies and with a bandwidth of about 4 kHz at high frequencies. [tis known from
psvchoscoustic experiment that the ear has a better frequency resolution in the lower than in the higher
frequency region, To deternnine if. a local maximum may be a tonal component, a frequency range df around
the local maximuin is examined. The frequency range df is given by:

Sampling rate: 32 KHz

Layer!: df = 125 Hz OkHz < f <= 4,0kHz
df = 187,5 Hz 4,0 KHz < € <= 8.0 kHz
df =375 Hz SOkHz < f <= 15,0kHz

Layer I: df =62,5 Hz OkKHz «< f <= 3,0 kHz
df = 93,75 Hz 3,0kKHz < f <= 6,0 KHz
df = 187,5 Hz 60kHz < £ <= 12,0kHz
df = 375 Hz ZOkHz2 < f <= 24,0kHz

Sanpling rate: 44,1kHz

LayerI: de = 172,266 Hz OkKHz <« fF <— 5,512kHz
df = 281,25 Hz §,512 kHz < £ <=11,024 kHz
df = 562,50 Hz 11024 kHz < f <= 19,982kHz

Layer Tl: dif = 86,133 Hz QkHz =< f <= 2,756 kHz
df = 129,199 Hz 2756kHz < F <= 45,4512kHz
df = 248,398 Hz S12 kHz < f <= 11,024 KHz
df = 516,797 Hz 11024 kHz < f <= 19,982kHz
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Sampling rate: 48 kHz

Layer]: df = 187,5 Hz OkHz < f <= 6,0 kHz
df = 281,25 Hz 60kHz <f <= 12,0kHz
df = 562,50 Hz IZ0kHz < f <= 24,0 kHz

Layer TI: df = 93,750 Hz OkHz <¢ f <= 3,0 kHz
df = 140,63 Hz 30kHz < f <= 6,0 kHz
df = 781,25 Hz 60kHz < — <= 12,0 kHz
df = 562,50 Hz 1IZ0OkHz < f c= 74,0 kHz

To make lists of the spectral lines Xk) that are tonal or non-tonal, the following three operations are
perfommed:

a) Labelling of local maxima

A spectral line 300k) is labelled as a local maximum if

(kj) > X(k-1} and X(k) >= X(k+1}

b) Listing of tonal components and calculation of the sound pressure level

A local maximum is put in the list of tonal components if

K(k) - X(k+j) >= 7 dB,

where j is chosen according tw

Layer I
j=-2, 42 for 2<k< 63
j= -3, -2, +2, +3 for 63 <=k< 127
j = -6,.... -2, +23,.... +6 for 127<= k <= 240

Layer IT
j= -2, 42 for 2<k< 63
j=-3, -2, +2, +3 for 63 <=_ke< 127
j = -6,.... "2, #2,..., +6 for 127 «=k < 255
j = -12,..., -2, #2,.... +12 for 2445<= k <= 500

If Xk) is found to be a tonal component, then the following parameters are listed:
: Index number k of the spectral line.

Kik-L) Mik) X{k+L)

. Sound pressure level X,,(k) = 10 * OZ Lo {10 10 + 1O10 + 10 10 }. in dB

 

- Tonal flag.

Next, all spectral lines within the examined frequency range are set to -~ dB.

c) Listing of non-tonal components and calculation of the power

The non-tonal (noise) components are calculated from the remaining spectral lines. To calculate the non-
tonal components from these spectral lines X(k), the critical bands 2(k) are determined using the tables,
“Critical band boundaries" (tables D.?a, D.2b, D.2c for Layer 1; tables D.2d, D.2e, D.2f for Layer 11). In
Layer I, 23 critical bands are used for the sampling rate of 32 kHz, 24 critical bands for 44,1 kHz and 25
critical bands are used for 48 KHz. In Layer II, 24 critical bands are used for 32 kHz sampling rate, and 26
critical bands ars used for 44,1 kHz and 48 KHz sampling rate. Within each critical band, the power of the
spectral lines (remaining after the tonal components have been zeroed) are summed to fonn the sound
pressure level of the new non-tonal component Xy_lk) corresponding to that critical band,
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The following parameters are listed:
- Index number k of the spectral line nearest to the geometric mean of the critical band.
- Sound pressure level Xyu(k) in dB.
: Non-tonal flag.

Step 5: Decimation of tonal and non-tonal masking components

Decimation is a procedure that is used to reduce the number of maskers which are considered for the
calculation of the global masking threshold.

A} Tonal Xpy(k) or non-tonal components Xpm(k) are considered for the calculation of the masking
threshold only if:

Xun(k) == LTg(k) or  Xpmtk) >=LTq(k)

In this expression, LTg(k) is the absolute threshold (or threshold in quiet) at the frequency of index k. There
values are given in tables D.1a, D.1b, D.1c for Layer I, tables Did, D.le, D.1f for Layer II.

By Decimation of two or more tonal components within a distance of less then 0,5 Bark: Keep the
component with the highest power, and remove the smaller component(s) from the list of tonal
components. For this operation, a sliding window in the critical band domain is used with a width
of 0.5 Bark.

In the following, the index j is used to indicate the relevant tonal or non-tonal masking component from
the combined decimated list.

Step 6: Calculation of individual masking thresholds

Of the original N/2 frequency domain samples, indexed by k, only a subset of the samples, indexed by i,
are considered for the global masking threshold calculation. The samples used are shown in tables D.1a,
D.1b, Dlec for Layer TI; tables D.1d, D.1le, D.1f for Layer IT.

Layer IT:
For the frequency lines corresponding to the frequency region which is covered by the first six subbands no
subsampling is used. For the frequency region corresponding to the next six subbands every second spectral
line is considered. Finally, in the case of 44,1 KHz and 48 kHz sampling rates, in the frequency region
comesponding to the remaining subbands, every fourth spectral line is considered up to 20 kHz. In the case
of 32 KHz sampling rate, in the frequency region corresponding to the remaining subbands, every fourth
spectral line is considered up to 15 KHz (see also tables D.1a, D.1b, D.1c for Layer I).

Layer I:
For the frequency lines corresponding to the frequency region which is covered by the first three subbands
no subsampling is used. For the frequency region which is covered by next three subbands every second
spectral line is considered. For the frequency region corresponding to the next six subbands every fourth
spectral line is considered. Finally, in the case of 44,1 kHz and 48 kHz sampling rates, in the remaining
subbands every eighth spectral line is considered up to 20 KHz. In the case of 32 kHz sampling rate, in the
frequency region corresponding to the remaining subbands, every eighth spectral line is considered up to 15
kKHi:. (See also tables D.1d, D.le, D.1f for Layer (1),

The number of samples, n, in the subsampled frequency domainis different depending on the sampling rate:
and layers.

32 kHz sampling rate: n= 108 for LayerI ad n= 132 for Layer
44,1 kHz sampling rate: n= 106 for Layer I aud n= 130 for LayerII
48 kHz sampling rate: n= 102 for Layer T andl n= 126 for Layer II

Every tonal and non-tonal component is assigned the value of the index i that most closely corresponds to
the frequencyof the original spectral line X(k). This index i is given in tables D.1a, D.1b, Dole for
Layer Tl; tables D.1d, D.le, D.1f for Layer U1.

The individual masking thresholds of both tonal and non-tonal components are given bythe following
expression: ;
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LTen [2tf).20i)]
LTanlz).z(i)]

Xen lzQ)) + avy, (2(])) + vilz(),2(i)] dB
XamlzQl+ aVam[2)) + vilz(),20)] dB

In this formula, LT, and LT, are the individual masking thresholds atcritical band rate z in Bark of the
masking component at the critical band rate of the masker z,, in Bark. The values in dB can be either
positive or negative. The term X,,,[z(j}) is the sound pressure level of the masking component with the
index number j at the corresponding critical band rate z(j). The term av is called the masking index and vf
the masking function of the masking component Xyy[z(j)]. The masking index av is different for tonal and
non-tonal maskers (avy, and av_m).

For tonal maskers it is given by

a¥un =- 1,525 - 0,275 * 2(j) - 4,5 dB,

and for non-tonal maskers

@a¥om =~ 1.525 -0.175 * 24) - 0.5 dB.

The masking function vf of a masker is characterized by different lower and upper slopes, which depend on
the distance in Bark dz = z(i)- 2(j) to the masker. In this expression iis the index of the spectral line at
which the masking function is calculated and j that of the masker. The critical band rates z(j) and 2(i) can be
found in tables D.la, D.ib, D.iec for Layer I; tables D.1d, D.le, D.1f for Layer I. The masking function,
which is the same for tonal and non-tonal maskers, is given by:

wh = 17 * (dz+ 1)- (04 * X[z(j)) +6) dB for -3 <= dz < -1 Bark

vi = (0,4 * X[2())] +6) * dz dB for -1 <= dz < 0 Bark

wil=-17"dz dB forO <= dz< 1 Bark

wE=-(de2 -1)* (17 - 0,15 * X[2q)]) - 17 dB for 1 <=dz< 8 Bark

In these expressions X[z(j)] is the sound pressure level of the j'th masking component in dB, Por reasons of
implementation complexity, the masking is no longer considered (LT, and LT), are set to -- dB outside
this range) if dz < -3 Bark, or dz >= § Bark.

Step 7: Calculation of the global masking threshold LTg

The global masking threshold LT, (i) at the fth frequency sample is derived from the upper and lower slopes
of the individual masking thresholds of each of the j tonal and non-tonal maskers and from the threshold in
quiet LT(i). This is also given in tables D.la, D.1b, D.1e for Layer I; tables D.1d, D,Je, D.1f far
Layer II. The global masking threshold is found by summing te powers corresponding to the individual
masking thresholds and the threshold in quiet.

Tr n

LT,() = 10 logio (10ETAMLO 4, SH potTem(2G200¥10 SY 9Tam(2G).200))/10)
j=l j=l

The total number of tonal maskers is given by m, and the total number of non-tonal maskers is given by! n.
For a giveni, the range of j can be reduced to just encompass those masking components that are within -8
to +3 Bark from i, Outside of this range LTy, and LTpm are -= dB.

Step 8: Determination of the minimum masking threshold

The minimum masking level LTmin(n) in subband nis determined bythe following expression:

LTpint) = MIN LTgti) | dB
{Ci} in subband 1
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where f(i) is the frequency of the ith frequency sample. The f(i) are tabulated in tables D.la, D.1b, Dic for
LayerT; tables D.id, D.1le, D.1f for Layer IL A minimum masking level LT,jp(n) is computed for every
subband,

Step 93; Calculation of the signal-to-mask-ratio

The signal-to-mask ratio

SMRep(n} = Legy{n)-LTminin} 48

is computed for every subband n.
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Table D.la. -- Frequencies, critical band rates and absolute threshold
Table is valid for Layer I at a sampling rate of 32 kHr.

 

   
Frequency Crit. Band Absolute 3 875,00 1,95

Rate Thresh. 6 000/00 2,08
Hz __[z dB] 6 250,00 2,33

I 62.50 0.617 34.44 6 500,00 2,59
z 125,00 1,232 19,20 6 740,00 2,86
3 187,50 1,842 13,87 7 OK,0K0 3,17
4 250,00 2.444 11,01 T 250,00 3,51
5 #12,50 3,037 9,20 7 500.00 4189
6 273,00 3,618 794 7 740,00 4,31
? 437,50 4,185 7,00 8 000,00 499
§ 500,00 4,736 6,28 & 250,00 5,31
a 562,50 5,272 5,70 & 300,00 5,88
10 625,00 S789 $21 & 750,00 6,50
il 687,50 6,289 4,30 9 600,00 7,19
Iz 750,00 6,770 4,45 9 250,00 793
13 312,50 7.243 4,14 9 500,00 8,75
14 375,00 T.6T7 4,86 3 .
15 937,50 8,103 161
16 1 000,00 S.511 3,37
17 1 062,50 3,901 415
18 1 125,00 9,275 2,93
19 1 187,50 O,632 2.73
20 1 250,00 9.974 2.453
21 It 312,50 10,301 2,92
22 1 375,00 10,614 B12
23 1 437,50 10,913 192
24 1 500,00 11,199 171
25 1 462,50 LL474 1,49
26 1 625,00 11,736 1,27
27 1 687,50 11,988 1,04
28 1 750,00 12,230 O,80
29 1 812,50 12,461 0,55
30 1 €73,00 12,684 0,29
3 1 937,50 12,898 0,02
a2 2 000,00 13,104 -O,25
33 2 062,50 13,302 “O54
34 2 125,00 13,493 0,83
35 2 187.50 13.678 LIZ
36 2 250,00 13,855 1,43
a7 2 312,50 14,027 “1,73
45 2 375,00 14,195 -2,04
39 2 437,50 14,454 -2,34
40 2 $00.00 14,509 -2,64
al 2 $62.50 14,660 -2,93
42 2 625,00 14,207 -d.22
43 2 687,59 14,949 73,49
44 2 750.00 15.087 <3,74
45 2 812,50 15,221 «3,98
46 2 873,00 15,331 -4,20
a7 2 997.50 15.478 4,40
45 3 000,00 15,602 “4,57
49 3 £25.00 15,841 =, 82
50 3 250,00 16,069 -4,96
SI 3°375,00 16,287 -4,97
52 3 500,00 16,496 486
53 3 625,00 16,6597 =4,63
5d 3 730,00 16,891 4,259
55 3 875,00 17,078 -3,87
56 4 000,00 17,239 74,39
57 4 125,00 L7.424 -2,86
58 4 250,00 tT,605 -3,31
55 4 375,00 17,770 -1,77
6 4 §00,00 7,932 “i24
al 4 625,00 18,089 “0.74

4 740,00 18,242 “0,29
4 875,00 15,292 o.12
£ 000,00 13,539 O48
* 125,00 13,682 o,7o
£ 250,00 138,823 1,06
* 375,00 18,960 1,29
= 300,00 19,095 Lag
5 625,00 19,226 1,66
S 750.00 19.356 1.81
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i

I 86,13
z 172,27
a 258,40
4 344,53
3 430,66
6 $16,380
7 602,93
& 689,06
g 775,20
10 861,34
uM 947,46
L2 1 033,59
L3 1 tiS,7s
14 1 FOS.86

1 291,90
Ie L 378,13
17 | 464,26
18 1 $5039
19 1 636,52
20 1 722,66
al 1 808,79
22 1 894,92
23 1 981.05
a4 2 067,19
25 2 153,32
16 2 239,45
av 2 325,59
28 2 411,72
29 2 497,85
30 2 583,98
al 2 670,12
a2 2 756,25
33 2 842.38
34 2 928.52
35 2 14.65
36 3 1,78
a7 2 186,91
a8 3 273,05
a9 4 359,18
40 3 445,731
41 3° 4591,45
a2 a 617,58
43 3 703,71
44 3 780,84
45 3 875.98
45 3 962,11
47 4 048,24
48 4 (134,58
49 4 306,04
59 4 478,91
51 4 651,17
SZ 4 823,44
53 4 995,70
54 § 167,97
55 § 340,23
56 5 512,50
Av 45 684,77
58 § 837,03
a9 6 O29,.40
60 6 201,56
él 6 373,83
62 6 546.09
63 6 718,36
64 6 890.63
65 7 062.89
66 7 235,16
47 7 40742
68 7 579,69
69 7 751,95
7O 7 924,22
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-- Frequencies, critical band rates and absolute threshold
Table is valid for Layer I at a sampling rate of 44,1 kHz.

0,850
1,694
2.525
3,557
4,124
4,882
3,608
6,201
6,959
7.581
8,169
8,723
244
O,734
1O,195
10,629
11,037
11,421
11,783
12,125
12,448
12,753
13,042
13,317
13,578
13,326
14,062
14,288
14,304
4,711
14,909
15,100
L5,284
15,460
15,631
15,796
15,955
16,110
16,260
16.406
L6,547
16,685
16,820
16,95]
17,079
17,2045
W7,327
7.447
L 7.680
17.905
Le.12t
18,331
18,534
18,731
18,922
19,108
19,289
19,464
19,635
19,801
19,963
20,120
20,273
20,47
20.4565
20,705
20,840
20,972
21,099
21,222

Liodex Frequency Crit.Band Absolute
Number Rate Thresh.

Hz [zx dB}
25,87
14,85
10,72
8,50
7,10
6,11
5,37

4,457
=
7

tyLalobyLnoomeloohiokoRSehabaAdLay:Soeeeee

2BielaLatadeedhdBeDkBPeemeoeee PUCOHNOMARNSeaioe BMBWARWoehee
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Table Dic. -- Frequencies, critical band rates and absolute threshold
Table is valid for Layer I at a sampling rate of 48 kHz.

Index Frequency Crit.Band Absolute
Number Rate Thresh.

Hz} =] [dB]

 
 

 
93,75 O.925 24,17

187,50 L.a42 13,87
281,25 2,742 10,01
375,00 3,618 7,94
468,75 4,463 6,62
362,50 5,272 5,70
656,25 6,04 | 5,00
740,00 6,770 4,45
£43,735 7,457 4,00
937,50 #,103 3,61

1 O3125 #,708 3,26
1 125.00 9,275 2,93
1 218,75 9,805 2.63
1 312,50 1,301 2,32
1 406,25 10.765 2.02
1 700.00 11.199 LTE
| 593,75 11,606 1,38
1 687,50 11,988 1,04
1 781,25 12,347 0,67
1 875,00 12684 O.29
1 $G8,75 13.002 “0,11

Z 062,50 13,302 “0,54
2 156,25 13,586 “0,07
2 250,00 13,835 143
2 343,75 14,111 - 1,88
2 437,50 14,354 -2,34
2 531,25 14,585 “2,79
2 625,00 14,307 “3.22
2 718,75 15,018 -3,62
2 812,50 15,221 -3,95
2 906,72 15,415 ~4.30
3 000,00 15,602 4.57
3 093,75 145,783 4.77
4 187,40 14,956 dL
3 281,25 16,124 4 OE
3 375,00 16,287 4,07
3 468,75 16,445 -4,90)
3 362,50 16,598 4.76
3 656,25 16,746 4,55
3° 790,00 16,291 «425
3 643,75 17,032 73,99
3 937,450 17,169 “3,64
4031.25 17,303 -3,26
4 125.00 17.434 -2,86
4 218,75 17,463 -2,45
46312,50 17,683 «204
4 406,25 17,811 1,63
4 500,00 17,992 “1,24
4 687,50 18,166 “0.51
4 875,00 13,292 0,12
5 067,50 18,611 0,44
5 250,00 18,823 1,06
5 437,50 19,026 1.29
3 625,00 19,226 1,56
5 812,50 19,419 1,88
6 000,00 19,606 2,08
6 187,50 19.738 2,27
6 375,00 19,964 2,46
6 462,50 20,1355 2,65
6 750,00 20,300 2.86
6 F37,50 20,461 3,09
7 125,00 20,615 3,33
7 312,40 20,766 3,60
7 00,00 20,912 3,89
7 G87,50 21,052 4,20
7 875,00 2L,188 4,54
& 062,50 ZLa1s 4,9]
& 250,00 21.445 3,41
B 437,50 21,567 S74
& 625,00 21,684 6.18
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Table Did. -- Frequencies, critical band rates and absolute threshold
Table is valid for Layer II at a sampling rate of 32 kHz.

 
Tn dex Frequency Crit.Band Absolute TI 2 937,50 15,478
er Rate Thresh. TE 3 000,00 15,602Le eeHE] =z] dB 73 3 125,00 15,841

1 31,25 0,305 |. se,3a 74 3 250,00 15,069
2 6250 O,417 a3 ,44 75 3 375,00 16,287
4 93,75 0,925 24,17 36 3 500,00 16,456
4 125,00 1,232 19,20 77 4°675.00 16,097
5 146,25 1,538 16,05 78 3 740,00 16,291
6 187,50 1,842 13,87 7 3 875,00 17,078
7 218,75 2.145 12,26 ou 4 000,00 17,259
& 250.00 2,445 11,01 1 4 125,00 17.434
9 281,25 2,742 10,01 a2 4 250,00 17,605
io 312,50 3,037 9,20 83 4 375,00 17,770
i 343,75 3,329 a.S2 a4 4 300,00 17,932
L2 375,00 4.618 7.94 a5 4 625.00 18,089
12 406,25 3,903 T44 86 4 750,00 18,242
14 437,50 4,185 7.00 &7 4 875,00 18,392
Ls 466,75 4464 6.62 BE 5 000,00 18,530
16 500,00 4,746 6,28 = 4 125,00 14,682
\7 531.25 5.006 5,97 20 = 250,00 14,823
(8 $62.50 5,272 5,70 aL 4 375,00 As oee
9 $93,745 5,434 S44 92 4 500,00 19,095

“Hh 525,00 5789 5.21 93 4S 625,00 19,226
a | 656,25 6,04 ] s,00 o4 3 750,00 19,336
“r 687,50 6,289 4,80 os 5 875,00 19,482

TIE. 7S 6,532 4,62 m6 6 000,00 19,606
2 750,00 6,770 4.45 bs : pa Leder
2 781,25 7,004 4,29 ; O79
26 812,50 7,234 4,14 a 6 750,00 20,300
nT 843,75 7,457 4,00 100 7 000,00 20,513
18 875,00 7.677 4,86 ao ze 20,717
29 906,25 7.892 3,73 102 500,00 20,712
20 937,30 8,103 3,61 a 2 Js aL.O3E
a4 963.75 R309 4,49 10 8 000,00 2h 273
32 1 000,00 #511 3,47 es : ao 21,445
23 1 091,25 8,708 3,26 ee seaae Cee
i4 1 062.50 #901 3,15 Ga Senta a oes
a5 1 093,75 9,090 3,04 an a aBtOe aanak
16 1 125,00 G.275 293 na ene ree
iT 1 156,25 9,456 2,33 111 3 750.00 32404
as Lo woo aii 112 10 000,00 2242
re a 1B 73 2.805 2.63 113 10 250,00 oeS35
40 1 250,00 9,974 2,54 il4 id 5O000 32646
41 1 281,25 10,139 2.42 I 3 " ea
42 1 312,50 10,301 2,32 ae 2 Lee ae
a 1 ae5 e359 ead 117 11 250.00 22,941
dq 1 375,00 1O,614 2,12 11g 11 500.00 73030
45 1 406,25 10,765 2.02 ‘ia raOo oa Lia
46 1 437,50 10,913 1,92 ! ay
a7 1 468,75 11,058 1.eE ee i ae ayers
48 L 500,00 11,199 1.71 ies ee ncesar pata
49 | 562,50 11,474 1,49 125 12 75000 74415
s0 1 625,00 11,736 1,27 ea 13 00000 det
S1 1 687,50 11,983 1,04 135 edan aanda
32 I 750,00 12,230 0,80 126 1a 500.00 33,607
3 pet rae 0,55 127 13 750,00 23.566
a4 1 875.00 12,684 0,29 12E ta ooo00 23722
a3 | 937.39 12,398 0 120 la 250.00 23,775
£6 2 000,00 13,104 “0,25 an a7 eno oa cay
“7 2 062,50 13,302 0.54 ae +7 ceaoo 33'876
is 2 125,00 13,493 0,83 132 15 oooon 3933sq 2 187,50 13,678 1,82 -
£0 2 250,00 13,855 1,44
al 2 312,90 14,027 “1.73
oz 2 375,00 14,193 2,04
03 2 437,50 14,344 “2,94
fd 2 300,00 14,509 =2,64
65 2 562,50 14,660 2.93
iG 2 625,00 14,807 -4,22
or 2 687,50 14,949 -3,49
ie 2 730,00 15.087 -4,74
89 2 812,50 15,221 -3,98
"0 2 875,00 15.351 -4,20
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Table D.le. -- Frequencies, Critical Band Rates and Absolute Threshold
Table is valid for Layer IT at a sampling rate of 44,1 kHz.

 
Frequency Crit.Bond Absolute 7 4 048,24 17,327 3,19

Rate Thresh. 72 4 134,38 iT447 -2,82
2 Sebl iz] #3 4 306,64 17,680 “7,08

1 43,07 0,425 45,05 74 4 478,91 17,905 -1,32
a 66,13 0,240 25,87 TS 4 651,17 18,021 0,64
3 129,20 1.273 18,70 6 4 823,44 18,331 -0,04
4 172,27 1,694. 14,85 Ti 4°995,70 18,534 0,47
5 215,33 2112 12,4] 78 3 167.97 18,731 O89
6 258,40 2525 10,72 Ta 3 340,23 18,922 i,23
7 301 46 2934 9,47 a0 § $12,50 9,108 if
g 4 SI 4 684,77 19,289 L.74344,53 3,337 4.50
9 38760 3.733 7343 82 § 857,03 19,464 1.93

430,66 4,074 710 43 6 029,30 19,435 2.11
473.73 4.507 656 a4 6 201,56 19,801 2.28
$16,850 4,882 6,11 85 6 373,83 19,963 2,46
$50.86 5249 652 86 6 46,00 20,120 2,63
602,93 5.608 637 87 6 718,36 20,273 2,82
646,00 5,959 S07 RE 6 £90,463 20.421 3,09
689,06 6.301 4,79 * 7 062,89 20,565 3,25
742.13 6634 eas 20 7 235,16 20,705 3,49
775.20 6,959 442 91 7 407,42 20,840 2,74
g1826 7074 avi 92 7 379,69 20,972 4,02
861.3% 7 S581 4.92 93 Y FSLOS 20.099 4,32

: : o4 T 924,22 21,222 4,64904,59 7,879 3,74 .
a5 8 006.48 21,342 4,98947 46 8,169 3,57
96 @ 268,75 21,457 45,35990,53 8.450 3,40

1 0393.56 8.724 4.25 a7 B 613,28 21,677 6,15
I 076.66 8 ORT 1a OE 8 OS7,21 21,882 7,07

; , Po] 9 302,34 22,074 8,10(119,73 Oo 244 2,95
1 162.79 9.49073 2 BI 100 9 646,63 22,253 9.25

' . : 101 9 991,41 22,420 10,54| 205.86 9,734 2,67
102 10 335,04 22,576 11,97| 248,99 9,968 2,53 = :103 10 680,47 22,721 13,46L 291,99 Lo,195 2,39 7i 104 1 23,00 22,857 1S]

| 345,06 1O416 2,25 " '105 11 369,53 22,984 17,23| 378,13 10,629 ZL ;+ 106 Ll Fl4.o6 23,102 19.34L 421,09 LO836& L,o7 =
107 1Z 053,59 23,213 21.64| 464,26 LL.037 1,83

| $07.42 L1.342 1.68 ide 12 403,13 23,317 24,15
: r ' 109 12 747,66 24,415 16,88| $90,239 11.421 1,53

| $94 4é LL.6os 1.28 110 13 092,19 23,506 29 (44
ear. _ 1 111 13 436.72 23,592 33,05| 636,52 11.783 1,23

112 13 781,25 23,673 16,52
| 679,59 L1L.OS7 1.07 Fre) 14 125,78 23,749 40,24L T2266 12,125 0,90
| 765,72 12,289 0.74 tis l4 470,31 23,821 44,27
L go8 "79 12 daa as6 1is td £1484 23,888 48,59

. : : LiG 13 159,38 23,952 33,22| 841.86 12,603 o,39
117 LS 503,91 24,013 58,18| 894,92 12,743 O,21

| 937.99 52.900 002 11g [5 848,44 24.070 63,49
‘ na? a 1i9 Lé 192,97 24,125 68,001 981,05 13,042 0,17

: 120 Lé 337,50 24,176 68,002 024,12 13,181 0,36
. ' | Lé 882,03 24,225 68,002 067,19 13,317 0,56; ise 122 V7 226,36 24,271 68,002 155 32 13,578 0,96
' 123 t? 572,09 24,316 ag.a02 239,45 L3,826 -1,38 ;oe 124 1? 915,63 244458 68,002 325,59 L462 -1,79
5 125 LS 260,16 24,308 68,00
2 411,72 pd 288 -2,21 :
AGT RS 14 04 Dat 126 Le 604,59 24,436 68,00
1 S83 oR 4711 204 127 Le 949,22 24,473 62,00
3 670.12 1409 4 128 [9 293,75 24,508 660

aie 1. = 129 19 638,28 24,542 68,00
feos 15,100 “aad 130 19 982.81 24,574 68,002 842,38 15,284 4,09 = — =
2 928,52 15,460 -4,37
7 014,65 15,631 -4,60
3 100,78 13.796 4.78
418691 145,955 491
3027305 1é,110 407
4 359,18 16,260 4,98
3°445,31 16,406 -4,92
3 531,45 16,847 4,81
3 GL7,58 16,685 “4,55
4° 705,71 16,820 -4,43
3 789,84 16,951 -4,17
3 875.98 i079 -3,87
4 (962,11 17.205 -3,54
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Table D.1f. -- Frequencies, critical band rates and absolute threshold
Table is valid for Layer II at a sampling rate of 48 kHz

 
Index Frequency Crit. Band Absolute 71 4 406,25 17,811

Namber Rate Thresh. TZ 4 500,00 17,932
i Fiz) z| [dB 3 4 687,50 18,165
1 46,88 0.463 [ 42,10 74 4 875,00 18,392
2 94,75 o,925 24,17 i 5 062,50 18,611
i 140,63 1,385 17,47 7 3 250,00 18,823
- ieyan eae ieee nN 5 437.50 19,028
5 234,38 2.295 11,60 78 3 625,00 19,226
6 281,25 2,742 10,01 79 5 812,50 1.419
7 328,13 3,184 a4 50 6 000,00 19,606
B 375,00 3,618 74 a1 6 187,40 19,788
4 421,88 4,045 7,22 sz 6 375,00 1,964
vo 468,75 4,463 6.62 a3 6 562,50 20,135
1 515.63 4.872 6.12 B4 6 750,00 20,300
12 62,50 5,272 45,70 #5 & 937,50 20,461
13 609,28 5,646 5,33 a6 7 125,00 20,616
i4 656,25 6,041 5,00 a7 7 312,50 20,766
\5 703,13 6.41 4,71 88 7 300,00 20,912
15 750,00 6,770 4.45 89 7 68750 21,052
7 796,88 7,119 4,21 oH 7 875,00 21.88
8 845,75 7457 4,00 at & 062,50 21,318
a 890,63 FTES 4,79 o2 & 250,00 21,445

“hy 937,50 8.103 4.61 03 & 437,50 21,567
ra 984,38 a4i0 3.43 4 8 625,00 21,684
"3 1 091,35 708 3,26 05 8 812,50 21,797
wy 1 OFR19 8,998 3,09 96 9 000,00 21,906
4 1 125,00 9,275 2,93 oT 9 375,00 22,183

L 171,38 9,544 2,78 38 9 750,00 22,304
i! 1 218,75 9,805 2,63 9 10 125,00 apes
uF 1 265,63 10,057 2,47 io 1 300.00 22,646
8 1 312.50 10.301 2,42 101 ae 22.19
39 | 359,38 10,537 2,17 ibe ct S50. Bael
20 1 406,25 10,765 2,02 1e3 11 625,00 23,072
“1 1 453,13 10,986 1.86 104 12 00,00 23,195
7h 1 so0'00 11199 71 105 12 375,00 23,309
13 1 546,88 11,405 155 oe 12 750,00 23,415
14 1 593,75 11,608 1,38 I 13 125,00 23,515: 108 19 400,00 23,0071s 1 640,63 11,800 1,21
6 1 GR7.50 11,988 1.04 109 13 875,00 23,694
27 1 734,38 12,179 0,86 ae ele aint eaeZ ' 111 14 625,00 24,852
8 1 781.25 12,347 0.67 . 23.
29 1 828.13 12,518 0.49 1iz 15 000.00 23.923
ao 1 875,00 12,684 a,29 ra 15 373,00 23,991114 15 750.00 24,0544 i O2188 12,845 0,09
iZ 1 06875 13002 O11 115 16 128,00 24.114, ' ' 116 16 500,00 24,1714g 2 015,63 13,154 0,32 :117 16 875,00 24,224
“4 2 062,50 13,302 0,54 : .

: 118 17 250,00 24,27525 2 109,38 13,446 0,75 119 ET 625,00 24,322“6 2 156,25 13,586 0,97
. : Hi 120 13 000,00 24,368“7 2 203,13 13,723 -L,20 121 18 374,00 24,411

48 2 250,00 13,855 “144 :
29 2 343,75 14,111 “1,88 Lae aS ae
=O 2 437,50 14,354 «2 3d 123 19 125,00 34.4913 ' ee 124 19 $00.00 24,528| 2 S31,25 14.585 -2,79 o

a2 2 625,00 14.807 4,22 125 af ene Pee
“9 2 718,75 15,018 “3,62 126 s 24.
or 2 812,50 15,221 “3,98
44 2 906,25 15,415 -4.30
iG 3 000.00 15,602 “4,57
a7 3 094,75 14,783 4,77
8 3 187,50 15,956 4,01
9 3 R125 16,124 4,98
tt) 4975,00 16,287 “4,97
| 3 468,75 16,445 4,00
62 2 462,50 16,298 -4,76
3 3 646,25 16,746 -4,55
4 3750.00 16,891 “4,29
8 3 843,75 17,032 “3.99
56 3 997,50 17,169 3,04
aT 4 090,25 17,303 23,26
5B 4 125,00 17.434 -2,86
59 4 218,75 17,563 -2,45
70 4 312,50 17,688 “2,04
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Table D.2a. -- Critical band boundaries

This table is valid for Layer I at a sampling rate of 32 kHz.
The frequencies represent the top end of each critical band,
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Table D.2b. -- Critical band boundaries

This table is valid for Layer I at a sampling rate of 44,1 kHz.
The frequencies represent the top end of each critical band,

|CTable F&CB

86,133
172,266
258,398
430.664
516,797
689,063
TTS,L9S
947,461

1 119,727
1 291,992
1 464,258
1 722,656
1 981,055
2 325,586
2 756,240
3 186,914
3 875,977
4 478,905
5 340,234
6 373,828
7 579,688
9 302,344

11 369,531
15 503,906
19 982.813
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Table D.2c. -- Critical band boundaries

This table is valid for Layer I at a sampling rate of 48 KHz.
The frequencies represent the top end of each critical band.

indexof frequency|Hz] Bark([z]
TableF&CBR | :

93,750 0,925
187,500 1,842
281,250 2,742
375,000 3,618
468,750 4,463
562,500 5,272
656,250 6,041
$43,750 TAS?
937,500 8,103

1 125,00) 9,275
1 312,500 10,301
1 300,00) 11,199
1 781,250 12,347
i 968,750 13,002
2 343,750 14,111
2 718,750 15,018
3 281,250 16,124
3 843,750 17,032
4 687,500 18,166
§ 437,500 19,028
6 375,000 19,964
7 687,500 21,052
9 375,000 22,113

11 625,000 23,072
15 375,000 235,991
20 250,000 24,597

Boo)llbkoheeil 
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Table D.2d. -- Critical band boundaries

This table is valid for Layer [] ara sampling rate of 32 kHz.
The frequencies represent the top end of each critical band.

aeee;indexof frequency[Hz] Bark[z]————

Ochibwo
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31,250||

93,750
187,500
312,500
406,250
541,250
656,250
781,250
937,500

1.093,750
1 281,250
1 468,750

23,923
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Table D.2e. -- Critical band boundaries

This table is valid for Layer IT al a sampling rate of 44,1 kHz,
The frequencies represent the top end of each critical band,

indexof frequency|Hz] Bark[z]
perseeIEFECB eneee

43,066
86,133

129,199
215,332
301,465
430,664
559,863
689,063
818,262
947,461

1 119,727
1 291,992
1 507,324
| 722,656
1 981,055
2 325,586
2 756,250
3 273,047
3 875,977
A 478,006
§ 340,234
G6 373,828
7 579,688
9 302,344

11 369,531
15 $03,906
19 982,813

 
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
l7
18
19
20
71
32
323
24
25
76
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Table D.2f. -- Critical band boundaries

This table is valid for Layer II at a sampling rate of 48 kHz.
The frequencies represen

eee eeei

OeAwele
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tthe top end of each critical band.

frequency [Hz] Bark [z]

46,875
93,750

140,625
234,375
328,125
421,875
562,500)
656,250
796,875
937,500

1 125,000
1 265,625
1 500,000
1 734,375
1 968,750

43,750
18,750

120
750
00
500
000

SRERIE Peee
el

13 375,000
20 250,000
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D.2 Psychoacoustic model 2

D.2.1 General

Psychoacoustic Model 2 is an independent psychoacoustic model that can be adjusted and adapted to any
TSOVIEC 11172-3 layer. This annex presents the general Psychoacoustic Model 2, and provides sufficient
information for implementation of Model 2 with Layers I and II. The Layer III psychoacoustic modelis
based on this implementation, with adaptations as described in the Layer II encoder.

The threshold generation process has three inputs. They are:

a) The shift length for the threshold calculation process, iblen, where 384<iblen<640, This iblen
must remain constant over any particular application of the threshold calculation process. If (as. in
Layer IIT}, it is necessary to calculate thresholds for two different shift lengths, two processes, each
running with a fixed shift length, will be necessary. In the case of (flen outside the range of 384
to 40 it may be necessary to calculate the psychoacoustic thresholds with a different window
length as well as shift length. There are two ways to do this:

. Use a different length transform, and recalculate the startup coefficients for the model, or

- Use the same length transfonn, but a substantially shorter Hann window, appropriate to
the data and problem at hand.

The choice of these is left to the implementation,

b} The newest iblen samples of the signal, with the samples delayed (either in the filter bank or
psychoacoustic calculation) such that the window of the psychoacoustic calculation is centered in
the tim:-window of application.

c) The samnpling rate. There are sets of tables provided for the standard sampling rates. Sampling
rate, like filer, must necessarily remain constant over one implementation of the threshold
calculation process.

There is one oulput from Psychoacoustic Model 2, a set of Signal-to-Masking Ratios, SMR, which are
adapted to the layers as described below.

Before nunning the mexltel initially, the array used to bold the preceding FFT source data window and the
arrays used to held rand f should be zeroed to provide a known starting point,

In LayerII, the psychoacoustic masking ratios must be calculated twice during each coder frame. The more
stringent of each pair of ratios is used for bit allocation as shown in the software simulation model for
Layers I and I] with Psychoacoustic Model 2.

D.2.2 Comments on notation

Throughout this threshold calculation process, three indices for data values are used. These are:

ae indicates that the calculation is indexed by frequency in the FFT spectral line domain, An
index of 1 corresponds to the DC termand an index of 313 corresponds to the spectral line
at the Nyquist frequency.

b= indicates that the calculation is indexed in the threshold calculation partition domain. In
the case where the calculation includes a convolution or sum in the threshold calculation

partition domain, 6) will be used as the summation variable. Partition numbering starts
at 1.

n- indicates that the calculation is indexed in the coder bit (or codebook) allocation domain.
Anindex of 1 corresponds to the lowest band in the subband filter bank,
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0.2.3 The “spreading function"

Several points in the following description refer to the “spreading function”. It is calculated by the
following method:

fmipx =1,05 (j-i},

Wheres is the Bark value of the signal being spread, j is the Bark waluve of the band being spread into, and
inipx is a temporary variable.

x=8 minimum ((tmpx-0,5)2-2(¢mpx-0,5),0)

Where x is a temporary variable, and minimum (a,b) is a function returming the more negative of a or b.

tmpy=15,811389+7,5(tmpx+0,474)-17,5C1,0+Umpxr40,474)2)0.5

where fnipy is another temporary variable.

x + un

if (ampy<-100) then {sprdagf(ijj=0} else (sprdngf(ijj=1 10 }

D.2.4 Steps in threshold calculation

The following are the necessary steps for calculation of the SMR, used in the coder.

ay Reconstruct 1 024 samples of the input signal.

iblen new samples are made available at every call to the threshold generator. The threshold
generator must store 1 024-ifen samples, and concatenate those samples to accurately reconstruct
] 024 consecutive samples of the input signal, s;, where i represents the index,
1 <=i<= 1 024 of the current input stream.

b) Calculate the complex spectrum of the input signal,

: Be ae ; . : 2m(i - 0,5)
First, #7; is windowed by a 1 024 point Hann window, ie. swy=s; * (0,5-0,5c05 1024 y).
Note that in Layer III, a shorter window may be used when window switching 1s active, with
appropriate centering of the window, per the Layer ITT encoder description.

Second, a standard forward FFT of sw; is calculated.

Third, the polar representation of the transform is calculated. rg) and fq Tepresent the magnitude

and phase components of the transformed mvj, respectively.

c} Calculate a predicted r and

A predicted magnitude, 7g. and phase, fo are calculated from the preceding two threshold
calculation blocks’ r and

Fgg =2,00gy (t-T)-rgg (t-2)

Fg =2,0fgy (tT fey (1-2)

where represents the current block number, ¢-/ indexes the previous block's data, and f-2 index2s
the data from the threshold calculation block before uhat.

aq Calculate the unpredictability measure cg

Cyp the unpredictabiliry measure, is:

29
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(Grgcosfar?pcosg)*+(rasinfarfasinfg)*)05
Cn = x

Fartabs(r a

By sacrificing performance, this measure can be calculated on only a lower portion of the frequency
lines. Calculations should be done from DC to at least 3 KHz and preferably to 7kHz. An upper
limit of less than 5,5kKHz may considerably reduce performance from that obtained during the
subjective testing of the audio algorithm. The c,) values above this limit should be set to 0,3.
Best results will be obtained by calculating cy) up to 20 kHz.

e) Calculate the energy and unpredictability in the threshold calculation partitions.

The energy in each partition, ep, is:

whight

éb= Ye?
o=wlowp

and the weighted unpredictability, cp, is:

whighp,

che Sr"Ca
o=wlowp

The threshold calculation partitions provide a resolution of approximately either one PFT line or

3 cTitical band, whichever is wider. Ac low frequencies, a single line of the FFTwill constituie a
calculation partition, At high frequencies, many lines will be combined into one calculation
Partition, A set of partition values is provided for each of the three sampling rates in table
D.3."Calculation partition tables". These table elements. will be used in the threshold calculation
process. There are several elements in each table entry:

1. The index of the calculation partition, &,

z. The lowest frequency line in the partition, alows.

3, The highest frequency line in the partition, avughy,

4. The median bark value of the partition, bvaly,

5. A lower limit for the SNR in the partition that controls stereo unmasking effects, minvalp.

6, The value for tone masking noise (in dB) for the partition, TiMp.

A largest value of b, max, equal to the largest index, exists for each sampling rate.

th Convolve the partitioned energy and unpredictability with the spreading function.

brnax

ech, = Sepp + sprangffbvalpp, Ovaly)
bb=!

urnax

cih=  Sichp = sprdngflbvalyy,bvaly)
ft _

Because ct). is weighted by the signal energy, it must be renormalized ta che
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hy}

i}

D

k}

ch,Ci =
bb ecbe

At the same time, due to the non-normalized nature of the spreading function, ec, should be
renormalized and the normalized energy enjy,, calculated.

enf = ech, * raormy

The normalization coefficient, monn). is:

l

rnorm= —
Ssprangfbvalpp.oval)

bb=o

Convert cb, to fh,, the tonality index.

iby, = -0,209 - 0,43 loge (eb,)

Fach thy is limited to the range of derby <1.

Calculate the required SNR in each partition.

NMTp =5,5dB forall’. MT, is the value for noise masking tone (in dB) for the partition.
The required signal to noisé ratio, SVR'p , is:

SVR_ =smaximum(minvaly, th, * TMNp + (1-tb, ) * NidTpy)

Where maximum (a,b) is a function retuming the least negative of a or b.

Calculate the power ratio,

The power ralio, bep , is:

- SNRp
bey =107 Ja

Calculation of actual energy threshold, nip .

Abp=enty bcp

Spread the threshold energy over FFT lines, yielding migy .

—np
nD = avtighp,-clowp+t

Include absolute thresholds, yielding the final energy threshold of audibility, srg

tires = max(ribes abstlirgy)

The dB values of abstr shown in tables D4. “Absoluve threshold tables" are relative to the lewsl

that a sine wave of } Isb has in the FFT used for threshold calculation. The dB values must be
converted inte the energy domain after considering the FFTnormalization actually used,

Pre-echo control

For Layer Il] , pre-echo control occurs at this point. The actual control is described as part ofthe:
Laver IL] encoder specification, This step is omitted for Layers I and II.
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mn) Calculate the signal-to-mask ratios, SWR,y.

Table 1.5. “Layer I and I] coder partition table” shows:

1. The index, n, of the coder partition.

2. The lower index alow,, of the coder partition.

4. The upper index, cahighy, of the coder partition.

4. The width index, width,, where width,=1 for a psychoacoustically narrow scalefactor band, and
Widti,=0 for a psychoacoustically wide scalefactor band. A psychoacoustically narrow scalefactor

band is one whose width is less than approximately § critical band.
The energy in the scalefactor band, eparty, , is:

evigh,

epanty = Sreé
o= alow),

Then, if (width, = 1), the noise level in the scalefactor band, apart, is calculated as:

avugiy

Apartn, = Sthres
w=low,

else,

nparty = minimum(lhrpfow,leigh, ) * lohighy- alow, + J)

Where, in this case, minimum (a,....z) is a function retuming the smallest positive argument of
the arguments a...2.

The ratios to be sent to the coder, SHWRy , are calculated as:

eparty

SMR, = 10 logiat maTa )
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Table D.3a. -- Calculation partition table
This table is valid at a sampling rate of 32 kHz.

  tnkaBaunnnUnLaLaGnbaUnUnUnUnLaLnLaalnUnLnUnLnLaUnLaBaREEEBRERERPREPAREREAPERPEREREE
 LALAWnta
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Table D.3b. -- Calculation partition table
This table is valid at a sampling rate of 44,1 kHz.
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Table D.3c. -- Calculation partition table
This table is valid at a sampling rate of 48 kHz.

Index TMN

I 24,5
2 24.5
3 24,5
4 24,5
5 24,5
6 24,5
7 24,5
8 24.5
9 24.5
10 24,5
Ll 24.5
12 24,5
13 245
14 24,5
5 24,4
16 24,5
l? 24,5
18 24,5
i] 24,5
20 24,5
Zl 24,5
22 25,1
23 25,8
24 26,4
25 26,9
26 20
a7 28,1
28 28,6
29 29, 1
a0 29,6
31 30,2
a2 30,7
33 31,1
a4 31,5
35 31,9
a6 32,3
37 32,7
38 33,2
39 33.6
40 34,0
41 44 44,3
42 45 34,7
43 4,5 35,1
dd 4.5 35,5
45 4.5 35,9
46 45 36,3
47 4,5 36,6
4g 45 37,0
49 45 37,3
50 37,7
51 38,0
52 38,4
53 38.7
54 99,1
55 39,4
56 35,8
57 40,1
58 40.3
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Table D.da. -- Absolute threshold table

This table is valid at a sampling rate of 32 kHz.

4 value of OdE represents a level in the absolute threshold calculation of 96 dB below the energy ofa sine
wave of amplitude +-32 7460.

2halnoe“JSecksesée2
1,
ly
1,
1

a,
a,
a,
O,
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Table D.d4b -- Absolute threshold table

This table is valid at a sampling rate of 44, lkHz.

A value of 0 dB represents a level in the absolute threshold calculation of 96dB below the energy of a sin?
wave of amplitude +-32 760.

o

1
2
3
4

4S
6
TJ
8
qj
1 
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Table D.4c -- Absolute threshold table
This table is valid at a sampling rate of 48 kHz.

A value of Odrepresents a level in the absolute threshold calculation of 96dB below the energy of a sine
wave of amplitude +-32 760.
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D.5 -- Layer I and Layer II coder partition table

0
0
0
Q
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
I
1
1
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Annex E

(informative)

Bit sensitivity to errors

E.1. General

This annex indicates the sensitivity of individual bits to random errors if application specific error
protection is needed.This sensitivity is given for each bit by a value from O to 5, indicating the amount of
degradation resulting from one isolated error :

5 catastrophic
4 very annoying
3 annoying
2 slightly annoying
1 audible
i) insensitive

The values are wot the results of precise measurements, rather they rely upon knowledge of the codec, They
assume the error detection scheme is not in use.

Somefields in the bit stream do not have a fixed length. All bits in these fields are raved for error
sensitivity, even if mot in use.

For all layers, the beader and error check information defined in 2.4.1.3 and 2.4.1.4 are considered to have
the highest sensitivity.

E.2. Layers I and Il

Bit allocation
Scalefactors select informauon
Scalefactors

Subband samples (*)
.2

ii
g OPMWweWodeeoOn4

3
2
1
0
8
5
3
a

 
(*) according to the bit allocation
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E.3. Layer Ill

Parameters
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scfsi all bits §
part2_3_length all bigs 4
big_values all bits 3
global_gain all bits 45
scalcfac_compress all bits 5
window_switching_flag 0 s
block_type all bits 4
thised_block_flag 0 4
table_select all bits fo]
region0_count all bits 3
regioni_count all bits 3
preflag 2
scalefac_scale 2
countltable_select 3
Subblock_gain 2 (msb)} 4

1 3

0 (ish) 2
scale_fac (*"™) 3 (msb) 3(2)

2 32)
l 21)
0 (Ish) 2(1)

Hutfimancerdebits 0 O...-1 3-0 

PAGE147 of 158

(**) the scalefac length depends on scalefac_compress.
The bit sensitivity values refer to the scolefac_scale value 1 (if 0 the value is im parenthesis).
c+") Tin is che number of bits for Huffinan coding in one block the bit sensivity decreases linearly from 3
to 0 as the bit number varies from 0 up to n, (from low to high frequency).

Note:

Rearrangement of the Huffman coded walues:
To get better implicit error robustmess for the low frequency part of the spectrumthe Huffman coded values
can be transmitted not in their logical order, but in an interleaved fashion.

If max_hlen is the maximum length of a Huffman codeword over the tables which are used to code the
particular block and nis the number of bits used for Huffman coding of data in the block (not frame), then
int(n/max_hlen) slots are filled with the first codewords, beginning from low frequencies. The remaining
codewords are filled into the remaining place, again arranged from low to high frequencies.

After bit interleaving, the bit sensivity of bit k+i*inw(u/max_hlen) decreases linearly from 3 to 0 as k
varies from O up to int(wmax_hlen)-1, where i=0,....max_hlen-1, and n is the number of bits for Huffman
coding in one block.

This is the recommended practice for Layer [II data for all channels where error robustness is mmportant.

le-1
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Annex F

(informative)

Error concealment

An optional feature of the coded bit stream is the CRC word which provides some error detection facility to
the decoder. The Hamming distance of this error detection code is d=4, which allows for the detection of up
to 3 single bit errors or for the detection of one error burst of up to 16 bit length, The amount and the
position of the protected bits within one encoded audio frame generally depends on the layer, the mode, data
Tate, and sampling frequency.

This can be usec. to control an error concealment strategy in order to avoid severe impairments of the
reconstructed sijmnal due to errors in the most sensitive information.

Some basic techniques can be used for concealment, for instance information substitution, or muting. A
simple substitudion technique consists, when an erroneous frame occurs, of replacing it by the previous one
Cif enor fee).
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Annex G

(informative)

Joint stereo coding

G.1. Intensity stereo coding Layer |, Il

An optional joint stereo coding method used in Layers I and IT is intensity stereo coding. Intensity stereo
coling can be used to increase the audio quality and/or reduce the bitrate for stereophonic signals. The gain
in bitrate is typically about 10 wt 30 kbits/s. It requires negligible additional decoder complexity. The
increase of encoder complexity is small. The encoder and decoder delay is not affected,

Psychoacoustic results indicate that at high frequencies (above about 2 KHz) the localization of the
stereophonic image within a critical band is determined by the temporal envelope and not by the temporal
fine structure of the audio signal.

The basic idea for intensity stereo coding is that for some subbands, instead of wansmitting separate left am!
right subband samples, only the sum-signal is transmitted, but with scalefactors for both the left and right
channels, thus preserving the stercophonic image.

Flow diagrams of a stereo encoder and decoder, including intensity stereo mode, are shown in figure G.1
“General stereo encoder flaw-chart" and figure G.2 “General stereo decoder flow-chart". First, an estimatio 1
is made of the required bitrate for both left and right channel. If the required bitrate exceeds the available
bitrate, the required bitrate can be decreased by sewing a number of subbands to intensity stereo mode,
Depending on the bitrate needed, subbands

16 to 31,
12 to 31,
§ to 31, or
4 to 31

can be set to intensity stereo mode. For the quantization of such combined subbands, the higher of the bit
allocations for left and right channel is used.

The left and right subband signals of the subbands in joint stereo mode are added, These new subband
signals are scaled in the nonmal way, but the originally detenmined scalefactors of the left and right subband
signals are transmitted according to the bitstream syntax. Quantization of common subband samples,
coding of common samples, and coding of common bit allocation are performed in the same way as in
independent codine.

G.2. MS_Stereo and intensity stereo coding Layer Ill

In Layer Il a combination of ms_stereo mode (sum/difference) and intensity stereo mode can be used.

a} MS_stereo switching

MS_stereo mode is switched on if in joint stereo mode condition

S11 S511

>» [ rlj2 - rrj2] < 0.8 * » [ rly? + rej? ]
i=0 i=O

is true. The valves rl; and rrj correspond to the energies of the FFTline spectrum of the left and
right channel calculated within the psychoacoustic model.

by) MS stereo processing

- MIS matrix

143
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c)

In M3__stereo mode the values of the normalized middle/side channel MjyySj are transmitted instead
of the lefvright channel values Lj/Rj:

Ri +L; Lj - Rj
M; aitbiand Si =—t

V2 V2

- Limitation of 5; channel bandwith

All Sj values above the highest scalefactor band are set to zero.

- Sparsing of 5j channel

In every scalefactor band sb all pairs of small values (5j.5j41) are set to zero:
if (Sj2 + Sj417) < sch * (Li? + Liga? + Ri2+ Rigi?) {

S$, =0, Sj41 = 0;
}

The following difference channel threshold coefficients apply to the scalefactor bands for block type
'= 2 (long MDCT transfonns’):

ES oO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 & 9

Ssb 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,10 0,10 0,10 0,10 0,10

56h

144

10 1l 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

0.1.0 0,20 0,30 0,40 0,50 0,60 0,70 0,80 0,90 1,00 1,50

Intensity stereo processing

- Calculation of intensity stereo position

For each scalefactor band sb coded in intensity stereo the following steps are executed:

. _ dz, L_Enereysh
iS_PpOssh = NINT( = arctan( R_Energysb

- Ly =1Ly+Ri for all indices i within the actual scalefactor band sb

- Rj=0 for all indices i within the actual scalefactor band sb

- the intensity stereo position is_possp is transmitted instead of the scalefactor of the right
channel (3 bits always, stereo positions 0..6, 7=illegal stereo position)

where ]__Energysp/R_Energysp denote the signal energies of the left/right channel within the
actual scalefactor band and Lj/Rj are the transfonned values.

Scalefactor bands of the right'difference channel containing ouly zeros after coding which do not
belong to the intensity coded part should be wansmitted with the scalefactor “7” to prevent
intensity stereo decoding.
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Figure G.1 -- General stereo encoder flow chart
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INPUT ENCODED BIT
STREAM

Lett channel Right channel

DETERMINATION OF
COMBINED SUBBANDS

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DECODING OF BIT
ALLOCATIONS

DECODING OF BIT
ALLOCATIONS

 
 

DECODING OF SCALE DECODING OF BIT DECODING OF SCALE
FACTORS ALLOCATIONS OF FACTORS

COMBINED SUBBANDS

 
 

DEQUANTIZATION OF
SAMPLES OF COMBINED

SUBBANDS
DEQU ANTIZATION

OF SAMPLES
DEQUANTIZATION

OF SAMPLES   
 

 
SUBBAND SYNTHESIS SUBBAND SYNTHESIS

FILTERING FILTERING

OUTPUT PCM SAMPLES OUTPUT PCM SAMPLESLaleELbe
This part is used only
in joint stereo mode.

Figure G.2 -- General stereo decoder flaw chart
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Annex H

(informative)

List of patent holders

The user's attention is called to the possibility that - for some of the processes specified in this part of
ISQVMEC 11172 - compliance with this Intemational Standard may require use of an invention covered by
Patent rights,

By publication of this part of ISO/IEC 11172, no position is taken with respect to the validity of this
claim or of any patent rights in connection therewith. However, each company listed in this annex has filed
with the Information Technology Task Force (ITTF) a statement of willingness to grant a license under
such nights that they hold on reasonable and nondiscriminatory tens and conditions to applicants desiring
to obtain such a heense.

Information regarding such patents can be obtained from :

AT&T
32. Avenue of the Americas
New York
NY 10019-2412
USA

Avweure
1 Memorial Drive

Cambridge
02142 Massachusetts
Usa

Bellcore
290 'W Mount Pleasant Avenue

Livingston
NY o7039
USA

The British Broadcasting Corporation
Broadcasting House
London
WIA LAA

United Kingdom

British Telecomununications ple
Intellectual Property Unit
13th Floor
151 Gower Street
Lonchon
WCIE GBA

United Kingdom

CCETT
4 Rue du Clos-Courtel
BP 49
F-35512

Cesson-Sevigne Cedex
France

14%
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CNET
38-10 Rue du General Leclerc

F-92131 Issy-les-Moulineaux
France

Compression Labs, Incorporated
2860 Junction Avenue
San Jose
CA 95134
USA

CSELT
Via G Reiss Romoli 274
1-10148 Torino

Italy

CompuSonics Corporation
PO Box 61017
Palo Alto
CA 94306
USA

Daimler Benz AtG
PO Box 800 230

Epplestrasse 224
D-7000 Stuttgart &0
Germany

Domier Gmbh
An der Bundessuasse 31
D-7990 Friedrict shafen!

Gennany

Fraunhofer Gesselschaft zur Foerderung der Angerwandten Forschung ¢.¥V.
Leonrodstrasse $4
8000 Muenchen 19

Genmany

Hitachi Ltd

6 Kanda-Surugacdai 4 chome
Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 101
Japan

Institut fiir Rundfunktechnik Gmbh
Florianmiihistrabe 60
8000 Miinchen 45

Gennany

International Business Machines Corporauion
Amonk
New York 10504
USA

KDD Cormportion
2-3-2 Nishishinjuku
Shinjuku-ku
Tokyo
Japan
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Licentia Patent-Verwaltungs-Gmbh
Theodor-Stem-Foai &
D-6000 Frankfurt 70

Gennany

Miussachusetts Institute of Technology
20 Ames Street

Cambridge
Minssachusetts 02139
USA

Mutsushita Electric Industrial Co. Lid
1006 Oara-Kadoma
Kadkoma.
Osaka 571

Japan

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
2-3 Marunouchi
2-Chome

Chiyoda-Ku
Tokyo
100 Japan

NEC Corporation
7-1 Shiba 5-Chome
Minato-ku

Tokyo
Japan

Nippon Hoso Kyokai
2-2-1 Jin-nan

Shibuya-ku
Tokyo 150-01
Japan

Philips Electronics NW
Groenewoudseweg 1
5621 BA Eindhoven
The Netherlands

Pioneer Electronic Corporation
4-1 Meguro 1-Chome
Meguro-ku
Tokyo 153
Japan

Ricoh Co, Led
1-3-6 NWakamagome
Obta-ku

Tokyo 143
Japan

Schawarls Engineering & Design
15 Buckland Courk
San Carlos. CA 94070
USA
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Sony Corporation
6-7-35 Kitashinagawa
Shinagawa-ku
Tokyo 141
Japan

Symbionics
St John's Innovation Centre

Cowley Road
Cambridge
CB4 4Ws

United Kingdom

Telefunken Fernseh und Rundfunk GmbH

Gottinger Chaussee
D-3000 Hannover 9]
Gennany

Thomson Consumer Electronics

9, Place des Vosges
La Défense 3
92400 Courbevcie
France

Toppan Printing Co, Ltd
1-5-1 Taito
Taito-ku

Tokyo 110
Japan

Toshiba Corporation
1-1 Shibaru 1-Ciyome:
Minato-ku

Tokyo 105
Japan

Victor Company of Japan Led
12 Moriya-cho 3 chome
Kanagawa-ku
Yokohama

Kanagawa 221
Japan
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UDC 681.3.04(084.14)

Descriptors: data crocassing, moving cctures, audic data, video recording, data Storage davices, digital storage, coded
representation, coding (data conversion).
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